1708839   10/07/2008
ZEE MEDIA CORPORATION LIMITED
B-10, LAWERENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
SERVICES

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES CONSISTING OF THE REGISTRATION, TRANSCRIPTION, COMPOSITION, COMPILATION, TRANSMISSION, SYSTEMATIZATION OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS AND REGISTRATION, AND ALSO THE EXPLOITATION OR COMPILATION OF MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTICAL DATA.

Transliteration: the transliteration of the mark in english is ANANYA SAAMMAN 1414
1889636    27/11/2009
P.ABDUL RAZAK
trading as ;HG HIRA GOLD SOUK
NO.KP IV/912/A,B, KONDOTTY PANCHAYATH,KONDOTTY (P.O.) 673 638(PIN )ERNAD TALUK OF MALAPPURAM
DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
ROLL NO; K/1000/2003, TRADE INPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM -DIST, KERALA-
676 121.
Used Since :01/04/2007

MANUFACTURING, FACTORY, MERCHANTS, SHOWROOMS AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION, TRADING, WHOLESALE,
RETAIL, EXPORT, IMPORT, HOLD, DEAL AND MANAGE, PURCHASE OR OTHERWISE ACQUIRE AND SELL, DISPOSE
OFF, EXCHANGE, ADVERTISING, CTI–TRIBUTION, WEBSITE, AND MARKETING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF JEWELLERY
(REAL & IMITATION), PRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METAL & THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR
COATING THEREWITH, GEMS, PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS, COINS, CUPS, VALUABLE SHIELDS, MEDALS, IDOLS,
CURIOUS ARTICLES OF VIRTUE, ART AND ANTIQUES AND RELATED ITEMS IMITATION JEWELLERY, STUDDED
JEWELLERY; WATCHES AND WATCH BANDS, CLOCKS, FASHION CLOCKS, ALARM PIECES, TIME PIECES,
ELECTRONIC TIME PIECES, COSTUME JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL STONES, RINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, CHARMS,
TIE CLIPS, TIE PINS, PINS, EARINGS, KEY RINGS, WATCH STRAPS; ORNAMENTS MADE BY GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM
JEWELLERY, GEMS, DIAMONDS, PEARLS; BULLION AND ARTICLES MADE THEREFROM; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.

Mark as a whole considered.
MEETHI PHARMACEUTICALS

2022712  14/09/2010
MR. SHAILENDRA VIJAYVARGIYA
trading as ;M/S. MEETHI PHARMACEUTICALS
304 SHIVAM KHAND SEC-19 VASUNDHRA GHAZIABAD U.P.
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/02/2006

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND ALL TYPE MEDICINE ITEMS, GROCERY ITEMS, NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-35

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MEETHI PHARMACEUTICALS.
2055201  18/11/2010

MR. NITIN SONKAR
51, SANJAY ENCLAVE, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI - 110033
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL SOLUTIONS
F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, OPP. JWALE HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063.
Used Since :01/11/2010

DELHI
RETAIL OUTLET FOR SELLING OF READYMADE GARMENTS, SHOES, FASHION ACCESSORIES IN CALSS 35.
2062711  03/12/2010
SPICE GLOBAL HOLDINGS PTE. LTD.
1 NORTH BRIDGE ROAD 19 - 4/5, HIGH STREET CENTRE, SINGAPORE - 179094
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBALLEX LEGAL
J-1102, NEEALPADAMKUNJ, SEC-1 VAISHALI GAZAIBAD -201010
Used Since :28/04/2009
DELHI
RETAIL CHAIN SERVICES ;BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING ("BPO") SERVICES.
EXALT WEB SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
3rd Floor, Southend Square, Near Rico Kantta Mansarover, Jaipur, Rajasthan, Pincode - 302020
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :22/10/2010

AHMEDABAD
BUSINESS INFORMATION, WEB SITE ADVERTISEMENT, ONLINE DIRECTORY SERVICE, SALES PROMOTION THROUGH
WEB SITE
STERILIQ

2078409  31/12/2010

DHRUV KUMAR

trading as ; TERRAI NATURAL PRODUCTS

D-199, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)

47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Used Since: 01/12/2010

DELHI

TRADING AND MARKETING, IMPORT-EXPORT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AND DISTRIBUTION SHIP SERVICES

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS. RELATING TO

STERLIZING LIQUID INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
NEELKANTH METAL INDUSTRIES

2078412  31/12/2010
SUBHASH CHANDRA JINDAL
trading as ;NEELKANTH METAL INDUSTRIES
DELHI-A-3/167, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-7, DELHI-110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since : 01/12/2010

DELHI
TRADING, MARKETING, RETAILING & WHOLESALING, ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT OF PRESSURE COOKER, LPG GAS STOVE, ELECTRIC COOKED AND OTHER HOME APPLIANCES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2078623 31/12/2010
SHRI NOHAR CHAND
SHRI PARGAT SINGLA
SHRI PARVEEN KUMAR
trading as ;SHREE GANESH SEEDS FARM
MAUR MANDI-151509 DISTT BATHINDA PB
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING
SERVICE RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF WHEAT, PADDY, COTTON, VEGETABLE AND FODDER SEEDS
JANHVI
2080546  04/01/2011
ARPITA BANSAL
trading as ;GLITTER & GLITZ
169, AVTAR ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110 063
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-I-3, SAGARPUR WEST, DISTRICT:SOUTH-WEST, DELHI - 110046
Used Since :15/12/2010
DELHI
DISPLAY & PROMOTION OF GOODS & SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES; TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF BUYING, SELLING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING, TRADING AND DEALING IN PRECIOUS METALS & THEIR ALLOYS, GOODS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS STONES THROUGH DEPARTMENTAL STORES, HYPER STORES, MALLS, SUPER MARKETS, SUPER SHOPS; PROVIDING OF ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED SERVICES THROUGH ELECTRONIC AND PRINT MEDIA.
We make it better - every experience of yours!

2080757  05/01/2011
AJIT KEWALRAMANI
trading as ;S3 Super Saver Store
4B / 30 Old Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi - 110060.
Online Retailer & Service Provider
Online Retailer & Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH BHAGNARI
Bhagnari & Co, Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru Nanak High School, Ulhasnagar 421004, Maharashtra, INDIA
Used Since :05/01/2011

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; RETAIL; ONLINE RETAIL & TRADING SALES/SERVICES; AUCTION/WHOLESALE SERVICES: FOR A VARIETY OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE/CONSUMER GOODS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO GROCERY, KITCHEN, HOME, GARDEN, BATH, COSMETICS, HEALTH/PERSONAL CARE, TOILET ARTICLES & DEVICES, PET SUPPLIES, FOOD & DRINK APPLIANCES, STATIONERY/OFFICE EQUIPMENT, PRODUCT MAINTENANCE & WARRANTY SERVICES, ONLINE SEARCH OF ADVERTISING GUIDE OF GOODS & SERVICES OF OTHERS.
VEENA P. THAKKAR
trading as ;M/S. BLACK CHILLI BCC
1, GS BUNGLOWS, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD - 380063
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/07/2010

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATING TO ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ADVERTISING AGENCIES, AND ADVERTISING BY RADIO, TELEVISION, NEWS PAPERS, HOARDINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2090154  27/01/2011
EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION
5959 LAS COLINAS BOULEVARD, IRVING, TEXAS 75039-2298, U. S. A.
SERVICES
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION BY MEANS OF AN ONLINE SELECTOR TOOL FOR THE PURPOSE OF SELECTING LUBRICANTS TO MEET THE CONSUMERS SPECIFICATIONS
SAFAL

2094919 04/02/2011
HERBICIDES (INDIA) LTD.
13 PRAKASH APARTMENTS 5 ANASARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-02
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER, SERVICE, PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
RETAILING, RETAIL OUTLETS, DISTRIBUTION, SHOWROOMS, ADVERTISING, MARKETING WITH REGARDS TO
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES TO INSECTICIDES FORESTRY CHEMICALS HORTICULTURE
CHEMICALS, MANURE FOR AGRICULTURE, CHEMICALS, PESTICIDES, BIO-PESTICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES,
WEED KILLERS, INSECTICIDES, PARASITICIDES, LARVICIDES; ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
DOSTPOLICE

2095460 07/02/2011
PRADEEP KUMAR
trading as ; TLS ASSOCIATES
105,106 POCKET-A1 SECTOR-6 ROHINI NEW DELHI-85
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084

Used Since: 20/10/2007

DELHI
ADVERTISING AGENCY, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, RADIO & TELEVISION ADVERTISING & COMMERCIALS; MODELING FOR ADVERTISING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS & TRADE FAIRS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; UPDATING & DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL & MATTERS; PUBLICITY, PUBLICITY AGENCIES; SALES PROMOTION (FOR OTHERS); MARKETING STUDIES; BUSINESS APPRAISAL, RESEARCH & INVESTIGATION; COMPILATION & SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT & MANAGEMENT; PUBLIC RELATIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
BLACK PEARL

2098731  11/02/2011
CHANCHAL ADLAKHA
trading as ;KARAN INTERNATIONAL
7/158, RAMESH NAGAR, N. DELHI-110015
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :01/04/2000

DELHI
TRADING, MARKETING, EXPORT, IMPORT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORES OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE; INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2100718    17/02/2011
FALCON TYRES LIMITED
trading as ;FALCON TYRES LIMITED
K.R.S. ROAD METAGALLI MYSORE -570016 KARNATAKA.INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS,AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1974

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGAMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2106832  28/02/2011
VISION IT CONSULTANTS PVT LTD
126, Dr. AMBEDKAR BASTI GHONDA DELHI 110053
SERVICES
Used Since :01/05/2008
DELHI
BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCE, KNOWLEDGE PROCESS OUTSOURCE, LEGAL PROCESS OUTSOURCE.
2110913  07/03/2011
MRS. ANJU SACHDEVA
trading as ; SHREE GANESH ENTERPRISES
65, PART - 2, GUJRAWALAN TOWN, NEW DELHI - 110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/04/2009
DELHI
TRADING MARKETING DISTRIBUTION EXPORT IMPORT ADVERTISING WHOLESALE AND RETAILING OF PAINT AND POLISH INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
AP PHARMA

2113068  10/03/2011
PARVAIZ JALAL
ASIF IQBAL BHAT
BASANT BAGH SRINAGAR KASHMIR J&K
MARKETING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR.S.K.MARWAH
292 Model Town Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Used Since :05/01/2011

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS ADMINISTRATION
2114977   14/03/2011
RAMESH K PATE(HUF)
VANDANA SINHA
JIGAR PATEL
KHYATI NAIR
ANAND NAIR

trading as ;M/S MILECORE
310 DEV ARC COMMERCIAL COMPLEX OPP. BIG BAZAAR S G HIGHWAY AHMEDABAD-380015 (GUJARAT) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH RATILAL SONI, ADVOCATE.
A-2, CHANDRALAYA APARTMENT, NARANPURA, CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABD 380 013.
Used Since :14/01/2011

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING BPO SERVICES INCLUDING IN THE CLASS-35
MR. SASWATA BANERJEE
MR. AMIT KUMAR

trading as: PROGRESS PARTNERS

305, RANGOLI, OPP SAHAR CARGO, SAHAR ROAD, ANDHERI- EAST, MUMBAI- 400 099.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since: 14/06/2006

MUMBAI

PROVIDING OF SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND RESEARCH, ADVERTISEMENT AND OTHER BUSINESS RELATED CONSULTANCY SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY AND ASSISTANCE, RISK MANAGEMENT RELATED BUSINESS, CONSULTANCY IN PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, MARKET RESEARCH, SURVEY, BUSINESS PROJECT ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTANCY TO ALL KINDS OF BUSINESS, BUSINESS PLAN DEVELOPMENT FOR THIRD PARTY, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT AS UNDERSTOOD IN COMMON PRACTICE. SERVICES THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES.
2140065  05/05/2011
MRS. PRIYANKA JAIN
trading as ;M/S. GOLDEN LIFE HK
2B-407 BRINDABAN, POONAM NAGAR, ANDHERI (E) MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :21/06/2010

MUMBAI
PROVIDING MARKETING, RETAIL, OUTLET, IMPORT, EXPORT SERVICES IN RELATION TO MOBILES AND ITS ACCESSORIES AND ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2163626    22/06/2011
TRISTAR CARS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 2, GAZETTED OFFICER COLONY, MUSEUM ROAD, NEAR GUPTA HOUSE, CIVIL LINES, NAGPUR- 440001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :12/08/2008
MUMBAI
RETAILING OF AUTOMOBILES
2167711  29/06/2011

MRS. BASWA AMITA
FLAT NO. 304, 3RD FLOOR BLOCK KIRTI APARTMENT, MAYUR VIHAR EXTENSION PHASE-I DELHI 91
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 26/06/2001

DELHI

ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ECOMMERCE, TRADING & RETAIL STORES
WALI MUHAMMAD DAR
trading as :KASHMIR AGRO GOLD
NEAR CUSTODIAN OFFICE SHAHEED GUNJ SRINAGAR KASHMIR
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :01/05/2011

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS FUNCTIONS OFFICE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, SERVICE OF
PROVIDING GOODS AT A PLACE FROM WHERE A CUSTOMER CAN EASILY BUY.
2178044   20/07/2011
JEWELLEN DSOUZA
LEENA DSOUZA
trading as ;B AND B FOODS
SHOP 1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, JEWEL HEIGHTS OPP. MAPUCA COURT GARDEN, ALTINHO, MAPUSA - GOA-403507
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :29/03/2011
MUMBAI
PROVIDING RETAIL SHOP SERVICES IN RELATION TO PASTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2178087    20/07/2011
CRAFTSVILLA HANDICRAFTS PVT LTD.,
G-1502, 15th Floor, Lotus Corporate Park, Goregaon East, Mumbai-400063.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
1501, Antartica-C, Lodha Aqua, Off. W.E Highway, Opp. Thakur Mall, Near Dahisar Check Naka, Mumbai, Maharashtra, INDIA.
Pin- 401107
Used Since :31/12/2010

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATING TO ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES INCLUDING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND TRADING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF ARTIFACTS, ALL TYPES OF HANDLOOM AND HANDICRAFTS, CLOTHING, ARTIFACTS, SOUVENIR ITEMS, JEWELLERY MOUNTED ON SILVER AND GOLD, DISTRIBUTION OF GIFT ITEMS, STATIONERY PLANNERS, CALENDERS AND ACCESSORIES, PILLOVVS CUSHIONS, BOLSTERS, QUILTS, QUILTED COVERS MATS, AND UPHOLSTERY OF ALL KINDS
2182323  29/07/2011
BASAVESHWAR CHANNAPPA NOOLVI
Mahabaleshwar Channappa Noolvi
Basaveshwar Channappa Noolvi
Saleem .M. Kallimani

trading as ;M/s. Original Message Magazine
Basaveshwar Channappa Noolvi, At post.devikoppa,Taluk- Kalaghatgi, District-Dharwad, pin code: 581204, Karnataka

service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AHUJA & ASSOCIATES
5, MAKER BHAVAN NO.3, GROUND FLOOR, 21 NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020

Used Since :01/07/2011

CHENNAI
Providing advertisement and marketing services, arranging placing and preparing of advertisements, compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the internet, promoting the sale of the goods and services [on behalf of others] by arranging advertisements, rental of advertisement space, new and e advertisement concepts thorught web advertisements, boracher, magazine and newspapers advertisements
2196043  26/08/2011
TETRAHEAD CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD.
601, GATEWAY PLAZA, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 17/12/2009
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
ROAD MASTER

2197243    29/08/2011
ASK OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
G.T. ROAD, GORAYA -144409, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING ACTIVITIES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF NUTS & BOLTS, WASHERS, MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION PARTS, HAND TOOLS, AUTOMOBILE PARTS, TVRES AND TUBES FOR USE IN LAND VEHICLES
2198225 01/09/2011
SYNERGYONE MARKETING PVT LTD.
trading as ;SYNERGYONE MARKETING PVT LTD
A-60 SUSHANT LOK DLF PHASE-III GURGAON
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARG & PARTNERS
9/51 LOWER GROUND FLOOR VIKRAM VIHAR LAJPAT NAGAR -IV DELHI 110024
Used Since :26/07/2010
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS WHICH ALSO INCLUDES CAREER PROFILING, PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSMENTS OF EMPLOYEES, COUNSELLING FOR WORKING PROFESSIONALS, HR SERVICES, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT BUSINESS CONSULTING, DESIGNING OF STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR COMPANIES;
2199499  02/09/2011
MUHAMMAD ISHFAQ LANKER S/O SHAMAS-UD-DIN LANKER;
trading as ;S.A.PVC CABLE INDUSTRY, Industrial Estate Phase 2nd,
Khonmoh, Srinagar, (J&K)
R/o Lane No 9, Botshah Colony, Lal Bazar, Srinagar; (J&K);
Service Provider;
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :14/06/2011
DELHI
Business Management, Office Functions, Office organisations, Manufacturing, Whole sale and retailing services for
selling of all kind of electric wires and cables, power electronic equipments goods export import business of electric &
electronic products and business management, office functions;
SAKHI BEAUTY CONCEPTS

2200179  05/09/2011
MR. ANIL KUMAR RAI
trading as ;SAKHI BEAUTY CONCEPTS
A - 39, BASEMENT VISHAL ENCLAVE, MAIN ROAD, OPP. TDI MALL, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :12/05/1994

DELHI

WHOLESALE & RETAIL SHOPS, OUTLETS, TRADING, MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION IN RESPECT OF BEAUTY SLIMING EQUIPMENTS, SPA \ EQUIPMENTS & SALOON FURNITURES, INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2202961   09/09/2011
L.S. TELECOM PVT LTD
RZ-F- 20 MODI COMPLEX WEST SAGAR PUR DELHI 110046
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI
TRADING, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, EXPORT-IMPORT AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO GUN ACTUATOR, SCOTCH LOCK, RF CONNECTOR, RF CABLE, ANTENNA, CABLE TIE; INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2203173    09/09/2011
CHUNMUN STORES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956

J-18, CENTRAL MARKET, LAJPAT NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110024.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

Used Since :19/04/2006

DELHI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; INCLUDING RETAILING, WHOLESALING ,DISTRIBUTING; SELLING OR OTHERWISE DEALING IN CLOTHING; COOKING APPLIANCES AND ACCESSORIES; KITCHEN APPLIANCES AND ACCESSORIES; ROCKERIES; PERSONAL CARE MERCHANDISE; BOOKS, PERIODICALS, STATIONERY, CARDS; WATCHES; RECORDED MUSIC; AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENTS; LEATHER PRODUCTS; LUGGAGE; COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY; GIFT ARTICLES AND ALL OTHER ITEMS
ADMISSION

2203906  13/09/2011
ROMESH CHANDER MITTAL
ASHOK KUMAR MITTAL
NARESH KUMAR MITTAL
trading as ;LOVELY CORPORATION
NAKODAR ROAD, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
SERVICES PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAJAJ REGISTRATION SERVICE
193, CIVIL LINES, 1ST FLOOR , SANJAY GANDHI MRKT. BMC CHOWK, JALANDHAR-144001, PUNJAB.
Used Since :25/07/2011

DELHI
SERVICES: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND ADVERTISINGS INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT, EXPORT OF CDS, DVDS, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES RELATING TO SOUND CLIPS, VIDEO CLIPS, MOVIES , TELEFILMS, DRAMAS, PLAYS, TELEVISION SERIALS, TV CHANNELS ETC AND ALL OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35
2204287    13/09/2011
DEEPAK UPPAL
ROHIT MALHOTRA

trading as ; TAZ EVENTS
203 HARSHA HOUSE COMMERCIAL COMPLEX NEW MOTI NAGAR NEW DELHI 15
SERVICE PROVIDING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1,H.NO.15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since :01/08/2010

DELHI
EVENT MANAGEMENT AND EVENT PLANNER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
DULHAN EMPORIUM

2204414  13/09/2011
MOHD FAISAL SALEEM
trading as ;DULHAN EMPORIUM
SHOP NO 1000 BAZAR CHITLY QABAR JAMA MASJID DELHI 11006
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :28/10/2006

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF READYMADE GARMENTS
AND HANDY CRAFT, JEWELLRY, GEMS, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLRY, BELTS, PURSE, WALLETS, BAGS, BRIEFCASES,
VANITY CASES, ATTACHES, TRAVELLING BAGS, ALL KINDS FOOTWEAR AND ALL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING,
DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESAL AND RETAIL SERVICES IN CLASS 35.
MONTH PHARMA

2206700    16/09/2011

VINESH KUMAR

trading as ;MONTH PHARMA

16/10, UMESH PARK, MODI NAGAR, DISTT. GHAZIABAD, U.P
TRADING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Agents address:

YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)

Used Since :01/03/2010

DELHI
TRADING & MARKETING OF PHARMACEUTICALS AND COSMETICS PRODUCTS
MONIKA KOCHHAR
trading as ; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND OFFICE FUNCTION
234-A, CHANDI PLAZA, SANT NAGAR, EAST OF KILASH, NEW DELHI - 110065
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND OFFICE FUNCTION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKHAR GARG & SWATI GARG
C-16, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-65
Used Since : 21/11/2006

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND OFFICE FUNCTION
2207234  19/09/2011
MR.RAJ VOHRA
trading as ;GLOBAL HIRING SOLUTION
2080,SEC-44C CHANDIGARH 160047
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :31/05/1994
DELHI
Mark shall be used as a Label as substantially represented and filed. No exclusive rights over the words appearing separately..
2207649  20/09/2011
MEDIA TODAY PVT LTD
T-30 GROUND FLOOR KHIRKI EXTN. MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI 110017
SERVICE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KNOWLEDGENTIA CONSULTANTS
J - 1/8, THIRD FLOOR (LEFT SIDE), KHIRKI EXTENSION, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110017
Used Since :12/09/2008

DELHI
CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ADVERTISING FOR AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURE ORGANIZING OF EXHIBITIONS, EVENTS, SECTOR, PUBLICATIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS ETC.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2207669  20/09/2011
CALIFORNIA WALNUT COMMISSION
101 PARKSHORE DRIVE, SUITE 250 FOLSOM , CA 95630 USA
SERVICES
A CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROMOTING WALNUTS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA BY - ) DISTRIBUTING ADVERTISING MATERIALS THROUGH
A VARIETY OF METHODS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2207856 20/09/2011
NARESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
2106/2 KHARI BAOLI, DELHI-6
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE APEX COMPANY
1026/21-23, IND FLOOR, GARGRENA HOUSE, GALI TELIYAN TILAK BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since: 01/04/1926
DELHI
ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTING, MARKETING, WHOLE SALES AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PURE GOLD & SILVER, GOLD & LEAVES (SONA CHANDI KA VARK), DRIED AND COOKED FRUIT AND VEGETABLES, PICKLES, SOUPS, MASHROOMS, SPICES, KIRYANA ITEMS, SATTRON, SAUCES, NUTS HEENA TEA, CUMINES SOODS, FLANNEL SOODS, JEERA, TURMERIC CORINDER SEEDS, SAT-ISAB-GOL KISMISH CASHEW, ALMOND, PISTA, ANJEER, CHHUARAH, CHHILGOJA, CHIRONJEE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL AND DEVICE OF LORD KRISHNA WITH COW.
SEEMA

2208835  22/09/2011
KRISHAN LAL
trading as ;SEEMA PLASTIC COMPANY
262, GALI TOLI AWALI, PAN MANDI, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
SERVICES PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1995

DELHI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, DISPLAY, TRADING, SALES PROMOTION, ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN RELATION TO RUBBER BANDS.
PANACEA PHARMA

2209353  22/09/2011
KARAMVEER SAINI
trading as ; PANACEA PHARMA
GARHI SARAI NAMDAR KHAN NEAR BHURE KHAN PEER GOHANA SONEPAT 131301
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-1, HARYANA.
Used Since :14/09/2011

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKET RESEARCH, PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS, SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT AND EXPORT, SALES, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINES.
ESKAY COMPUTER WORLD

2210984   26/09/2011
HARIKISHORE TIWARI
trading as ;ESKAY COMPUTER WORLD
8/11 PEPSI ROAD OPP. YASH VIDYA PUBLIC SCHOOL A2 BLOCK WEST SANT NAGAR DELHI 110084
SERVICES'
Used Since :01/06/2008
DELHI
COMPUTER & COMPUTER CONSUMABLES
ICI GLOBAL

2211057    26/09/2011
INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE
1401 H STREET, N.W. SUITE 1200, WASHINGTON, DC 20005
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE INVESTMENT COMPANY INDUSTRY.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ICI

2211058  26/09/2011
INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE
1401 H STREET, N.W. SUITE 1200, WASHINGTON, DC 20005
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARChER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMElY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE INVESTMENT COMPANY INDUSTRY.
SUPER NEW MALWA AGRO INDUSTRIES

2211203  26/09/2011
S.JASPREEET SINGH

trading as ;SUPER NEW MALWA AGRO INDUSTRIES
NEAR NEW BUS STAND TALWANDI BHAI DISTT FEROZEPUR PUNJAB
SERVICES

Address for service in India / Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, DISTRIBUTION MARKETING
EXPORTING; WHOLESALE; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS INCLUDING; THRESHERS
PADDY THRESHERS, SEED DRILL MACHINE, ZERO DRILL MACHINE, ROTAVATOR TOORI MACHINE
NCUBATE INDIA SERVICES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 30, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE - 2, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICES PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :08/06/2011

DELHI
MULTI LEVEL MARKETING DEPARTMENTAL STORE ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT EXPORT IMPORT
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES SHOWROOM RETAIL OUTLETS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS
AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING OUTSOURCING SERVICES AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INCLUDED IN
CLASS-35
2213227  29/09/2011
PALIAVI GUPTA
trading as ;SUN MEDICS (INDIA) LABS
OPP GOVT SECONDARY SCHOOL SECTOR 70 MOTOUR MOHALI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :28/09/2010

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND ALL TYPE MEDICINE ITEMS, GROCERY ITEMS, NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLAS-35
2213534  30/09/2011
V & S PUBLISHERS
F-2/16 ANSARI ROAD DARYAGANJ NEW DELHI 110002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :24/08/2008
DELHI
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE DEALING IN PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS & PERIODICALS.
HARD MAN

2216442  07/10/2011
SH PRANSHU TAHEM
SH RAM ASRA
SH MANOJ KUMAR

trading as ;ASHOKA INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
BARA PIND ROAD GORAYA DISTT JALANDHAR PUNJAB

SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/01/1966

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, EXPORTING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO DIESEL OIL ENGINES & PARTS THEREOF (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES), ELECTRIC MOTORS, ALTERNATORS & AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OF LARGER SIZE
2216738  07/10/2011
RELIGARE HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY LTD
D3, P3B, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET NEW DELHI 17
SERVICE
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, HR CONSULTANCY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018  Class 35

2217213 10/10/2011
MR. PRATEEK RAO
trading as; ORCA HOSPITALITY
278/3 SRI KRISHNA NAGAR, OLD DELHI ROAD GURGAON HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KUMAR
B-45 /47, SHIV MAHAL, CANNAUGHT PLACE, NEAR PLAZA CINEMA, NEW DELHI -01

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF HOTEL, RESORTS AND
RESTAURANTS, PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, FRANCHISING SERVICES INCLUDING BUSINESS
ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE RUNNING OF RESTAURANTS, BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO
THE SETTING UP OF RESTAURANTS
2217274  10/10/2011

VIAJY BANSAL

trading as ; LAXMI TRADING COMPANY

393 CITY CENTRE NEAR VATIKA BAR BHIWANI HARYANA 127021

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

Used Since : 26/09/2005

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING SERVICES OF RETAILING, WHOLESELLING, DISTRIBUTORS, MARKETING, TRADING, STOCKIEST AND IMPORTS & EXPORTS. PACKERS INCLUDING PACKAGING. REFILLING, STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING OF FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS AND ANIMAL AGRO PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, CATTLE FEEDS AND SANTULIT PASHU AAHAR INCLUDING PASHU AAHAR SUPREME MESH, PASHU AAHAR MIDDLE LEVEL SUPPLEMENT, SUPREME MASH, SUPER MASH, SPECIAL MASH AND PALLET, CATTLE FEEDS, CATTLE VITAMINS AND CATTLE NUTRITIONS, KHAL INCLUDING BINOLA CAKE, MUSTARD CAKE.
2218342  11/10/2011
TNS GROUP HOLDINGS LTD
TNS House, Westgate, London W5 1UA, United Kingdom
A company organised and existing under the laws of the United Kingdom; Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Market research services; market analysis services; conducting marketing studies; cost and/or price analysis services; business information services; management and consulting services; business research and survey services; business investigations services; monitoring services; statistical information services; trade information services; opinion polling services; data processing analysis services

The applicants wish to claim the colours "pink" and "white" as element of the mark.
INTERNATIONAL GREETINGS PVT. LTD.

2218623  12/10/2011
INTERNATIONAL GREETINGS PVT. LTD
R-9 TOP FLOOR, GREEN PARK EXTN NEW DELHI 16
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES,
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :17/06/1996

DELHI
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE DEALING IN PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED
MATTER, BOOKS, STATIONERY, ENVELOPES, ADVERTISEMENT SHEETS, NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS,
MAGAZINES, PAPER BAGS, LETTER HEADS, CHARTS, GREETING CARDS, CALENDERS, POSTERS, PENS, PENCILS,
DRAWINGS, ETCHING, SERVIETTES, INDEX CARDS, LETTER OPENERS, MEMO PADS, TABLE NAPKINS, FACE TOWELS,
PAMPHLETS, BUSINESS PAPERS, OFFICE EQUIPMENTS, TRiPLET PAPERS, BOOK BINDING MATERIALS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTIST MATERIALS, PAINT I BRUSHES,
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, PLAYING CARDS, PRINT TYPES & PRINT BLOCKS.
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of state of Nevada, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY SERVICES FOR THE SALE AND PURCHASE OF GOODS AND SERVICES; AUCTION SERVICES; CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SERVICES; MAIL ORDER SALES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES; RETAIL SALE SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES; RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL ON-LINE DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORES; RETAIL ON-LINE CONVENIENCE STORES; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE AND GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS INFORMATION AVAILABLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA AN ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE ON-LINE DATABASE FEATURING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE ON-LINE ADVERTISING GUIDE FEATURING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHER ON-LINE VENDORS; DATABASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DIRECTORIES FOR TELEPHONE NUMBERS, BUSINESS ADDRESSES, ELECTRONIC MAIL ADDRESSES, NETWORK HOME PAGE ADDRESSES, ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PEOPLE, PLACES, AND ORGANIZATIONS; DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SERVICES FOR TRANSMITTING, DISPLAYING AND STORING TRANSACTION, IDENTIFICATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION; ON-LINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE AND GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS; AUTOMATED AND COMPUTERIZED TRADING SERVICES; ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES; INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT RETAIL PRODUCTS TO CUSTOMERS, FEATURING THE AVAILABILITY OF SPECIFIC PRODUCTS OF INTEREST TO THEM; ONLINE BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY ANALYZING AN INDIVIDUAL'S PREFERENCES AND PROVIDING PRODUCT REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS; AUCTIONEERING; AUTOMATED AND COMPUTERIZED TRADING OF GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHERS PROVIDED OVER A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION INFORMATION NETWORK.
JAGDAMBA PRODUCTS

2220664   17/10/2011
MR.GULSHAN NAGPAL
trading as ;M/S JAGDAMBA PRODUCTS.
KHASRA NO. 94/17/2, DESRAJ COLONY, PANIPAT - 132103, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS
AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF BEER, ALE, STOUT
AND PORTER; CARBONATED WATERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS &
BEVERAGES; SODA WATER, TONIC WATER, FRUIT DRINKS, COLD DRINK, SOFT DRINKS; SPORT DRINKS; ISOTONIC
DRINKS; FRUIT JUICES & SQUASHES; SHARBATS; BEVERAGE CONCENTRATES; SYRUPS, POWDERS, FLAVOURINGS.
AJAY

2221797  18/10/2011

SAVITA GOSWAMI
AJAY KUAMR

trading as ;AJAY INDUSTRIES
AJAY NAGAR BEHIND INDL ESTATE PATHANKOT BYE PASS JALANDHAR PUNJAB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/1975

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOW ROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING AND EXPORTING OF MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS AND HAND TOOLS
2223500  21/10/2011
Mr. Kawaljit Singh Nandra
trading as ;S.K. STEEL FURNITURE
A-1A/22-A, CHANKYA PLACE, PART - I, PANKA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110059
service provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/01/2000
DELHI
Trading and Marketing, Import-Export, Wholesale and retail and distribution ship services Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, relating to showroom chairs, wood, steel & plastic furniture, sofa, chair, baby furniture & furniture spare parts including handle, base, hand lifts, gas lift, mechanism including in class-35
2223776  21/10/2011
ARCHER-DANIELS-MIDLAND COMPANY
4666 FARIES PARKWAY DECATUR ILLINOIS 62526 USA
SERVICES
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT RENDERED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER
INFORMATION; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; DESKTOP PUBLISHING; PUBLICITY, COMMERCIAL BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT; COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE WORK; MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE AND BACK OFFICE SUPPORT SERVICES, ALL RELATED TO THE INVESTMENT INDUSTRY;
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ONLINE SERVICES,
NAMELY, PROVIDING CUSTOMERS WITH A WEBSITE FOR ONLINE ORDERING OF PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FOOD, FEED,
FUEL, AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, ONLINE VIEWING OF CONTRACTS AND INVOICES, ONLINE VIEWING OF
ACCOUNTS, ONLINE TRACKING OF RAIL CARS, AND ONLINE INVENTORY MONITORING SERVICES FOR INGREDIENTS
EXCLUDING SERVICES RELATED TO TRACTOR AND TRACTOR PARTS.
SUMO
2223891  21/10/2011
MR. HIMAT PRABHASHANKAR JOSHI
trading as ;BRITISH ELECTRICALS
319SWARN PARK MUNDKA NEW DELHI 41
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/06/2002
DELHI
RETAIL SERVICES; FRANCHISING OF ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS AND ACCESSOIRES INCLUDING IN CLASS 35.
2224436  24/10/2011
RAVDEEP SINGH
S.KULDIP SINGH
RAJA SUDHA

trading as ;BONN TRADERS
SHOP NO 1 & 2 SHOE MARKET CLOCK TOWER LUDHIANA 141008 PUNJAB
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :15/05/1998

DELHI
ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FOOTWEARS
2226151  28/10/2011
VIPIN KUMAR GUPTA
SURENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
RADHEY SHYAM GUPTA
SUMAN GUPTA
RAJENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ; R.B.OIL INDUSTRIES
MURENA ROAD, PORSA, DISTT. MURENA (M.P).
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHELTER BUREAU OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
A-3 NEELKANTH BHAWAN PART-II MAIN BURARI ROAD DELHI
Used Since : 08/07/2005

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO EDIBLE OIL, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
SAI OPHTHO & BIOTECH

2226674  31/10/2011

SRI RAJEV VERMA
B-2/1 IMLOK COLONY VARANASI U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MARKETING, TRADING, PROMOTION, WHOLESALER, RETAILERS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, OPHTHALMIC & AYURVEDIC PREPARATION AND OPHTHALMIC ARTICLES AND HEALTHCARE GOODS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..no exclusive right over the word “SAI”.

This is...
PURPLE STORY
2227438 01/11/2011
SUCHITA WADHWA
NEETU DUGGAL
trading as; C.B. ENTERPRISES
B-12/A MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, OPP. GUJRANWALA TOWN-II NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since: 01/10/2011
DELHI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING OF READYMADe GARMENTS, FOOTWEARS, HOSIERY, TEXTILE GOODS, JEWELLERY ITEMS, LEATHER GOODS
2228028  02/11/2011
ANAND BAROTIA
MS. ANAGHA JAGAM
trading as : EARTHEN THREADS
C-510, PANCHWATI-2, RAHEJA TOWNSHIP, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since : 05/10/2011
MUMBAI
PROVIDING IMPORT EXPORT AND RETAIL SERVICES IN RESPECT OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND COTTON, SILK, WOOLEN, KHADI, HANDLOOM, ORGANIC FABRIC
2229413   04/11/2011
MR.ARUN KUMAR ARORA
trading as ;ARORA GASKET
1550/29 NAI WALA , KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARISH DUA
1481/24, IST FLOOR NAI WALA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
Used Since :12/12/2003
DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RUBBER GASKETS, OIL SEALS, RUBBER HOSE PIPES, COUPLINGS, GRIP COVERS, INDICATOR RUBBERS, GOODS MADE FROM RUBBER & PLASTICS, AUTOMOBILE PARTS & FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS, FILTERS & BEARINGS, AUTO HEAD LIGHTS, AS PER CLASS 35.
2230124  08/11/2011
MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LTD
PLOT NO 1 NELSON MANDELA ROAD VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDAIN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.
Used Since :20/04/2007
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions". 
2230229  08/11/2011
DALIP SONKAR  
6247 3RD FLOOR GALI NO 1 BLOCK NO 6 DEV NAGAR DELHI 110005  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.  
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.  
Used Since :01/10/2001  
DELHI  
Marketing, Distribution, Advertising, Wholesale, Retail, Trading, Export and Import services relating to Jeans, Jackets, Shirts, Trousers and other Readymade Garments in Class 35.
GM CORPORATE SOLUTIONS

2231133   09/11/2011
GAURAV GUPTA

trading as ; GM CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
M-166 GREATER KAILSH 2 NEW DELHI 110048
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/06/2010

DELHI
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
STEPPING STONES

2231435   09/11/2011
SILCHITWAN MAHAJAN
SWARCHA MEHRA

trading as ;STEPPING STONES
414, CHHOTTI BARADARI, PART - 1, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEHGAL & ASSOCIATES
KHUKHRANA COMPLEX, KRISHNA NAGAR, NR. ADARSH NAGAR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLACEMENT SERVICES IN CLASS 35
ADMASH

2232075   11/11/2011

AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF NEVADA U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES.
WEB-E-PAYROLL

2232246  11/11/2011
WEBTEL ELECTROSOFT PVT. LTD.
1002, 10 TH FLOOR, VIKRANT TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 008.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGD. UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :20/04/2011
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDING ADVISORY, CONSULTANCY, FRANCHISING, TRADING AND MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND RETAIL SERVICES OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WEB SOLUTIONS, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, COMPUTER DATABASES (SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES), FILE MANAGEMENT (COMPUTERIZED FILE MANAGEMENT), REPRODUCTION (DOCUMENTS), RESEARCH (BUSINESS RESEARCH), STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS (DRAWING UP OF STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS), STATISTICAL INFORMATION, SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, TAX PREPARATION, TRANSCRIPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 35 (THIRTY FIVE)"
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WEB.
Priority claimed from 10/05/2011; Application No. : 621333 ;Switzerland

2232356   11/11/2011
SEG, SWISS EDUCATION GROUP SA
LUC RECORDON RUE DU&nbsp;GRAND CHENE 8 CH 1003 LAUSANNE SWITZERLAND
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING;BUSINESS MANAGEMNET ;BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ;OFFICE FUNCTIONS;PERSONAL RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT IN THE HOTEL INDUSTRY AND IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
2244711  05/12/2011
DIVYESHBHAI K. KHUNT
trading as ;MEDISTAR PHARMA
346, 1st Floor, Kothariya Colony, 80 Feet Road, Garbi Chowk, Rajkot. Gujarat India.
SERVICES PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
CARDIN APPARELS PVT. LTD.
A/124, 1ST FLOOR, SHANTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, S. N. ROAD, TAMBE NAGAR, MULUND (W), MUMBAI 400 080.
SERVICES
A PVT. LTD COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 31/12/1995

MUMBAI

DEPARTMENTAL STORE, SHOWROOM, SHOPPING MALL, RETAIL OUTLET AND WHOLESALER, TRADERS, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS.
SILK BAZAR

2245219  01/12/2011
KASHMIR SUN SILK INDUSTRIES (P) LTD,
trading as; KASHMIR SUN SILK INDUSTRIES (P) LTD, SILK BAZAR,
NALLAMAR ROAD, NAID KADAL SRINAGAR KASHMIR

MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING (SERVICE PROVIDER)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :15/05/1998

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2279512  08/02/2012
SYNODIC CARNIVAL COMMERCIAL PVT. LTD
377 TELIWARA SHAHDARA DELHI 32
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :19/10/2011
DELHI
EXPORT & IMPORT AGENCY ,ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ,BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ,OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2282766  14/02/2012
WATER QUALITY ASSOCIATION RAJKOT
SHREEJI KRUPA, 49 - MAHEKAM DUPLEX, STREET NO. 1, B/H. YASH COMPLEX, OPP. LIJJAT PAPAD SHOWROOM, 150 FEET RING ROAD, GANDHIGRAM, RAJKOT - 360007
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL TRUSTEE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJRAT
Used Since :17/01/2012

AHMEDABAD
PUBLIC RELATIONS, ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS, BUSINESS RESEARCH SERVICES.

subject to no exclusive right over the words WATER QUALITY ASSOCIATION..
2284337  16/02/2012
HARSH H. SHAH (KARTA)
trading as ;STRATEGIX SOLUTIONS
7, WALKESHWAR SOCIETY, NEAR MANEKBAUG HALL, AMBAWADI, AHMEDABAD - 380015 - GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.A.BHATT ADVOCATE
401,ASHRAM AVENUE B/H,KOCHARAB ASHRAM,PALDI CHAR RASTA,ELLISBRIDGE,AHEMEDABAD-380 006
Used Since :19/10/2010
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING OF SERVICES LIKE ONLINE MARKETING, AND E-MAIL MARKETING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2288964  24/02/2012
ASIAN BUSINESS EXHIBITIONS AND CONFERENCES LTD.
530, LAXMI PLAZA, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since : 30/11/2011
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SERVICES; JOB PLACEMENT; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING JOB FAIRS; RESUME PREPARATION; TESTING TO DETERMINE JOB COMPETENCY; PROVIDING ON-LINE INTERACTIVE EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES; PRODUCING AUDIO OR VIDEO INFOMERCIALS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SOMVET PHARMA

2301991 19/03/2012
KULDEEP S/O SH. SOM PAL,
trading as; M/s Somvet Pharma, 318, Gali No. 4, New Prem Colony, Kaithal Road, Karnal - 132001 (Haryana);
# 747, Gali No. 5, New Prem Colony, Kaithal Road, Karnal - 132001 (Haryana);
Marketing and Trading;
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :01/03/2011

DELHI
Business Management, Business Administration, Office Function, Advertisement, Sale and Purchase and Trade of medicines, feed supplements, Veterinary medicines, Disinfectants, Ayurvedic medicines, Homeopathic medicines, Dental Products, Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PHARMA
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

SALE PURCHASE THROUGH WEBSITES, INTERNET PORTALS AND RETAIL OUTLETS SUPER-MALL AND HYPER-MALLS, ADVERTISEMENT, ADVERTISING BY MALLS ORDER, BUSINESS APPRAISALS, AUCTIONEERING, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASE, COMPUTER (ONLINE SELLING), MANAGEMENT (COMPUTERIZED), MODELING FOR ADVERTISING OF SALES PROMOTION, PUBLICITY, COST PRICE ANALYSIS, EXHIBITION, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, TRADE FAIR, INVESTIGATION (BUSINESS), MARKETING RESEARCH INCLUDED IN CLASS -35
PSHREE PHARMA

2324902  02/05/2012

PSHREE PHARMA

trading as : PSHREE PHARMA

3/41 SWAMI VIVEKANAND NAGAR KOTA RAJASTHAN PIN 324005

A FIRM DEALING IN MEDICINES.

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :01/04/2012

AHMEDABAD

FIRM DEALING IN TRADING/MARKETING OF PHARMA MEDICINES FOR HUMAN USE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2330814 14/05/2012

JUKE BOX ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as; JUKEBOX ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED

FLAT NO. 34, RAGHAVA RESIDENCY, ROAD NO.11, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GLOBAL JURIX

S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Used Since: 15/04/2012

CHENNAI

ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS.

Mark as a whole considered.
2346393 12/06/2012
IRFAN AMEERHUSAIN ANSARI
trading as ;DELTA ENTERPRISES
FLAT NO-18, 2ND FLOOR, BARKAT MANZIL, OP-BYCULLA RAILWAY STATION, N.M. JOSHI MARGE, MUMBAI-27 (INDIA)
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
MARKETING OF MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL INCLUDING IN CLASS 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830,  01/01/2018           Class 35

2347796   13/06/2012
ESHAN NEERAJ ATTRI
703 Mahavir Ornate Plot no13B sector 11, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai - 400709.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :09/05/2012

MUMBAI
Retail And Wholesale Services Offered In Respect Of Any Merchandise And Service Purchased/ Offered Online On The Internet Whereby A Consumer Could View, Bid And Buy The Merchandise/ Service Of Its Choice, Retail Chain Of Store, Departmental Store, Showroom, Shopping Mall, Wholesaler, Import And Exports, E commerce services for sale and purchase of all types of gifts, jewellery, home décor, furniture, garments, and all related items included in Class 35.
RAPSONS LABORATORY SERVICES

2377624  09/08/2012

VIKAS NARANG S/O SH. R. P. NARANG; trading as ;M/s Rapsons Laboratory Services, 19/4, Mahesh Nagar, Ambala Cantt-133001, (Haryana);
36-E, Dayal Bagh, Ambala Cantt - 133001 (Haryana);
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading, and service Provider;

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :30/06/1997

DELHI

2383351    22/08/2012
ARYANISH PATEL
32, SHUBHANGAN V. P. ROAD, NEAR ARYA SAMAJ, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI 400054
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HENAL VAKHARIA & CO.ADVOCATES,
7/2 VRINDAVAN SOCIETY, N.S. MANKIKAR MARG, SION CHUNABHATTI, MUMBAI-400 022.
Used Since :31/10/2011
MUMBAI
SERVICES PERTAINING TO ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2389219  04/09/2012

ABHIJEET VIJAY KUDALE
RAJENDRA BABANRAO BHONGALE
MRS. SUNITA RAJENDRA BHONGALE
MRS. RUPALI ABHIJEET KUDALE

trading as ;SHREE IMPEX
A - 81, MIDC, SHRIRAMPUR, DIST.- AHMEDNAGAR- 413709.

SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Used Since :01/05/2012

MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF ALL TYPES OF FURNITURE
2394162 11/09/2012
CHANDANMAL A. RAJWANI
GOPE V. KHANWANI
RAJESH C. RAJWANI
PARAS G. KHANWANI
trading as ;PRESS FIT PIPE AND PROFILE
RAJ RAJESHWARI COMPOUND, SURVAY NO. 1070, NEAR BOMBAY RAYON, VILLAGE SONALE, BHIWANDI-421 302 [M.S.].
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/1990
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES RELATED TO ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER PIPES, RIGID PIPES (BUILDING), DRAIN PIPES, GUTTER PIPES, PENSTOCK PIPES (NOT OF METAL) INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2399423    20/09/2012
MS. RAKHEE MEHTA
Neha Varghese
5B-6B, 1ST FLOOR, SUN AND SEA APARTMENTS, JUHU TARA ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI 400049
service providers
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AHUJA & ASSOCIATES
5, MAKER BHAVAN NO.3, GROUND FLOOR, 21 NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020
Used Since: 01/07/2012

MUMBAI
retail business, retail store retail shop, online retail shop (selling of goods by internet or otherwise).
2401097    24/09/2012
APPSDAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ; APPSDAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

D-3137-39, OBEROI GARDEN ESTATE, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY & ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELLING PRODUCTS & RENDERING SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, RETAILING, ADVISORY & INTERMEDIARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELLING PRODUCTS, PARTICULARLY MOBILE & CELLULAR PHONES & THEIR ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER-AIDED, COMPUTER SOFTWARE-AIDED APPLICATIONS, DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS, ANIMATION, MULTI-MEDIA APPLICATIONS & AUDIO OR VIDEO CONTENTS & RENDERING SERVICES INCLUDING VALUE ADDED SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION OR AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA; ADVERTISING; SALES PROMOTION(FOR OTHERS).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2401170  24/09/2012
APPSDAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; APPSDAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
D-3137-39, OBÉROI GARDEN ESTATE, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY & ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELLING PRODUCTS & RENDERING SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, RETAILING, ADVISORY & INTERMEDIARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELLING PRODUCTS, PARTICULARLY MOBILE & CELLULAR PHONES & THEIR ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER-AIDED, COMPUTER SOFTWARE-AIDED APPLICATIONS, DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS, ANIMATION, MULTI-MEDIA APPLICATIONS & AUDIO OR VIDEO CONTENTS & RENDERING SERVICES INCLUDING VALUE ADDED SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION OR AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA; ADVERTISING; SALES PROMOTION(FOR OTHERS).
BINE AGRI POWER PVT. LTD.  
S-70, 2 FLOOR, AGRASEN TOWER, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.  
SERVICE PROVIDER  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE  
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021  
Used Since :25/09/2012  

AHMEDABAD  
MARKETING AND EXHIBITION UNDER CLASS-35.
2417223  25/10/2012  
ANJU MARDA  
trading as ;SHRI MARDA TRADERS  
3-4-818, OPP.SHAKUNTHALA SADAN. STREET NO.1,BARKATPURA, HYDERABAD-560 027, (ANDHRAPRADESH).  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
PROPRIETOR  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT  
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012  
Used Since :07/09/2012  
CHENNAI  
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY IN THE RESPECT OF ELECTRICALS AND ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS, CABLES, WIRES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES
POPULUS MARKETING
2417834  26/10/2012
POPULUS MARKETING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;POPULUS MARKETING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
3/228 A, MAIN ROAD, CHETTIKULAM, CALICUT-673 303, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2011

CHENNAI
MARKETING, SALES, IMPORTS AND EXPORTS, WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS OF MOBILE PHONES, TELE
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS AND ACCESSORIES, ALL KINDS OF MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES.
2419080    30/10/2012

trading as ;HTC ELECTRONICS
B.L. TOWER, 11, MAHAVEER NAGAR, TONK ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL SONI
C-365, NIRMAN NAGAR, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR-302019. RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT RELATED TO ELECTRONIC GOODS, MANAGING ELECTRONIC GOODS SHOWROOM, ALL KIND OF SALE PURCHASE RELATED TO ELECTRONIC ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
SULEMAN PATEL

trading as ;M/s. AL HASAN TRAVELS
SHOP NO. 5, AMINA APARTMENTS, 95 MEMONWADA ROAD, NEAR MINARA MASJID, MUMBAI - 400 003
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :11/03/2004

MUMBAI
Marketing & distribution, advertising; business promotion related to tours & travels
ALTAF PRADHAN
SHAMIM JAMAL
trading as ;SHOEMAKER
#190, BRIGADE ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :01/01/1995
CHENNAI
PROVIDING DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES RELATING OT THE FOOTWEAR, RETAIL SHOP FOR FOOT WEARS, SHOW ROOMS FOR FOOT WEARS.
2422437  05/11/2012
HEDGE AGROTECH (KADLE) PVT LTD.
trading as ;HEDGE AGROTECH (KADLE) PVT LTD.
JALISATGI COMPOUND, HONNAVAR TALUK, HONNAVAR - 581334, UTTAR KANNADA DISTRICT, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :15/07/2009

CHENNAI
SERVICES OF CONDUCTING OF AGRO EXHIBITIONS, IMPORT AND EXPORT, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT,
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
12 DEGREES ORGANIC

2422620   05/11/2012
SANJANA DEBATA
trading as ;SD VENTURES
NO. 4C 319, NARAYANA SOUDHA BUILDING, 4TH MAIN, OMBR LAYOUT, BANGALORE, PIN: 560043
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :03/04/2012

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; RETAIL PURPOSES
RAJU PATEL
trading as ;TEJRAJ AND CO.
4TH FLOOR, 10/12, DR. WILSON STREET, OFF. VITHALBHAI PATEL ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH.
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018

Class 35

JioCash

2423890 06/11/2012

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
B-1301, SHANTI KAMAL, OPP. VOLTAS HOUSE, DR. B. A. ROAD MUMBAI-400012, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE CASH.
JioBroadband

2423891  06/11/2012

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
B-1301, SHANTI KAMAL, OPP. VOLTAS HOUSE, DR. B. A. ROAD MUMBAI-400012, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE
2425042   07/11/2012
SAJI CYRIAC
BIJU JAMES
ZION READYMADDS, PULIMOOTTIL PLAZA, THODUPUZHA, IDUKKI DIST, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GEORLY KURIAN
KUNNAMKOTTU BLDG, PALA ROAD THODUPUZHA, IDUKKI, KERALA. PIN-685 584
Used Since: 01/01/1997

CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, FRANCHISE SHOWROOM, TEXTILE AND READYMADDS SHOWROOM
2425176 07/11/2012
GLOBE BUSINESS PUBLISHING LTD.
trading as; GLOBE BUSINESS PUBLISHING LTD.
NEW HIBERNIA HOUSE, WINCHESTER WALK, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, SE1 9AG.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company existing under the laws of United Kingdom.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
COMPILATION OF DIRECTORIES INCLUDING THOSE FOR TRANSMITTAL BY ELECTRONIC MAIL AND FOR PUBLICATION ON THE INTERNET; COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; DATABASE MANAGEMENT INCLUDING COMPUTERISED DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY ACCESS TO A COMPUTER DATABASE; PROVISION OF COMMERCIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION BY MEANS OF A COMPUTER DATABASE.
MANAPPURAM JEWELLERS LTD.

trading as MANAPPURAM JEWELLERS LTD.

MANAPPURAM HOUSE, VALAPAD P.O., THRISSUR - 680567, KERALA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Used Since :01/09/2012

CHENNAI

CUSTOMER CARE SERVICES INCLUDING OFFERING BUSINESS ADVICE; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES THROUGH MAIL AND TELEPHONE AND INTERNET; PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE AREA OF CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AND WELFARE, DEPLOYMENT OF IT PLATFORM TO IMPLEMENT CUSTOMER REWARD AND RECOGNITION SCHEMES; MANAGEMENT, HANDLING, RECTIFICATION OF CUSTOMER PROBLEMS, TELEPHONIC BUSINESS INQUIRIES, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, SALES PROMOTION
VIRAT ADVERTISING

2427936   15/11/2012

VANI

trading as; VIRAT ADVERTISING

NO. 15/3, GROUND FLOOR, OYSTER APPARTMENT, TUPPAIAH COMPOUND, RMV 2ND STAGE, ASHWATHNAGAR, BANGALORE-94.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4

Used Since: 08/01/2012

CHENNAI

SERVICES OF ADVERTISEMENT
2432131  23/11/2012
S.N MANJUNATH
trading as ;GLOWING LIGHTS
NO.7/13, COMMANDERS PLACE, RAJARAM MOHAN ROY ROAD, RICHMOND CIRCLE, BANGALORE-560025.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :01/12/2004

CHENNAI
RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, WHOLE SELLOR, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER OR LIGHTING PRODUCTS, EQUIPMENTS AND ACCESSORIES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
NAVTANTRA

2432575  26/11/2012

NAVTANTRA RETAIL PVT LTD

trading as ;NAVTANTRA RETAIL PVT LTD

NO. 17A, STERLING AVENUE, NUNGAMBkkAM, CHENNAI - 600 034, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ALTACIT GLOBAL

CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Used Since :15/07/2011

CHENNAI

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTION OF SAREES, READYMADE CLOTHING AND GARMENTS
2433016   26/11/2012
GOVERDHANLAL LOHAR
trading as ;M/s. SHRI MAHALAXMI FOODS
BNX-13, GANESHIDHAM, NEAR MAHADEV TOTLA NAGAR, RING ROAD, INDORE - 452 017 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :15/10/2011
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing of sweets (sohan papdi, chikki, revadi, gajak & confectionery items)
2433827  27/11/2012
MRS. DENISE A. MARIA DSILVA
trading as ;YELLOW UMBRELLA HCM SOLUTIONS
C-416, LEGEND, ST. ANTHONYS STREET, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
RECRUITMENT SERVICES, HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTANCY INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2434397    29/11/2012
V 4 U PHARMA PVT.LTD.
trading as; V 4 U PHARMA PVT.LTD.
20/209-2, BASS PALACE ADIYATTIL LANE, WEST FORT THRISSUR- 680 004
SERVICE PROVIDER
PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/07/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SHOP, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Mark as a whole considered.
2435820    03/12/2012
INDIAN CORPORATION
501, MODI HOUSE, OPP. RTO OFFICE, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, THANE-400 602
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LJ & ASSOCIATES
17/3, Parvati Niwas, Juhu Village, First Floor, Opp Indraprastha Complex, Sector-11, Vashi Navi Mumbai-400 703. Email Id-ljnassociates@gmail.com
Used Since: 31/12/2004
MUMBAI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS ALL IN CLASS 35.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2435881   03/12/2012
NIMBA SHAMRAO SONAWANE
trading as ; AIRTECH SERVICES
SHRIKANT APARTMENT, NATIONAL HIGHWAY-3 TO PATHARDI ROAD, NEAR ECO CITY, NASHIK-422009
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARKS & TRADE
H.O: 8, 5TH CROSS STREET, C.I.T. COLONY, MYLAPORE, MADRAS - 600 004.
Used Since :29/04/2006

MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL AND SUPPLY OF ALL TYPES OF AIR CONDITIONER, REFRIGERATING SYSTEM, COOLING EQUIPMENTS, VENTILATION SYSTEMS AND THEIR SPARE PARTS, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICAL GOODS
ARTGURU

2436722   04/12/2012
BHARAT RAMCHAND ASWANI
trading as ;ARTGURU
ARTGURU PLOT 1, ROAD NO.3, BANJARA HILLS, OPP.TIME OF INDIA, HYDERABAD-500034, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :31/07/2012

CHENNAI
RETAIL OUTLET OF PRINTING, FRAMES, STATUES, GIFTS, NOVELTIES, IMPORT AND EXPORT.
INTERGROW BRANDS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INTERGROW BRANDS PRIVATE LIMITED
62/1814 A, AJAY VIHAR, M.G. ROAD, ERNAKULUM – 682016, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since : 17/10/2012

CHENNAI

SHOPS AND ESTABLISHMENTS, RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE TRADE, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2438948    07/12/2012
INTERGROW BRANDS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INTERGROW BRANDS PRIVATE LIMITED
62/1814 A, AJAY VIHAR, M.G. ROAD, ERNAKULUM – 682016, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :17/10/2012

CHENNAI
SHOPS AND ESTABLISHMENTS, RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE TRADE, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT,
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THE ROTTEN FRUIT THEORY

2440098  10/12/2012
MURTAZA BADRI
606, KOHINOOR COMMERCIAL TOWER B, KOHINOOR CITY, OFF. L.B.S. MARG, KURLA (W), MUMBAI - 400 070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/02/2007

MUMBAI
Retailing & distribution, advertising, marketing, business promotion related to education; providing of training
2440667 11/12/2012
STAYWELL HOSPITALITY GROUP PTY LIMITED
LEVEL 10,80, CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES 2000, AUSTRALIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF AUSTRALIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since: 03/08/2012

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION; PROVISION OF OFFICE FACILITIES; ADMINISTRATION OF THE BUSINESS AFFAIRS OF RETAIL STORES, ADVISORY, INFORMATION AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID; ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES ALSO PROVIDED ON LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OF VIA THE GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
LOKHANDWALA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
48, INDRANARAYAN ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/01/1984

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSE, STATISTICAL INFORMATION, BUSINESS RESEARCH, MARKETING RESEARCH, MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, INFORMATION RELATED TO CONSTRUCTION, PUBLIC RELATION, PUBLICITY, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS, ADVERTISING MATTER-MATERIAL-SPACE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1905283,1905291.
2441031  11/12/2012
SHAWN GRACIAS
trading as ;M/s. CLUB GOA
CLUB GOA, HQ 54/C, ST JOAQUIM ROAD, FATORDA. GOA - 403 602
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Consultancy firm which undertakes, advertising and marketing, business promotions of other organizations
Star Health Science

2442314  13/12/2012

K.RATNAMALA
8-5-213/21/1, Sai Krishna Colony, Bowenpally, Secunderabad-500 011
manufacturer, distributor and service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37
Used Since: 06/09/2010

CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Star Fertility

2442315  13/12/2012

K.RATNAMALA
8-5-213/21/1, Sai Krishna Colony, Bowenpally, Secunderabad-500 011
manufacturer, distributor and service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37
Used Since :06/09/2010

CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
2442399  14/12/2012
GALAXY DIGITAL IMAGING
Vipin V.C
Brijila Vipin
trading as ;Galaxy Digital Imaging
Door No. 17/504-D-5, D-13 Ground Floor, Sharara Plaza, Mavoor Road, Kozhikode, Kerala, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UPRIGHT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NO.9/437-B6, CHALATH TOWER, OPP.COURT COMPLEX GATE, COURT ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001. KERALA
Used Since :01/08/2007
CHENNAI
Marketing, Distribution, Wholesale, Retail Sales of Camera and photographic goods;
Confined to Kerala State
THIS IS SUBJECT TO CONFINING SERVICES ONLY IN THE STATE OF KERALA ALONE.
2442806  14/12/2012
DIALOGUE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES PVT. LTD
701-C, SINDHU CHS, 3RD ROAD KHAR WEST, MUMBAI 400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/11/2012
MUMBAI
BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING AND CALL CENTRE SERVICES, OUT SOURCING WORK
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE SERVICES AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
NIKI
2443654  17/12/2012
NIKI IMPEX
trading as ;P.J. TIMBERS & PLY
# 28/A-1, J.P. NAGAR 3RD, B.T.M CIRCLE, NEXT TO INFOSYS, BANGALORE - 560076 KARNATAKA
Marketers, Traders, Distributors, Importers, Exporters & Retailers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SATISH NAGIREDDY
ANJANADRI, #34, 9TH "D" MAIN ROAD, BTM LAYOUT 1ST STAGE, BANGALORE - 560 029, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2000

CHENNAI
Advertisers, Marketers, Traders, Distributors, Importers, Exporters and Retailers of Furniture, Picture Frames, Goods of Wood, All types of Wood, All types of Doors, Door Fittings, Furniture Fitting, Window Fittings being included in Class 35.
STAR HOMEOPATHY AYURVEDA

2443698  17/12/2012

DR. K. MURALI AHKI REDDY
C/o: Sneha Homeo Stores & Clinic, Shop No.11, Model Towers, Opp: Reebok Showroom, Bapuji Nagar, Bowenpally, Secunderabad-500011

manufacturer and distributor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37

Used Since: 24/07/2010

CHENNAI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
STAR AYURVEDA HOMEOPATHY

2443699   17/12/2012

DR.K.MURALI AHKI REDDY
C/o: Sneha Homeo Stores & Clinic, Shop No.11, Model Towers, Opp: Reebok Showroom, Bapuji Nagar, Bowenpally, Secunderabad-500011

manufacturer, distributor and service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37

Used Since: 24/07/2010

CHENNAI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS AYURVEDA HOSPITAL EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
UNICORN INFOSOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
301, KOTIA NIRMAN, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI- 400 053
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :01/08/2012

MUMBAI
SALES PROMOTION SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " UNICORN".
SS (SRI SRISAILA) AYURVEDA & HERBAL PRODUCTS

2445537  20/12/2012

H.MOHD.IMRAN

trading as ;SS (SRI SRISAILA) AYURVEDA AND HERBAL PRODUCTS
SHOP NO. 14, VLR COMPLEX, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD (A.P).
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since : 01/12/2012

CHENNAI

SALE OF ALL AYURVEDA AND HERBAL PRODUCTS
Subject to restriction in AP and Telengana.
LIFESTYLE GALLERIA

2446020  21/12/2012
VARSIDDHI ENTERPRISES PVT LTD
trading as ; VARSIDDHI ENTERPRISES PVT LTD
NO. 75, G.N.T ROAD (OPP. AMALGAMATION), PONNIAMMANMEDU, MADHAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600110, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043
Used Since : 15/10/2012

CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF WATER LINE RIGID PVC PIPES, WATER AND CHEMICAL STORAGE TANKS, SANITARY WARES, TILES, ELECTRICAL GOODS, ELECTRONIC GOODS, BUILDING MATERIALS, BATH FITTINGS (C.P AND PLASTIC) STEELS, POLYMER FLUSHING CISTERNS, CAST IRON PRODUCTS, FURNITURES, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, WELLNESS PRODUCTS, TIMBER PRODUCTS.
2446061  21/12/2012

B.ASEN BASHA

trading as ;SAARAA SILKS

NO. 4 / 435 -R, RAJEEV NAGAR, NEAR DISTRICT STADIUM, VIJAI VIDYALAYA SCHOOL ROAD, VENKATAPURAM - PANCHAYATH, KRISHNAGIRI UNION, KRISHNAGIRI - 635001, TAMILNADU.

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF READYMADE GARMENTS.
GAZOOB

2446151   21/12/2012
REBELLION INTERACTIVE LIMITED
trading as ; Rebellion Interactive Limited
RIVERSIDE HOUSE, OSNEY MEAD, OXFORD, OXFORDSHIRE OX2 0ES, UNITED KINGDOM.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED IN ENGLAND AND WALES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OR ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS OR OFFICE FUNCTIONS; MARKETING SERVICES; ADVERTISING TEXT PUBLICATION SERVICES; ANALYSIS OF ADVERTISING RESPONSE OR MARKET RESEARCH, SURVEYS; ARRANGING FOR THE PUBLICATION OF MATERIALS FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING OF SUBSCRIPTION OF DOWNLOADABLE OR NON-DOWNLOADABLE ONLINE PUBLICATIONS FOR OTHERS; COMPUTERISED DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SERVICES FOR DIGITAL TEXT, DATA OR IMAGE; DATA PROCESSING IN THE FIELD OF SERIAL PUBLICATIONS; DATA STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; INCENTIVE SCHEMES; MARKET RESEARCH; ONLINE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES, PROVIDING DOWNLOADABLE PRE-RECORDED PUBLICATIONS OR VIDEO FOR A FEE OR PRE-PAID SUBSCRIPTION VIA THE INTERNET OR PRE-BUNDLED WITH COMPUTING DEVICES INFORMATION; ONLINE RETAILING, RETAILING OR WHOLESALING OF PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, AUDIO, AUDIO VISUAL PUBLICATIONS, CLOTHES, HATS, GLOVES, BAGS, MUGS, TOYS, COMPUTER GAMES, PINS OR SOFTWARE; PROMOTION SERVICES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC OR ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS; PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS PROVIDED IN-STORE OR VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF SERVICE PROVIDERS, IN THE FIELDS OF ONLINE SERVICES, COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OR PUBLISHING SERVICES, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND CHOOSE THOSE SERVICES; SALE OF DATA, GIFT TOKENS OR VOUCHERS; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID
2446161 21/12/2012
B. HARIHARAN
M. MADAN PRABU
PLOT NO.384, 6TH CROSS, VASAN NAGAR, MALLIYAMPATHU POST, RETTAIVAIKKAL, TRICHY - 620102.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SALES, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE WORDS AND IMAGES APPEARS ON THE LABEL.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SKIN
2446189  21/12/2012
TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
TOWER A GOLDEN ENCLAVE, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE-560017.
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAILING; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION.
ZED

2446410   21/12/2012
SUKRA CULINARY ARTS PRIVATE LIMITED
72, NORTH MADA STREET, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004, TAMIL NADU.
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF FOOD PRODUCTS.
K.S. MURUGASAMY

trading as; GREENA INTERNATIONAL

NO. 6, RAJAJI STREET, KANGAYAM - 638701, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU.

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Used Since: 15/10/2012

CHENNAI

IMPORT, EXPORT, WHOLESALE, RETAIL TRADING IN NATURAL PRODUCTS, COSMETIC, FOOD PRODUCTS, SPICES, HERBALS, AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, SYRUPS, OILS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2446537 21/12/2012
LAXMAN ENTERPRISES
Narasimha Complex, Door No.6, 1st Floor, Kasi Chetty Lane, Chennai - 600079, Tamil Nadu
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMASWAMIN
H-1/5, Swagat Apartments, Thiruvalluvar Nagar, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai 600041

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRADING NIGHT WEAR, LADIES NIGHTIES, NIGHT SUIT, FANCY NIGHTIES
2446605    21/12/2012
LISHA DENNY
trading as ;HOME LIFE FURNITURE WORLD
TC/25/1157/24, THEVANAL ARCADE, MACHINGAL LANE, TRICHUR - 680 001
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETRIX
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P, UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :08/11/2011

CHENNAI
FURNITURE SHOP, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE, HOME
APPLIANCES,
2446657  21/12/2012
PRADEEP.P.A
KUNNATH HOUSE, VENNUR POST, PARUTHIPRA, THRISSUR-680587, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :06/09/2012

CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING OF ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS, SAREES, DESIGNER WARES, TEXTILE ARTICLES, JEWELLERY AND IMITATION ORNAMENTS, WATCH, FOOT WEARS, PERSONAL HYGIENIC PRODUCTS AND GIFT ARTICLES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO CONFINING SERVICES ONLY IN THE STATE OF KERALA ALONE.
2447152   21/12/2012
A.V.R. VIJAY KUMAR
trading as ; VIJAY ENTERPRISES
# 9-9-37, BANK STREET, ARUNDALPET, NARASARAOPET, GUNTUR DIST, (A.P).
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/11/2012
CHENNAI
RELATION TO MARKETING OF TEXTILES, READYMADE, FURNISHING, FURNITURE, HOME APPLIANCES, MOBILES, FOOTWEAR, GIFT ARTICLES, TOYS AND NOVELTY PRODUCTS.
The mark should be used as a whole..
2447836 24/12/2012
VIACOM 18 MEDIA PVT. LTD.
ZION BIZWORLD, 461/462, 5TH FLOOR, SUBHASH ROAD-A, NEXT TO GARWARE INSTITUTE, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2447905  24/12/2012
MALWA WHEAT PRODUCTS LTD.
10, SAJAN NAGAR, CHITWAD ROAD, INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :28/07/2000

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing, import & export of pulses
2448257    24/12/2012
THE ALL INDIA PLASTICS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
ALPMA HOUSE, A-52, ROAD NO.1, MIDC, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED ASSOCIATION UNDER ASSOCIATION ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
ORGANISING OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2448377   25/12/2012
CHARANJEET NAGPAL
trading as ;Prem Motors Pvt. Ltd.
Kanwal complex, A G office road, Gwalior (M.P.)
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :28/11/1990
MUMBAI
Business management, Business administration, Office functions, Franchisee under class 35.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2448508    26/12/2012
BINDU KRISHNAKMAR
trading as ;CALGON SCIENTIFIC CO.
50/720 T, VINAYAKA, LBS ROAD, PONEKKARA, EDAPPALLY, AIMS (P.O), KOCHI - 682041
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETRIX
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :21/03/2000
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL MARKETING, TRADING AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL KINDS OF LABORATORY CHEMICALS, LABORATORY GLASS WARES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENTS, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DISPOSABLES AND EQUIPMENTS
2448634   26/12/2012
K. PONRAJ
trading as ; THE ROYAL EXHIBITIONS
NO: 391,100 FEET ROAD, GANDHIPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641012, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :24/07/2012
CHENNAI
PROVIDING EXHIBITIONS CUM FAIR (ORGANIZATION OF) FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
METRO VALVE SEATS

2449126  26/12/2012

SUNIL BABU

trading as ;S.S.SHIVA PRECITECH

#PLOT NO.779, DOOR NO.7-913, NEAR PIPE LINE ROAD, SUBHASHNAGAR IDA, JEEDIMETLA, HYDERABAD - 500 055

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI

SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :06/04/2010

CHENNAI

RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE, MARKETING, SHOWROOM SALE OF ENGINE VALVE GUIDES, ENGINE VALVE SEATS AND OTHER AUTOMOBILE PARTS
METRO VALVE GUIDES

2449127   26/12/2012

SUNIL BABU

trading as : S.S.SHIVA PRECITECH

#PLOT NO.779, DOOR NO.7-913, NEAR PIPE LINE ROAD, SUBHASHNAGAR IDA, JEEDIMETLA, HYDERABAD - 500 055

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI

SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHERTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :01/10/2006

CHENNAI

RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE, MARKETING, SHOWROOM SALE OF ENGINE VALVE GUIDES, ENGINE VALVE SEATS AND OTHER AUTOMOBILE PARTS
2449136  26/12/2012

VAMA OIL PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as; VAMA OIL PRIVATE LIMITED

NO:3/117, PEEDAMPALLI MAIN ROAD, PEEDAMPALLI POST, COIMBATORE- 641016

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :05/12/2012

CHENNAI

TRADING, MARKETING AND RETAIL OUTLET, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS FOR RENDERING SERVICES IN THE STATE OF TAMILNADU
M.ELAVARASAN trading as ;ARUN PIPES
NO. 122B, B.D.O COLONY, KRISHANAGIRI MAIN ROAD, DHARMAPURI 636702, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :13/01/2012

CHENNAI
TRADING, MARKETING, RETAIL,OUTLET, ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TAMIL NADU STATE ONLY..

2449349  26/12/2012

Class 35
GAURAV JAIN
SHOP NO.6, GULAB BAUG, M. G. ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/07/1990
MUMBAI
PROVIDING RETAILING, WHOLESALING, MARKETING, IMPORT EXPORT AND SHOWROOM SERVICES IN RELATION TO GOLD AND SILVER INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2449627  27/12/2012
AMIN MOHAMED RAJANI
trading as ; BRIGHT SHOES & LUGGAGE
D.NO.1-7 - 228/ A /3 & 4, BESIDE HOTEL SWATHI, PARADISE X ROADS, SECUNDERABAD - 500003 (A.P).
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/05/1996
CHENNAI
SALE OF ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR, LEATHER BELTS AND BAGS. TRAVELLING BAGS; TRUNKS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES.
2449648  27/12/2012  SHEIK MITHAR.S  trading as ;LANDMARK FURNITURE PALACE  LANDMARK FURNITURE PALACE, NEAR NINERVA THEATRE, KOTTARAKKARA.P.O, KOLLAM DIST, KERALA.  SERVICE PROVIDERS  Address for service in India/Attorney address:  P.U. VINOD KUMAR  41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA  Used Since :12/03/2009  CHENNAI  DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, IMPORT, EXPORT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SHOP FOR ALL KINDS OF WOODEN FURNITURE, STEEL FURNITURE, PLASTIC FURNITURE, IMPORTED FURNITURE AND GIFT ARTICLES.
ENEMY

2449654  27/12/2012

MOHAMMED RIJWAN
BISMI MANZIL, DUTT SAW MILL ROAD, KALLAI, CALICUT-30, KERALA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since :03/12/2012

CHENNAI

DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SHOP FOR ALL KINDS OF READYMAD GARMENTS AND TEXTILE ARTICLES.
2449668    27/12/2012
COMMANDER WATERTECH PVT. LTD.
JOSHI BUILDING, SAKIVIHAR LAKE ROAD, MUMBAI-400072
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHET MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :03/07/1971
MUMBAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES, BUSINESS PROMOTION RELATED TO SANITARY APPARATUS
OSTEOJN-K2

2449688   27/12/2012
JNSYN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 5, GROUND FLOOR, SHITAL CHHAYA TOWER, SHASTRI NAGAR, KALVA (EAST), THANE - 400 605
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPORT, EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING SERVICES, BUSINESS PROMOTION RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2449705  27/12/2012
NIKHIL PREMJI SAVLA
trading as ;MARVELS IN DIAMONDS
17, LILA NIWAS, 1ST FLOOR, 264/A, LAKSHMI NAPOO ROAD, MATUNGA (C.R), MUMBAI-400 019
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :30/10/2009
MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION, DEALERS, EXPORT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES IN RESPECT OF DIAMOND AND PEARL
JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, PEARLS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF OTHER
DESCRPTIVE MATTER.
2450358    28/12/2012
MANIAN BALA MURALI KRISHNAN
trading as ;VIKASA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
NO.61/1, NARAYANAGURU ROAD, SAIBABA COLONY, COIMBATORE - 641011, COIMBATORE DISTRICT, TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :12/12/2012

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE IN A PERIODICAL AND ON RADIO PROGRAMS AND IN ANY OTHER MEDIA, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, PREPARING AND DIRECT MARKET ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, PREPARATION AUDIO AND VIDEO VISUALS, CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIRECT MAIL AND MAIL ADVERTISING, ELECTRONIC BILLBOARD ADVERTISING, AGENCIES FOR ADVERTISING TIME AND SPACE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES THEREOF AND WHOLESALER AND RETAILERS AND TRADERS FOR DOOR TO DOOR SELLING AND BY CHAIN OF MEGA AND BY CHAIN OF INTERNET BUSINESS
SRI MEHUL KISHOR PAPDIWALA
trading as ;ROYAL HARDWARE MART.
NO.117/1, V.R.N.LANE, S.P.ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE-560002.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.

Used Since :03/12/2012

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS DISPLAY, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENTS, DISPLAYING, STOCKING, SUPPLYING OF PACKAGING OF SHOCK ABSORBING ENCLOSURES FOR AERO SPACE INDUSTRY FOR CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW, CHOICE AND PURCHASE IN A RETAIL OUTLET.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

2450660 28/12/2012
FOODWORLD SUPERMARKETS LIMITED
trading as; FOODWORLD SUPERMARKETS LIMITED
SUN PLAZA, 3RD FLOOR, 19, G.N. CHETTY ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600017
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
SUPERMARKET RETAILING SERVICES; HYPERMARKET RETAILING SERVICES; BUSINESS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES; RETAILING OUTLETS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES; SALES MANAGEMENT SERVICES; RETAILING, WHOLESALE, MAIL ORDERING, TELEPHONE, INTERNET, TELECOMMUNICATION MEANS; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES ON THE INTERNET; ELECTRONIC SHOPPING SERVICES; INSTORE AND GENERAL ADVERTISING SERVICES; MARKET RESEARCH AND EVALUATION SERVICES, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
BIOCON LIMITED
trading as ;BIOCON LIMITED
20 TH K.M., HOSUR ROAD, ELECTRONICS CITY, P.O., BANGALORE - 560 100, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :25/11/2011

CHENNAI
MARKETING OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIOPHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PROMOTIONAL MARKETING, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO MARKETING, STRATEGIC MARKETING, ADMINISTRATION, ANALYSIS, FORECASTING, INFORMATION AND ADVISE RELATING TO MARKETING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

BIOCON LIMITED
20 TH K.M., HOSUR ROAD, ELECTRONICS CITY, P.O., BANGALORE - 560 100, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 25/11/2011

CHENNAI
MARKETING OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIO PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PROMOTIONAL MARKETING, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO MARKETING, STRATEGIC MARKETING, ADMINISTRATION, ANALYSIS, FORECASTING, INFORMATION AND ADVISE RELATING TO MARKETING.
2451015    28/12/2012
PROPEL TREE TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as ;PROPEL TREE TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
NO.32, THIRUMURTHY STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :14/11/2011

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONALS THROUGH INTERNET, E-COMMERCE SERVICES, E-COMMERCE SOLUTIONS, E-SHOPPING AND PROVIDING E-BUSINESS SERVICES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SSS PLAZA

2451128  28/12/2012

K K GOPI
PADMINI GOPI

SSS PLAZA, EAST FORT, THRISSUR - 680 005.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PARTNERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.

Used Since :17/03/2010

CHENNAI

SERVICES OF SHOPPING COMPLEX, SHOPPING CENTRE, SHOPPING MALL AND COMMERCIAL COMPLEX
CJFUNWORLD

2451144  28/12/2012
CJFUNWORLD PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CJFUNWORLD PRIVATE LIMITED
KOMBARA, NEAR KPL OIL MILL, IRINJALAKUDA, THRISSUR - 680 121, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Used Since :28/08/2012

CHENNAI

SERVICE TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN ONLINE VIDEO AND PHOTOSHARING ENTERTAINMENT WEBSITE AND PROVIDE SPACE FOR COMMERCIAL ADVERTISEMENT FOR VARIOUS ADVERTISERS
2451325  29/12/2012
GREEN MILE HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 30, SHANMUGA NAGAR 1ST STREET, THIRUVERKADU CO-OP NAGAR, MADHARAVEDU, CHENNAI-600 077, TAMIL NADU.
MERCHAND AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND FOOD PRODUCTS.
2451644  31/12/2012
V.BALAJI
trading as ;TELE CHOICE
NO. 246, ASHTALAKSHMI NAGAR, 17TH STREET, ALAPAKKAM, PORUR, CHENNAI - 600 116.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
APR ASSOCIATES.
"SRINIVASA NILAYAM", # 10/2, FIRST FLOOR, SOMASUNDARAM STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.
Used Since :06/11/2012

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, EXHIBITIONS, RADIO
ADVERTISEMENT, DIRECT RETAIL MARKETING, ON LINE MARKETING.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Tele Choice
EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..
DIAMONIQUE

2451761  31/12/2012

NSTBC, INC.,
trading as ;NSTBC, INC.,
3411, SILVER SIDE ROAD, BANCROFT BUILDING, SUITE 205B, CONCORD PLAZA, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19810, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

a Delaware corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANAND AND ANAND

FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND AT-HOME RETAIL SHOPPING SERVICES BY MEANS OF TELEVISION, CABLE, COMPUTERS, NETWORKS, AND HAND-HELD DIGITAL OR ELECTRICAL DEVICES IN THE FIELD OF JEWELRY, COSTUME JEWELRY, PRECIOUS, AND SIMULATED Precious Gem Stones, AND HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
2452093  31/12/2012
PERVEZ S. BANA
trading as ; THE BOTTOM LINE
Shirin Mansion, A/5, 228 Tardeo Road, Mumbai-400 007.
Service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :02/08/1999

MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING BRAND CONCEPTUALIZING, DEVELOPMENT & PROMOTION;
GENERAL BUSINESS MERCHANDISING SERVICES INCLUDING MARKETING; COMMUNICATION SERVICES;
PRODUCTION, BROADCASTING & CIRCULATION OF TEXT, AUDIO & VIDEO COMMERCIALS THROUGH PRINT,
OUTDOOR & OTHER COMMUNICATION MEDIA INCLUDING INTERNET & SOCIAL NETWORKING MEDIA; BUSINESS
STRATEGIES CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS REPUTATION & CUSTOMER LOYALTY MANAGEMENT; SECRETARIAL
SERVICES; PUBLIC RELATIONS; PUBLICITY AGENCIES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION & TRADE FAIR FOR
ADVERTISING PURPOSE.
2452193  01/01/2013
PRANAAM HOSPITALS PVT LTD
trading as ;PRANAAM HOSPITALS PVT LTD
DOOR NO.1-56/6/40 AND 41, MADINAGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 049, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :28/01/2004

CHENNAI
PHARMACY, MARKETING, TRADING, DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT AND EXPORT, ADVERTISING OF PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS
2452403    01/01/2013
V. CHANDRA SEKHAR
trading as ;BHAMA
KALESWARA RAO ROAD, BESANT ROAD CROSS, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :11/12/2000
To be associated with:
1573276, 2452402
CHENNAI
MARKETING OF TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDING SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS, READYMADE GARMENTS, UNDER GARMENTS, HOSIERY, FOOTWEAR AND HEAD GEAR; HAND BAGS, WALLETS AND BELTS; GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM AND ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY; PRECIOUS STONES, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, STATIONERY, GIFTS, TOYS, CROCKERY, CUTLERY, SPORTS ITEMS, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, MOBILES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, HOUSE HOLD PRODUCTS INCLUDING UTENSILS, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND BEVERAGES, SNACKS; NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, WATCHES, FURNISHINGS AND FURNITURE IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
2452967 02/01/2013

GANESH trading as ;DAILY FRESH

NO.34, C.RAMAIAH LAYOUT, RAMACHANDRAPURA, VIDYRAANYAPURA, BANGALORE-560097.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LEX EXIGO

23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Used Since :01/12/2012

CHENNAI

RETAILER AND WHOLE SELLER OF VEGETABLES, FOOD STUFFS AND BAKERY PRODUCTS.

subject to area restriction to south India.
CARAVAN

2453023 02/01/2013
CARAVAN EVOLVED CRAFT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; CARAVAN EVOLVED CRAFT PRIVATE LIMITED
#78, ROYAL ENCLAVE, SREERAMPUR, JAKKUR POST, BANGALORE-560064, KANATAKA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KARTHIK ADVOCATE
22, 3rd CROSS STREET, SRINIVASAPURAM, KORATTUR, CHENNAI - 600076
Used Since : 11/09/2008

CHENNAI
RETAILING, DISPLAYING, SUPPLYING AND MARKETING SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY, APPARELS, CLOTHING, HOME DECORATION PRODUCTS AND GIFT ITEMS; ADVERTISEMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2453056    02/01/2013
C.A.PHANEENDRA
SURABHI BEV INDIA, SHED B, PLOT L9 AND 10, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE B.H.ROAD, TUMKUR - 572103, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND DISTRIBUTOR
AN INDIAN REGISTERED PROPRIETORSHIP
Used Since :10/12/2012
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING OF SWEETENED CARBONATED BEVERAGES AND PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
YACA TRADE SOLUTIONS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

2453667 03/01/2013

YACA TRADE SOLUTIONS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; YACA TRADE SOLUTIONS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
18/833A, HOTEL JAYA COMPLEX, TALI, CALICUT - 673002, KERALA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since: 26/07/2012

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; EXPORT AND IMPORT AGENCIES; DISTRIBUTION, RESELLER AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, PERIPHERALS, ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER FURNITURE* S, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT* S AND GADGETS, PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, SUPPLY OF SECURITY AND NETWORK SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
FLEMINGO INTERNATIONAL (BVI) LTD.

trading as; FLEMINGO INTERNATIONAL (BVI) LTD.

P.O BOX 146, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.

Used Since: 22/10/2012

CHENNAI

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FRAGRANCES, COSMETICS, TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND SMOKERS’ ARTICLES, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, FOOD, CONFECTIONARIES AND BEVERAGE PRODUCTS, APPARELS, EYEWEAR, PURSES AND HANDBAGS, SMALL LEATHER GOODS, WATCHES AND CLOCKS, JEWELRY, WRITING INSTRUMENTS, NOVELTY GIFTS AND SOUVENIRS, POSTCARDS, ELECTRONICS, CAMERAS, CALCULATORS, COMPUTERS, BATTERIES, AND TRAVEL RELATED PRODUCTS AND INFLIGHT COMFORT ITEMS; ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2454078   03/01/2013

PRAKASH OVERSEAS
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN
PRAKASH KANWAR
SUNILA JAIN
ANOOP KUMAR JAIN
10, SAJAN NAGAR, CHITWAD ROAD, INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.)

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :11/08/2005

MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing, import & export of pulses
2454081   03/01/2013
PRAKASH OVERSEAS
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN
PRAKASH KANWAR
SUNILA JAIN
ANOOP KUMAR JAIN
10, SAJAN NAGAR, CHITWAD ROAD, INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :11/08/2005

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing, import & export of pulses
2455130  04/01/2013
J.HAJA FUNYAMIN
trading as ;HAFA FOODS AND FROZEN FOODS
NO.2609, GANDHI NAGAR WEST, THIRUVALLUR HIGH ROAD, REDHILLS, CHENNAI-600052. TN
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :05/11/2012
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING SLOGAN.
NEW VENUS JEWELLERY HALL

2455628 07/01/2013

T. THIYAGARAJAN

TRADING AS; NEW VENUS JEWELLERY HALL

65, WEST CHETTY STREET, ASSOCIATION COMPLEX, SOUTH AVANI Moola STREET, MADURAI-625 001, TAMIL NADU.

MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER

AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/AGENTS ADDRESS:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

USED SINCE :01/07/1997

CHENNAI

RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF GOLD AND SILVER, SILVER ORNAMENTS & ARTICLES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS STONES.
2455842  07/01/2013
SAHAJA SAMRUDHA ORGANIC PRODUCER COMPANY LTD.
trading as ;SAHAJA SAMRUDHA ORGANIC PRODUCER COMPANY LTD.
NANDANA, NO.7, 2ND CROSS, SULTHANPALLY, BANGALORE-560032.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :15/02/2010
CHENNAI
RETAILING OUTLET OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS.
No exclusive right over the word ORGANICS separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark
Subject to restrict the area to Karnataka only.
L.L.PHARMACEUTICALS

2456088    07/01/2013

M.RAMA MURTHY

trading as ;L.L.PHARMACEUTICALS

D.NO.5-5-35/23, 2ND FLOOR, PRASHANTHNAGAR, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD (A.P.)

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :22/12/2012

CHENNAI

MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2456317   08/01/2013
RAJESH C. CHUGANI
trading as ;CREATIONS PREMIUM PRODUCTS
# 142, SATGURU, P.G ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500003, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS FOR A VARIETY OF GOODS FOR CHILDREN LIKE GARMENTS, PLAY APPARATUS, PLAY THINGS, PLAY ARTICLES, BABY CARE PRODUCTS.
2456321 08/01/2013
N. RAMA RAO
CH. VEERUMALLU
trading as ;RAINBOW ADVERTISING
H.NO: 11-13-1427, MARGADARSHI COLONY, SAROOR NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 533101, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :16/06/2011
CHENNAI
SERVICE RELATED TO ADVERTISING WITHIN THE STATE OF ANDHRA PRADESH ONLY
2456362  08/01/2013
VEERAIYAN PRABU
trading as ;VINNER GLOBAL
NO.6, K.KSALAI, 2ND FLOOR, SALIGRAMAM, CHENNAI - 600 093
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
APR ASSOCIATES.
"SRINIVASA NILAYAM", # 10/2, FIRST FLOOR, SOMASUNDARAM STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.
Used Since :02/03/2012
CHENNAI
RETAIL, MULTI LEVEL MARKETING, ADVERTISING, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, EXHIBITION, DIRECT RETAIL MARKETING, ON LINE MARKETING.
SKINN STEELE

2456709     08/01/2013

TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED

trading as ; TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED

TOWER A, GOLDEN ENCLAVE, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE - 560017.

SERVICE PROVIDER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RIGHTS AND GRANTS

F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

RETAILING; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2446190.
SKINN RAW

2456711  08/01/2013

TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED

trading as; TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED

TOWER A, GOLDEN ENCLAVE, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE - 560017.

SERVICE PROVIDER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RIGHTS AND GRANTS

F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

RETAILING; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2446190.
SKINN NUDE
2456712  08/01/2013
TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
TOWER A, GOLDEN ENCLAVE, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE - 560017.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAILING; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2446190.
SKINN CELESTE

2456713  08/01/2013
TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
TOWER A, GOLDEN ENCLAVE, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE - 560017.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RETAILING; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2446190.
SKINN IMERA
2456714  08/01/2013
TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED trading as ;TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
TOWER A, GOLDEN ENCLAVE, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE - 560017.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAILING; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
AIRCEL LIMITED

trading as ;AIRCEL LIMITED

5 TH FLOOR, SPENCER PLAZA, NO. 769, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI - 600 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since :06/09/2012

CHENNAI

SERVICES RELATING TO RETAIL SHOPS AND OUTLETS, OUTLETS DISPLAYING AND DEMONSTRATION AND SALE OF GOODS, ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION, SERVICES RELATING TO BRINGING TOGETHER A VARIETY OF GOODS, SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATA BASES, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATA BASES AND OTHER PROMOTIONAL SERVICES
2457029   08/01/2013
JUPITER CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;JUPITER CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
54, RICHMOND ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 025, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS: CREATION & PRODUCTION OF EVENTS, PERSONAL
LIFESTYLE & ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS/ SERVICES; ORGANISING & CONDUCTING EVENTS AND CONSULTANCY
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET SRI NAGAR COLONY SAIDAPET CHENNAI-600 015
Used Since :01/09/2012
CHENNAI
CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR ORGANIZING, PLANNING, ADVERTISING & MARKETING INFORMATION FOR
CONDUCTING MUSICAL EVENTS & FASHION SHOWS; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE IN THE EVENTS; AUDIO &
AUDIO-VISUAL ADVERTISEMENT PRESENTATION DURING EVENTS; DISPLAY OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR
OTHERS; CREATION, MANAGEMENT & OPERATION OF MUSIC EVENTS & FASHION SHOWS; ADVERTISING &
MARKETING BY ALL MEDIA; OUTDOOR MEDIA PLANNING; PRODUCTION OF MUSIC CONCERTS & OTHER EVENTS;
AND PROMOTION OF INDIAN & INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL BANDS, FASHION DESIGNERS & OTHER PERFORMERS
THE TRADEMARK IS BEING USED FOR THE VARIOUS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OFFERED BY THE PROPRIETOR
NAMELY EVENTS ORGANISED AND CONDUCTED; PROMOTION OF THE EVENTS IN THE COMPANY WEBSITE, PRINT
AND VISUAL MEDIA, TELEVISION SHOWS, INTERNET BLOGS; PRODUCTION OF FILMS, TELEVISION SHOWS,
MAGAZINES AND OTHER LIFESTYLE & ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS; WEBSITE, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DOCUMENTS OF THE COMPANY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

JUPITER CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trad-ing as: JUPITER CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
54, RICHMOND ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 025, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS: CREATION & PRODUCTION OF EVENTS, PERSONAL LIFESTYLE & ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS/ SERVICES; ORGANISING & CONDUCTING EVENTS AND CONSULTANCY INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET SRI NAGAR COLONY SAIDAPET CHENNAI-600 015
Used Since: 10/11/2012

CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR ORGANIZING, PLANNING, ADVERTISING & MARKETING INFORMATION FOR CONDUCTING MUSICAL EVENTS; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE IN THE EVENTS; AUDIO & AUDIO-VISUAL ADVERTISEMENT PRESENTATION DURING EVENTS; DISPLAY OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS; CREATION, MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF MUSIC EVENTS; ADVERTISING & MARKETING BY ALL MEDIA; OUTDOOR MEDIA PLANNING; PRODUCTION OF MUSIC CONCERTS; AND PROMOTION OF INDIAN & INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL BANDS AND OTHER PERFORMERS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MUSIC SEPARATELY.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2457337 09/01/2013
JUPITER CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;JUPITER CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
54, RICHMOND ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 025, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS: CREATION & PRODUCTION OF EVENTS, PERSONAL LIFESTYLE & ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS/ SERVICES; ORGANISING & CONDUCTING EVENTS AND CONSULTANCY INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET SRI NAGAR COLONY SAIDAPET CHENNAI-600 015
Used Since :15/10/2012

CHENNAI
CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR ORGANIZING, PLANNING, ADVERTISING & MARKETING INFORMATION FOR CONDUCTING MUSICAL EVENTS & FASHION SHOWS; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE IN THE EVENTS; AUDIO & AUDIO-VISUAL ADVERTISEMENT PRESENTATION DURING EVENTS; DISPLAY OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS; CREATION, MANAGEMENT & OPERATION OF ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; ADVERTISING & MARKETING: ALL MEDIA; OUTDOOR MEDIA PLANNING; PRODUCTION OF ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS & ALBUMS; PROMOTION OF INDIAN & INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL BANDS & OTHER PERFORMERS; LEISURE & ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; AND MUSIC PUBLISHING
THE TRADEMARK IS BEING USED FOR THE VARIOUS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OFFERED BY THE PROPRIETOR NAMELY EVENTS ORGANISED AND CONDUCTED; PROMOTION OF THE EVENTS IN THE COMPANY WEBSITE, PRINT AND VISUAL MEDIA, TELEVISION SHOWS, INTERNET BLOGS; PRODUCTION OF FILMS, TELEVISION SHOWS, MAGAZINES AND OTHER LIFESTYLE & ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS; WEBSITE, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DOCUMENTS OF THE COMPANY
No exclusive right over the word MUSIC MATINEE separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
Radio City Indipop

2458932   11/01/2013
MUSIC BROADCAST PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, RNA CORPORATE PARK, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, KALANAGAR, BANDRA(EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAJRIA & CO.
304, PUSHPA BHUVAN, NEAR STRAND CINEMA, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :10/12/2012

MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES, ADVERTISING THROUGH ALL MEDIA INCLUDING RADIO AND TELEVISION; RADIO ADVERTISING SERVICES; RADIO COMMERCIAL, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON RADIO; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF RADIO SERVICES; ADVERTISING SERVICES OF ALL KINDS; ADVERTISING THROUGH EVENTS OF ALL KINDS FOR PROMOTING BUSINESSES, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND BRANDS; THROUGH ALL MEDIA INCLUDING PRINT MEDIA, RADIO AND TELEVISION; EVENT MANAGEMENT, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.app.no.2468779.
Radio City Fun ka Antenna

2458933  11/01/2013
MUSIC BROADCAST PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, RNA CORPORATE PARK, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, KALANAGAR, BANDRA(EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAJRIA & CO.
304, PUSHPA BHUVAN, NEAR STRAND CINEMA, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :10/12/2012

MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES, ADVERTISING THROUGH ALL MEDIA INCLUDING RADIO AND TELEVISION; RADIO ADVERTISING SERVICES; RADIO COMMERCIAL, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON RADIO; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF RADIO SERVICES; ADVERTISING SERVICES OF ALL KINDS; ADVERTISING THROUGH EVENTS OF ALL KINDS FOR PROMOTING BUSINESSES, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND BRANDS; THROUGH ALL MEDIA INCLUDING PRINT MEDIA, RADIO AND TELEVISION; EVENT MANAGEMENT, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2459082    11/01/2013
ABI CONFECTIONERY (P) LTD
145/4A, ETTAPURAM ROAD, TUTICORIN, TAMIL NADU - 628002
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMASWAMIN
H-1/5, Swagat Apartments, Thiruvalluvar Nagar, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai 600041
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Trading Confectionery Products
2459102    11/01/2013
DILAVARHUSEN ABDULRAZAKBHAI MEMON
MOHMAD ARIF IKBALBHAI MEMON
trading as ; NATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL
SHOP NO. 2, S. NO. 573/72, PERFECT BUILDING, SAVAGADH, HIMATNAGAR, TAL : HIMATNAGAR, DIST : SABARKANThA, GUJARAT-INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
PHARMACEUTICAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NATIONAL.. THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF GUJARAT.
2459212  11/01/2013
AMIGO SPORT PVT. LTD.
trading as ; AMIGO SPORT PVT. LTD.
201 PRESSMAN HOUSE, 70 A NEHRU ROAD, NEAR ORCHID HOTEL, VILE PARLE EAST, MUMBAI - 400 099.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP & ORDERING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH SPORTS, GAMES & GYMNASTIC ARTICLES, GAMES & SPORTSWEAR, FOOTWEAR, READYM ade GARMENTS & FASHION ACCESSORIES; ADVERTISING; MARKETING & PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES OF SPORTS & GAME ARTICLES; PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT & MANAGEMENT; HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT; PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF PEOPLE INVOLVED AND CONCERNED WITH SPORTS AND INTERMEDIARY SERVICES BETWEEN SPORTS PERSONALITIES AND INDUSTRIES.
ADCORRE

2460307    15/01/2013

ADCORRE MEDIAS PVT.LTD

trading as ; ADCORRE MEDIAS PVT.LTD

DOOR NO.B36, SIVAGAMI FLAT, SIVAGAMIPURAM 1ST STREET, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI - 600041.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BOBY VARGHESE.

1ST FLOOR, GALAXY TOWER, SUB JAIL ROAD, ALWAYE, KERALA. - 683 101.

Used Since : 29/10/2012

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING
2460308  15/01/2013
ADCORRE MEDIAS PVT.LTD
trading as ;ADCORRE MEDIAS PVT.LTD
DOOR NO.B36, SIVAGAMI FLAT, SIVAGAMIPURAM 1ST STREET, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI - 600041.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOBY VARGHESE.
1ST FLOOR, GALAXY TOWER, SUB JAIL ROAD, ALWAYE, KERALA. - 683 101.
Used Since :29/10/2012
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING.
Top in Town Super Market
No.57, 3rd Main, Cambridge Layout, Sri Sai Baba Mandir Road, Bangalore - 560 008
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Kris & Kollath
403, Commerce House, Cunningham Road, Bangalore 560 052

Used Since : 01/12/1992

Chennai
Trading, bring together for the benefit of others of a variety of goods enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods rendering services in the state of Karnataka
2460378   09/01/2013

ORCHID DIAMOND STUDIO PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 9, PARAS DARSHAN, M. G. ROAD, GHATKOPAR (E), MUMBAI - 400 077
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :11/05/2006

MUMBAI
IMPORT & EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, BUSINESS PROMOTION, AND RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO JEWELLERY & DIAMOND
2460454 15/01/2013
MEDICUS HEALTHCARE (I) PVT. LTD.
502-F, RAKHEE VASANT UTSAV CHS, OPP. AANGAN SOCIETY, THAKUR VILLAGE, KANDIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 101
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 04/11/2010

MUMBAI
IMPORT & EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, RETAILING AND DISTRIBUTION, BUSINESS PROMOTION RELATED TO PHARMECEUTICAL MEDICINES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2460455 15/01/2013
MEDICUS HEALTHCARE (I) PVT. LTD.
502-F, RAKHEE VASANT UTSAV CHS, OPP. AANGAN SOCIETY, THAKUR VILLAGE, KANDIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 101
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :04/11/2010

MUMBAI
IMPORT & EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, RETAILING AND DISTRIBUTION, BUSINESS PROMOTION RELATED TO
PHARMECEUTICAL MEDICINES
2460528  15/01/2013
INDIAN ROOFING INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INDIAN ROOFING INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
SF.NO.117/1A, 1B, 1C, AGRAHARAPUTHUR, MANGALAM VIA, TIRUPUR - 641 604, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :11/03/2011

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, IMPORT, EXPORT, OF STEEL ROOF SHEETS, STEEL ROOF STRUCTURES, NO POWER ROOF VENTILATION SYSTEM, METALS, METAL, HARDWARE, IRON, GRILGATE, GRIL WINDOWS, GRIL DOORS, GRILL WORKS, METAL AIR EXIT, ROOFING SHEETS, ADVERTISEMENT, SALES PROMOTION, AND OUTLET STORES
The mark should be used as a whole.
ASIAN INSTITUTE OF INFERTILITY MANAGEMENT & DR. SHEFALI JAIN TEST TUBE BABY CENTRE

2460951  16/01/2013

SHEFALI JAIN

trading as ;M/s. ASIAN INSTITUTE OF INFERTILITY MANAGEMENT & Dr. SHEFALI JAIN TEST TUBE CENTRE

E-10, HIG MAIN ROAD, NEAR CHRISTIAN EMINENT SCHOOL, INDORE - 452 011 (M.P.)

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :20/10/2007

MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, business administration, business management, business promotion & office function activities related to medical services (hospital)

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS and MARK SHOULD BE USED AS APPLIED FOR.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2460955 16/01/2013
B. SANTHOSH KUMAR
trading as; SANSUN PHARMACEUTICALS
# 447/2 AND 3, SHOLINGHUR, BANAVARAM ROAD, AYYAL VILLAGE-632505.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since: 07/01/2013

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, SALES, DISTRIBUTING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2461082  16/01/2013
K.A. VENKATESH
K.V. VASANTHA
K.V. VISHNU
SAPNAA K.VISHNU
JEEVAN V.KOMARLLA
RIDDHI V. KOMARLLA
trading as ;KUBERAN
226, CHICKPET, BANGALORE -560053, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :01/04/2010
CHENNAI
RETAIL OUTLET FOR TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SAREES, READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2462294  18/01/2013
RAM KISHAN PARAMHANCE
trading as ;RAM SWAROOP BIDI COMPNAY
D2/15, GANDHI ROAD, SCHEME NO.6, ASHOK COLONY, WARD, NO.20 MORAR, GWALIOR-474006
SERVICE PROVIDER, PACKER AND MERCHANTS SERVICES
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :15/05/2004
MUMBAI
MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS (BIDI AND MATCHES) SERVICES; ADVERTISING SERVICES (FOR THE STATE OF MADHYA PRADESH, UTTAR PRADESH, HARYANA AND RAJASTHAN)
2462321  18/01/2013
JESNA MADHAVAN
trading as ; ARTISANNS GUILD
KV 13, 7TH CROSS ROAD, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682 036
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since : 24/03/2011

CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SHOP FOR PHOTO FRAMES, MIRRORS, TRAYS, CUTLERY, WINE RACKS, CLOCKS, PLANTERS, MAGAZINE RACK, HOME DECOR PRODUCTS, DOOR MATS, WOODEN FURNITURE AND GIFT ARTICLES.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2462786  18/01/2013
VINOD E.V
trading as ;OUTVIEW DSIGN
P & T QUARTERS ROAD, NEAR MERLIN INTERNATIONAL, POOTHOLE, THRISSUR-4.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM.T
CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA
Used Since :27/12/2012
CHENNAI
RETAIL, SHOW ROOM SERVICES; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, ADVERTISING SPACE.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2463014   18/01/2013
P.ROHINI
trading as ;TRADING SUITS & MATERIALS
NO.2-4-4, M.G.ROAD, NEAR MAHATMA GANDHI STATUE, SECUNDERABAD-500 003
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :23/10/2008

CHENNAI
RETAIL TEXTILE SHOWROOM.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SECUNDERABAD CITY ONLY.
DIAL SERVICES

2463111    19/01/2013

B.PRAVEEN

trading as ;M/S. POOFY HOSPITALITY SERVICES

MIG-245, KPHB COLONY, HYDERABAD-500 072, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

A. ARIVAZHAGAN
38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026.

Used Since :01/06/2012

CHENNAI

PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS (PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHER BUSINESSES);
ORDERING SERVICES (FOR OTHERS)
2463349   21/01/2013
KUMAR SUBRAMANYAM IYER trading as KALAKSHETRA
A 1/A2, SHOP NO. 101, 102, 105, SWAPNA NAGARI, UDHYAM NAGAR, PIMPRI, PUNE- 411 018
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :04/08/2011
MUMBAI
RETAILING SERVICES OF APPARELS, JEWELLERY, FABRICS, SAREES AND DRESS MATERIALS
2463611   21/01/2013
M. ARZIL
trading as ;BEADLE
NO.1, PLOT NO. 23, FIRST FLOOR, LAKSHMI NAGAR 2ND STREET, ALWARTHIRU NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 087, TAMIL NADU
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/01/2011

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING CONSULTANCY; PROMOTION SERVICES; MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING FILMS; PREPARATION OF ADVERTISING BROCHURES AND ADVERTISING MATERIALS FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; PERFORMING CONSUMER INSIGHT AND BRAND STRATEGY OF COMPANY LOGOS
2463857 21/01/2013

V.K. BHAGYA LAKSHMI
LATHA MAHENDRA
G. SHIVAKUMAR

trading as ;ICI PHARMACEUTICALS

# 2087, NEW NO. K-1/1, 1ST CROSS, MADHVACHAR ROAD, K.R. MOHALLA, MYSORE - 570004, KARNATAKA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Used Since :20/12/2012

CHENNAI

SALES, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.

The mark should be used as a whole.
2464026  21/01/2013
SIYARAM SILK MILLS LIMITED
B/5, TRADE WORLD, KAMALA CITY, KAMALA MILLS COMPOUND, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400013
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & CO.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION RELATING TO TEXTILES AND GARMENTS
FOURTH APPLE FILMS

2464180   22/01/2013
FOURTH APPLE FILMS PVT. LTD.
602, LAVLESH COURT, 6TH FLOOR, V.P.VARDE MARG, OFF. GURUNANAK ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since: 01/02/2012
MUMBAI
PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION COMMERCIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.

2464771    23/01/2013

CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD
trading as ;CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD
7-1-24/2/D, GREENDALE, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/1995

CHENNAI
MARKETING OF COFFEE OF ALL VARIETIES
2465652  23/01/2013

S. ANTONY SOWRI PITCHAI
A. SUGANTHI
S. DURAI RAJ

trading as ;GJ SUPERMARKET

NEW NO. 17, OLD NO. 5/2-A, KAVARAI STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600 026, TAMIL NADU.

MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SUPERMARKET RETAILING; WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF COSMETICS, FOOD PRODUCTS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, DOMESTIC APPLIANCES, APPARELS, TRAVEL GOODS IN TAMIL NADU AND PUDUCHERRY ONLY.

No exclusive right over the word SUPERMARKET separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark and Subject to restrict the area to Tamil Nadu and Puducherry only..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2465999 24/01/2013
KHANS PROJECTS AND CONSULTANTS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as KHANS PROJECTS AND CONSULTANTS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
MUSKURANA, 5/2310, KALATHARATHARA- NILAMPARAMBA, ASHOKAPURAM (POST), CALICUT - 673001, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SHOWROOM OF TYRES, CAR ACCESSORIES, PREMIUM USED CARS,
VEHICLE SHOWROOM, USED CAR SHOWROOM, SALE OF AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES AND SPARE
PARTS, AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES, SALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS COMMODITIES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..2195814.
2466001 24/01/2013
ANJU SREEJITH
trading as ;TATOO FASHION FACTORY
TATOO FASHION FACTORY, 21/805, PREMIER BUS STOP, KALLAI, CALICUT-673003, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :27/07/2012

CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL MARKETING OF READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEARS, BAGS, WALLETs, BELTS, LEATHER GOODS, CIGAR LIGHTER, CIGARETTE FILTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
THE YOUNION
2466711    25/01/2013
YOUNION FOCUSED MARKETING SERVICES PVT.LTD
trading as ;YOUNION FOCUSED MARKETING SERVICES PVT.LTD
3787, Ground Floor, 13th Main, 8th Cross, HAL 2nd Stage, Indiranagar, Bangalore 560 008
Service Provider
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062
Used Since :22/06/2010
CHENNAI
Marketing and promotional services, consulting services relating to marketing and publicity, marketing and advertising research, business management, business administration, advertising and online marketing services, market campaigns, branding services including providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and to develop branding strategies, corporate event management services and audience acquisition and response management program.
2466989 28/01/2013
M.S.KUMAR
P.GEETHA
K.KAAYVA MITRAA
K.AMRITHAVARSNI
trading as ;RIGHT CLICK
FLAT NO.A-3, 3RD FLOOR, AK 35, 8TH CROSS STREET, 11TH MAIN ROAD, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 040
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :28/11/2012
CHENNAI
PHOTOCOPYING AND ITS RELATED SERVICES
AUTODRAFT

2467089 28/01/2013
AMIT NATHURAM BORELE
701-702 KUSHAL POINT, AT FP NO 22, IV ROAD, GHATKOPAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400086
SOFTWARE SOLUTION PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MARKETING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE. ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN ENGINEERING PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED AREAS, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN EPC ACROSS ON OR MORE COMPUTER NETWORKS, INCLUDING BOTH LOCAL AREA NETWORKS AND/OR WIDE AREA NETWORKS; BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
**2467375  28/01/2013**  
TECHNOBIZZ MARKETING SOLUTIONS LIMITED  
401, 2ND FLOOR, SHYAM SAKUNTALA COMPLEX, 2/4, OPPOSITE DOMINOS, NEHRU NAGAR, BHILAI -490 006  
SERVICE PROVIDERS  
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956  
**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**  
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES  
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),  
MUMBAI - 400 058.  
Used Since :16/08/2012  
**Mumbai**  
MARKETING SERVICES  
**THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..**
2467808  29/01/2013
WARRIS MAMMOO
trading as ;WIND MILL CLOTHING
NOOR MAHAL, # 23, MC NICHOLS ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI-600 031
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :17/08/2009
CHENNAI
RETAIL OUTLETS, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTING OF READYMADE GARMENTS. APPARELS AND ACCESSORIES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..AREA Restricted TO
South India.
2468093   29/01/2013
ARIBAIL BABU SHETTY
trading as ;HEAVENS CAKES
27- C, VICTORIA BUILDING, S. A. BRELVI ROAD FORT MUMBAI-400001
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :15/01/2013

MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES FOR CAKES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; BISCUITS COOKIES AND ALL BAKERY PRODUCTS;
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND ORDERING SERVICES; SHOP WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT.
2469017 30/01/2013

BHAVANA BEN PATEL
trading as ;M/s. D. V. PATEL
MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, KORBA - 495 678 (CHHATTISGARH)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since: 20/05/2007

MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing of tobacco product

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.

RESTRICTED ONLY FOR CHHATTISGARH.
ENERGYWIN TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD.

2469778 31/01/2013

trading as ;ENERGYWIN TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD.

NO. 26/3, 1ST FLOOR, 18TH MAIN, 38TH CROSS, JAYANAGAR 4TH T BLOCK, BANGALORE - 560041, KARNATAKA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :30/12/2002

CHENNAI

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR (INVERTERS, MICRO INVERTERS, HYBRID OFF GRID INVERTERS, CHARGE CONTROLLERS, BATTERY CHARGERS, POWER OPTIMIZER)

THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
TARNEA

2469867    31/01/2013
TARNEA TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TARNEA TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.150, SECTOR 5, HSR LAYOUT, OUTER RING ROAD, BANGALORE-560102, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :07/07/2011

CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INCLUDING BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS APPRAISALS, BUSINESS ACTIVITY MONITORING; SYSTEMIZATION AND COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES, SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION, SUPPLY AND DEMAND FORECASTING AND PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION PROCESSES FOR OTHERS, MARKETING ACTIVITIES AND LAUNCHING OF NEW PRODUCTS; INVENTORY MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SERVICES; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF LOCATING PRODUCTS, DESCRIBING PRODUCTS, RATING PRODUCTS, PRICING PRODUCTS AND COMPARING PRICES OF PRODUCTS; INFOMEDIARY SERVICES, NAMELY, FACILITATING TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN BUYERS AND SELLERS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018 Class 35

2470610 01/02/2013
AKHILA MOHAN
trading as ; KALISTI INC
28/104A, MAIN AVENUE ROAD, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, COCHIN-682036 - 682036, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETRIX

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :30/12/2012

CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SHOP FOR READYMADE GARMENTS, LADIES WEARS, KIDS WEAR, TEXTILE ARTICLES, DESIGNER WEARS, SAREES, KURTIS, CHURIDARS, DRESS MATERIALS, COSMETICS AND PERSONAL HYGIENIC PRODUCTS, FANCY JEWELLERY, FOOT WEARS AND GIFT ARTICLES
2470930  04/02/2013
THANKAMMA SEBASTIAN
trading as ; RISHI AYURVEDA HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTRE,
ERATTUPATTA P.O, KOTTAYAM, KERALA - 686121, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETRESS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM.T
CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA
Used Since : 31/08/2010
CHENNAI
MARKETING, ADVERTISING AND DISTRIBUTION OF AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES; EXPORT
AND IMPORT OF AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND SERVICES; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND
MANAGEMENT
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
HOT DIAMONDS

2472418  05/02/2013
RAJESH J. PATEL
B-40, BADRINATH HOUSING SOCIETY, SIMPOLI ROAD, SONIWADI, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 066
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Import & export, advertising, marketing, business promotion, retailing services related to jewellery & diamonds

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word "DIAMOND".

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2472756    05/02/2013
KIRAN JAYARAMA
trading as ; GRANDEUR
NO.T-20, ESTEEM MALL, 3RD FLOOR, SY NO.1278128, KASABA HOBLI, HEBBAL VILLAGE, BANGALORE-560024.
PROVIDING SERVICE
A SOLE PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since : 09/11/2012
CHENNAI
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF FASHION IMITATION, JEWELLERY ACCESSORIES & GIFT ARTICLES, DEALERS IN HAIR ACCESSORIES, BAGS BELTS, GIFT ARTICLES LIKE METAL OR GLASS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2472861   06/02/2013
KALYAN KUMAR.G
40/582/20, CHALLA COMPOUND, KURNOOL, AP, INDIA-518 004.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAS PARTNERS
INDIRA DEVI COMPLEX, II FLOOR, NO.20, GOPALAKRISHNA STREET, PONDY BAZAR, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING ALL KINDS OF BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS INFORMATION, BUSINESS INQUIRIES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT (ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS), MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE (COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL) SECRETARIAL SERVICES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO CONFINING SERVICES ONLY IN THE STATE OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA.
2472914  06/02/2013
AUTOKROM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; AUTOKROM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 45, SHANTHINIKETAN COLONY, MAHENDRA HILLS, EAST MAREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500026, ANDHRA PRADESH.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT, EXPORT, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY, CLEANING PRODUCTS, ABRASIVE PAPER, CLOTH, ABRASIVE DISCS, POLISHING PREPARATION, ANTIRUST PREPARATION, POLISHING WAX (RAW MATERIAL), INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE TAPES, HAND OPERATOR CLEANING PADS, SPONGES, CAR CLEANING ITEMS, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), ABRASIVE PADS FOR HOUSEHOLD KITCHEN.
AUTOKROM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as ;AUTOKROM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED  
PLOT NO. 45, SHANTHINI KETAN COLONY, MAHENDRA HILLS, EAST MAREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500026, ANDHRA PRADESH.  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)  
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT, EXPORT, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY, CLEANING PRODUCTS, ABRASIVE PAPER, CLOTH, ABRASIVE DISCS, POLISHING PREPARATION, ANTIRUST PREPARATION, POLISHING WAX (RAW MATERIAL), INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE TAPES, HAND OPERATOR CLEANING PADS, SPONGES, CAR CLEANING ITEMS, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), ABRASIVE PADS FOR HOUSEHOLD KITCHEN.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2474162 07/02/2013
D.JAYAKUMAR
P.BALASUBRAMANIAM
trading as ;EVERGREEN TECHNOLOGIES
NO:100, RAJAJI ROAD, RAMNAGAR, COIMBATORE-641009.
MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :07/06/2010

CHENNAI
WHOLE SALE, RETAILING, DISTRIBUTING, MARKETING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SALES AND DISPLAY OF SHOW ROOM IN THE FIELD OF CUTTING TOOLS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..AREA OF RESTRICTED TO SOUTH INDIA.
2474899 08/02/2013
QUBE CINEMA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;QUBE CINEMA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 42, DR. RANGA ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600004, TAMIL NADU
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2474895
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND RETAIL SERVICES
INCLUDING RETAILING OF MOVIE TICKETS, DVD-S ETC, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS,
DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER BEING SERVICES
2475121  08/02/2013
GROUPON INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, UPPER FLOOR AND FIRST FLOOR, BUILDING - 20, LSC, PUSH VIHAR COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, LSC MADANGIR, NEW DELHI - 110062
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Supply Chain Services, Advertising, Business Administration, Business Information, Business Management and Organization Consultancy, Office Functions, Professional Business Consultancy, Wholesale and Retail Outlets. Services Relating to Management & Marketing of Products, Online and Offline Retail Stores Management & Marketing
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2962113.
SRI RANISATHIJI GROUP

2475347  08/02/2013
PAVAN KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;SRI RANISATHIJI AGARWAL
# 4-3-59-1, SRI SATHIJI COMPLEX, ADILABAD-504001.
TRADERS, RETAILERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :01/01/1984

CHENNAI
RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF ELECTRONIC GOODS SUCH AS TELEVISION, REFRIGERATORS, WASHING MACHINES, AIR CONDITIONERS, AIR COOLERS, MICROWAVE OVENS AND HOME APPLIANCES SUCH AS MIXER GRINDERS, COOKERS, FLAT IRONS
2475352    08/02/2013

AHMED PASHA

trading as ; ASRARI'S I-SITE OPTIX

#40-9/1-26, DR. SAMARAM HOSPITAL COMPOUND, VASAVYA NAGAR, NEAR BENZ CIRCLE, VIJAYAWADA-520010, A.P.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAJENI RAMADASS

NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1

Used Since : 27/10/2008

CHENNAI

DISPLAY, SALE (WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL) AND MARKETING OF ALL KINDS OF EYEWEAR PRODUCTS, SUNGLASSES,
SPECTACLES FRAMES, SPECTACLES, CASES, SPECTACLES GLASSES, CONTACT LENSES AND RELATED EYEWEAR
ACCESSORIES.
2475573   10/02/2013

M/S. CRYSTAL SOLAR
RAVIKUMAR.K.M
MAHANTESH.H
NO 406/C, 1ST MAIN, JAGAJYothI LAYOUT, NAGADEVANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560056, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. ARIVAZHAGAN
38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026.
Used Since :18/10/2012

CHENNAI
TRADING, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, EXPORT AND IMPORT OF SOLAR WATER HEATER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
Mark as a whole considered.
SMART HANDHELD

2476948  12/02/2013
SMART I ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
119, NEHA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DATTA PADA ROAD, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 066
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, business promotion, related to hardware & software
A.M. UMAR ALI
trading as ;M. U. BAGS
D/K/24, CHEETAH CAMP, TROMBAY, MUMBAI-400 088
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
RETAILING OF ALL BAGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2490476   06/03/2013

BIOPLAS INDUSTRIES
MITANSHU CHOUHRY
NILESH RAUT
602, GURU VIHAR APARTMENT, DN MHATRE ROAD, EKSAR, NEXT TO ST ROCK COLLEGE, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 092
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :10/01/2012

MUMBAI
Retailing & distribution, import, export, advertisement, marketing, business promotion related to all plastic materials

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2492785    11/03/2013
VARSHA TELELINK PVT. LTD.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATE ENTITLY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :07/11/2012
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, SUPPLY IN THE RESPECT OF THE MOBILE PHONES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, RETAIL CHAIN STORES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS.
EMERGENT MEDI-TECH (I) PVT. LTD.
118, DAMJI SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, 9, LBS MARG, KURLA (W), MUMBAI - 400 070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, distribution, retailing services related to the sale of medical equipments
COPYTONE

2503919  28/03/2013

RAMESH Bhai DHADHI
50, MODI STREET, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :15/01/2012

MUMBAI

Import, export, marketing, distribution, retailing, related to cartridges & toner
2509272  08/04/2013

EEZYRENT SERVICES INDIA PVT. LTD.
SHYAM SADAN, 4TH FLOOR, MITH CHOWKI, LINK ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400064, MAHARASHTRA

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2512159    12/04/2013
P. SATYANARAYANA PATHRUDU
P. CHANDRIKA
trading as ;VAMSI’S MOBITAG
D.NO. 28-10-26/3, OPP. MASJID STREET, ARUNDEL PET, VIJAYAWADA - 520002, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
RETAILERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARLANCE LEGAL PROCESS
NO.13, KARUNEEGAR STREET, OPP.TO "ROYAL BOOK CENTRE", ADAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 088
Used Since :01/02/2013
CHENNAI
RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITHE THE SALE OF MOBILES, TABLETS, I PADS AND ITS ACCESSORIES
2512160  12/04/2013
S.SATHISH KUMAR
trading as ;MOBIMART
# PLOT NO. 140 AND 26 (D), GACHIBOWLI CENTRAL, NEAR, IIIT JUNCTION, WINAYAKANAGAR, GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD - 500032, ANDHRA PRADESH.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARLANCE LEGAL PROCESS
NO.13, KARUNEEGAR STREET, OPP.TO "ROYAL BOOK CENTRE", ADAMBakkAM, CHENNAI - 600 088
Used Since :01/01/2011
CHENNAI
RETAIL SHOP SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF MOBILES, TABLETS AND ACCESSORIES
ANURAG JAIN
trading as ; BABLU SANDWICH
117, SWAMI DAYANAND NAGAR, MANIK BAGH ROAD, NEAR CHOITHRAM HOSPITAL, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/03/2011
MUMBAI
SHOP OF SANDWICH
NEELA TELEFILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
101, A WING KRISHNAKUNJ APARTMENT, JUNCTION OF FIROZSHAN MEHTA AND MALVIYA ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST) MUMBAI-400057
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :05/04/2010
MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION AND ADVERTISEMENT OF SERIALS AND FILMS, DVDS, VCDS, LDS, AUDIO CDs, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DISC FORMATS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION FOR PROMOTION OF SERIALS AND FILMS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
GOLDMEDAL ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-302, KEMP PLAZA, MIND SPACE CHINCHOLI BUNDER, OFF LINK ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400063
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since: 06/01/2012

MUMBAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, ELECTRICAL
ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS, SWITCHES, WIRE AND CABLES, FUSE AND FUSE UNITS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES,
INSULATING MATERIAL.
2517484  22/04/2013

BHARAT JAIN

trading as ;JAIN READYMADE CENTRE

SHOP NO. 2, NARMADA JYOTI, B.P.ROAD, BHAYANDAR (EAST), THANE-401105.

SERVICE PROVIDER

INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JOSEPH VARIKASERY

VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :01/04/1988

MUMBAI

RETAILING OF READYMADE GARMENTS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters.
2518747  24/04/2013
Nexus Impex
Ronak Ketan Bhuta
Sonal Prashant Doshi
A -301, Shreevilla, C.D. Barfiwala Marg, Juhu Lane, Opp. Navnit Motors, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400 058
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Administration, Distributing, Dealering, Stocking, Marketing, Supplying, Import, Export Of Chemicals, Advice Concerning Chemical Product Marketing, food, shopping mall & mega mart, food mart, retail outlet to sell and kinds of products, providing retail services in a shopping mall and departmental store.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2519620        25/04/2013
ARPIT K. PALAN
trading as ;HOME LAMINATES
A/16-17, GAURAV ANNEX, RRT ROAD, MULUND (WEST) MUMBAI-400080
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2008

MUMBAI
RETAILING OF LAMINATE SHEET INCLUDED IN CLASS 35

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word LAMINATES.
2524877  03/05/2013
BHARAT CHANDULAL BHANUSHALI
trading as ;ACHIJA
804, ADINATH TOWER, SUDHA PARK, OPP. SHANTI PARK, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
RETAILING, MARKETING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING OF CONSUMER REQUIREMENTS PRODUCTS, RETAIL OUTLETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES, CHAIN OF SHOPS, FRANCHISEE AND AUTHORISED SHOW ROOMS, FOODS, SNACKS EATABLES AND FOOD KIOSK SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2529287 10/05/2013
CORNERSTONE INDIA CONSULTING PVT. LTD
313, A WING, GOKUL ARCADE, SUBHASH ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2004

To be associated with:
1830531

MUMBAI
RECRUITMENT, HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2532068  16/05/2013
SACHIN RAMESHCHANDRA AGRAWAL 
trading as ; AGRAWAL CERAMIC CITY 
NEHRU NAGAR, NEAR BUS STAND, LAKKADKOT, JALNA-431203 
SERVICE PROVIDER 
INDIAN NATIONAL 
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012 
Used Since : 10/01/2008 
MUMBAI 
DISTRIBUTION, DISPLAY, RETAILING AND SUPPLY OF ALL TYPES OF CERAMIC, TILES, MARBLE, ITALIAN MARBLES, GRANITE, KOTA STONE, NATURAL STONE, BATHROOM FITTING, PLUMBING, WATER TANKS AND KITCHEN CHIMNEY
2532133  16/05/2013
GHANSHYAM DAS CHETANDAS DOLATANI
trading as ;GHANSHYAM TRADERS
PANMASALA BIKRETA, PUSPAK BUS STAND, BURAHANPUR (M.P)
SERVICES PROVIDERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2001
MUMBAI
MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF SUPARI, SAUNF
MASALA AND PAN MASALA; INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH WORDS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2532134   16/05/2013
SACHIN SARIYA
trading as ;ZEAL INTERNATIONAL
118, MILINDA S MANOR, 2, R.N.T, MARG, OPP. CENTRAL MALL, INDORE (M.P)
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :25/08/1998
MUMBAI
TRADING, MARKETING, WHOLESALING, DISTRIBUTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO
PORCELAIN KIT KAT FUSE, MAIN SWITCHES, SWITCH GEARS, MCB BOX AND DISTRIBUTION BOX (NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES); INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

MOHD. FARHAN KHAN
trading as ;LETZ HOLIDAY
786, BYRON BAZAR, BEHIND HOLY CROSS CHURCH, RAIPUR (C.G.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2008
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO TOURS AND TRAVEL SERVICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2533049  17/05/2013
SHIV KUMAR SHARMA.
41, GAYATRI VIHAR, THATIPUR, GWALIOR (M.P) INDIA
SERVICES
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since: 07/05/2013
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES RELATING TO MEHANDI, MEHANDI POWDER, MEHANDI CONE, HERBAL MEHANDI, MEHANDI OIL AND MEHANDI HAIR COLOUR, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
2533093  17/05/2013
BOMBAY EXPORT HOUSE PVT. LTD.
8/60, Dr. BALIGA NAGAR, OPP. PUNJABI GHASITARAM HALWAI, MAHIM (E), MUMBAI - 400 017
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :05/04/2011
MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, retailing related to Readymade garments
Caterer`s Choice

2533395  17/05/2013
KAMLESH GUPTA trading as ;KAMLESH GUPTA
59 MOUNT UNIQUE, 62-A PEDDAR ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAILING INCLUDING ONLINE & DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP & ORDERING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH PRESERVED & PACKED FOOD PRODUCTS, GROCERY, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, DAIRY PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, SWEETS, INDIAN SWEETS, BAKERY PRODUCTS, COOKED FOOD ARTICLES, NOODLES & PASTA PRODUCTS, CEREALS, CEREAL PREPARATIONS, PULSES, TEA, COFFEE, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, MEAT, FISH, CUTLERY, CROCKERY, KITCHENWARE & COOKING APPLIANCES; ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONAL SERVICES FOR OTHERS; TRADE FAIRS & EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE.
SUSSANNE ROSHAN

2533496  17/05/2013
SUSSANNE ROSHAN
D' MALL, UNIT NO 1, NEW CHANDRA APARTMENTS, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI - 400 053
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :03/03/2011

MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED TO FURNITURE, ARTIFACTS, LIGHTS
2533544  18/05/2013
CHANDER NAMOMAL CHANDWANI
trading as ;M/s. HARIOM BAKERY
BLOCK NO A 248, ROOM NO. 495, NEAR 5 SHOPS KURLA CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR - 421 004
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :28/12/1987
MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, retailing services related to sale of pastry confectionery, breads
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TERM BAKERY..
2533930  17/05/2013
BHUPENDRA SINGH ARORA
trading as ;M/s. WOODKRAFT
BEHIND GREEN TALKIES, STATION ROAD, SATNA - 485 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :04/09/1980
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, business promotion, related to repair, maintanance of furniture, interior decoration, plumbing & sanitation
2533933  17/05/2013
KANSHI MEMORIAL SOCIETY
SUNDER NAGAR, RAIPUR - 492 013 (CHHATTISGARH)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/05/2004

MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, business promotion, business administration, business management, office functions related to educational services
2534138  20/05/2013
INDULGENCE RESTAURANTS PVT. LTD.
VILLA - 29, AMEYA ROHAN MADHUBAN CO-OP HSG SOCIETY, PAUD ROAD, NEAR AMBROSIA RESORTS, BAWDHAN, KHURD PUNE - 411 021
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Marketing & distribution, advertising, business promotion related to hospitality services
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ATHLETE’S CO

2534161  20/05/2013
MAJOR BRANDS (INDIA) PVT LTD
401, 4TH FLOOR, SKYLINE ICON, NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400059
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since :24/04/2013
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING AND
DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL OUTLET, SHOPS, MALL, DEMONSTRATION OF PRODUCTS, EXPORT-IMPORT
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MAJOR BRANDS (INDIA) PVT LTD
401, 4TH FLOOR, SKYLINE ICON, NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400059
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since :24/04/2013
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING AND
DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL OUTLET, SHOPS, MALL, DEMONSTRATION OF PRODUCTS, EXPORT-IMPORT
OWN ALI

trading as ;M/S. HAANI GROUP
186/187, RAJ PALACE, KHATI WALA TANK, INDORE (M.P.)
SERVICES PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Management and Trading of Locks, Door Handles and Building Construction Material Made of
Common Metal, Common Metals and Their Alloys, Metal Building Materials, Wire of Common Metal, Small Items of Metal
Hardware, Pipes and Tubes of Metal, Safes and Goods of Common Metal and Sanitary Goods

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2535388  22/05/2013
BOTHRA READYMADE COLLECTION
DHIRAJ BOTHRA
PRASHANT BOTHRA
VIVEK BOTHRA
BOTHRA SHOPPING MALL, GANDHI CHOWK, KOTHI BAZAR, BETUL - 460 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2011

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing of Clothing, footwear, headgear, Textile & textile product, bed and table covers
2535409  22/05/2013
ALMATS BRANDING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
606, KOHINOOR COMMERCIAL TOWER B, KOHINOOR CITY, OFF. L.B.S. MARG, KURLA (WEST), MUMBAI-400070
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/03/2013
Mumbai
Import, export, marketing, distributions, advertising, retailing and business promotion, related to sale of books
TOTSHOT

2535412  22/05/2013
ALMATS BRANDING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
606, KOHINOOR COMMERCIAL TOWER B, KOHINOOR CITY, OFF. L.B.S. MARG, KURLA (WEST), MUMBAI-400070
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/03/2013
MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, advertising, retailing and business promotion, related to sale of books
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
KHUSH MANOJ SHAH
trading as ;M/s. SUPAD ENTERPRISES
PANDIT GURUJI MARG, JAGE LANE, OLD AGRA ROAD, OPP. SANJIVANI MEDICAL, SHAHAPUR, THANE - 400 601
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :27/11/2012
MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, business promotion & retailing services related to sale of non alcoholic drinks
2535634  22/05/2013
VIVACONNECT PVT. LTD.
B/242, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, OPP. OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST),
MUMBAI-400104
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES, BUSINESS PROMOTION
RELATED TO SANITARY APPARATUS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018 Class 35

2536053 22/05/2013
MOHAMMAD AKRAM
trading as ; AS U LIKE FURNITURE
SR./NO.43, SHOP NO.20/21, UTTAM PLAZA, KHARADI PUNE-411014, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Used Since :07/07/2011
MUMBAI
RETAIL SHOWROOM AND SERVICE PROVIDER OF FURNITURE AND INTERIOR, INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
L'Affaire

2536322    23/05/2013

NIRAJ K. JAWANJAL

trading as ;NIRAJ K. JAWANJAL

Tapovan Complex, 18/C, Jaiprakash Nagar, Nagpur-440 025.

Service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ALL KINDS OF ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING BRAND CONCEPTUALIZING, DEVELOPMENT & PROMOTION; GENERAL BUSINESS MERCHANDISING SERVICES INCLUDING MARKETING; COMMUNICATION SERVICES; PRODUCTION, BROADCASTING & CIRCULATION OF TEXT, AUDIO & VIDEO COMMERCIALS THROUGH PRINT, OUTDOOR & OTHER COMMUNICATION MEDIA INCLUDING INTERNET & SOCIAL NETWORKING MEDIA; BUSINESS STRATEGIES CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS REPUTATION & CUSTOMER LOYALTY MANAGEMENT; SECRETARIAL SERVICES; PUBLIC RELATIONS; PUBLICITY AGENCIES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION & TRADE FAIR FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE.
2536459  23/05/2013
M/S. HEAL & CARE LIFE SCIENCE
MUHAMMED NOUFAL VP
HAJARUMMA VP
YASMIN VP
MUHAMMED ALI ASFAL VP
MUHAMMED KUTTY VP
7/254, VP BILDING, KURUVATTUR POST, VALLAPUZHA(VIA), PALAKKAD DISTRICT, KERALA - 679336, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. LEINTELLIGENSIA
NO38/13, DESIGAR STREE, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 023 .
Used Since :20/03/2013

CHENNAI
MARKETING OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
2537268    24/05/2013
PERCEPT DMARK-A DIV OF PERCEPT LTD
22, RAGHUVANSHI ESTATE, 11/12 S. B. MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
ORGANIZATION OF SOCIAL EVENTS, ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; PUBLIC RELATION SERVICES,
MARKET SURVEYS AND MARKET RESEARCH, PUBLICITY AGENCY, BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION,
CORPORATE PLANNING, RETAIL SERVICES, BRAND DEVELOPMENT, OUTDOOR SERVICES, SOCIAL MEDIA,
STRATEGY AND MARKETING SERVICES, CUSTOMER SERVICES, PALNNING OF MARKETING STRATEGIES, BUSINCSS
PLAN, GENERAL MERCHANDISE, ORGANIZATION, EXHIBITIONS AND SCREENING OF VARIOUS FORMS OF FILMS FOR
COMMERCIAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES, RETAIL, EVENTS FOR COMMERCIAL/ADVERTISING PURPOSE
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1830 , 01/01/2018 Class 35

2537759  25/05/2013
MOHAMMED HAKIM RAFIQ QURESHI
trading as ;M/s. LAL QILA
LEMON & HERBS, OPP. CAFE COFFEE DAY, CARTER ROAD, BANDRA (W), MUMBAI - 400 050
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Marketing distribution, advertising, business promotion, related to restaurant
2537778   25/05/2013
BOPARAI' S MARTIAL SECURITY PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 101, 102, BHARAT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, L.B.S. MARG, BHANDUP (W), MUMBAI - 400 078
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMThA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :12/09/1997

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, business promotion, related to security services
2537781    25/05/2013
SANTOSH JAIN  trading as ;M/s. AIDELE JEANS
79 / B, 1ST T.P.S. ROAD, OLD KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 052
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, advertising, business promotion and retailing services related to sale of readymade garments
2537878  27/05/2013
CHARANJIT SINGH TIBB
trading as ;TIBBS BAR-B-Q
TIBBS MANSION, DR. CHARATSINGH COMPOUND, DR. CHARATSINGH COLONY, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, MUMBAI-400093
SERVICES
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/1967
MUMBAI
RETAIL CHAIN OF STORES AND OUTLETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES, SHOPPING MALLS, SUPERMARKETS, LIFESTYLE STORES, IMPORT AND EXPORT, ORGANIZATION OF TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2538323  27/05/2013
RAMESH GOKAL RITA
603, PARAG, OPP. WADIA SCHOOL, J. P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA PIN-400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NRN SUITS AND LAWS LLP
17 SAROJ SADAN,S K PATIL LANE ,DAFTARI ROAD,MALAD EAST,MUMBAI -97
Used Since :12/03/1992

MUMBAI
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SHOP, SERVICES KEEPING TOGETHER VARIETY OF GOODS SPECIALLY BUILDING MATERIALS AND DIFFERENT KIND OF WOOD INCLUDING PLYWOOD TO ENABLE THE CUSTOMERS TO INSPECT AND BUY THESE GOODS AS PER REQUIREMENT
2539634    29/05/2013
SANKET BABU PATEL
1702, VIDEOCON TOWER, THAKUR COMPLEX, A-WING, KANDIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 101
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Import & export, advertisement, marketing, business promotion, retailing & distribution related to readymade garments
2539697  29/05/2013
NIRMAL SPORTS PVT. LTD.
NIRMAL LIFESTYLE, L. B. S. MARG, MULUND (W), MUMBAI- 400 080
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)–400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ORGANISATION OF EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS, SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES
2539746  29/05/2013

TATA CAPITAL LIMITED
ONE FORBES, DR. V.B. GANDHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI-400001
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
57 - 58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S. B. S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 11/05/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ORGANIZATION,
OPERATION AND SUPERVISION OF LOYALTY AND INCENTIVE SCHEMES; ADVERTISING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA THE
INTERNET; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO ADVERTISEMENTS; ACCOUNTANCY; AUCTIONEERING; TRADE
FAIRS; OPINION POLLING; DATA PROCESSING; PROVISION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION; CERTAIN SPECIFIC
SERVICES PROVIDED BY RETAILERS.
2540034  29/05/2013
MAMTA R. JAIN
trading as ;MAMTA DESIGN'S STUDIO
6, LAXMI NIWAS, SUBHASH NAGAR, ARTHUR ROAD JUNCTION, N.M. JOSHI MARG, MUMBAI-400 011, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :20/09/2009
MUMBAI
BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS FOR A VARIETY OF GOODS (EXCLUDING THE TRANSPORT THEREOF), ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN RESPECT TO TEXTILE PIECE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION INCLUDING SUITING, SHIRTING, DRESS MATERIALS, SAREES, UNSTITCH PUNJABI SALWAR SUIT MATERIALS, KURTA AND DUPUTTA, ALL TYPES OF READYMADE GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN AND KIDS WEAR INCLUDING SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, CASUAL WEAR, PANTS, TROUSERS, HEADGEAR, ALL TYPES OF HOSIERY ITEMS, SPORT WEAR, GLOVES, SWIM WEAR, SOCKS, STOCKING, BELTS AND TIES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
PLANET SPORTS

2540532  30/05/2013
FUTURE LIFESTYLE FASHIONS LIMITED
KNOWLEDGE HOUSE, SHYAM NAGAR, OFF JOGESHWARI-VIKHROLI LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARKS BUREAU.
1ST FLOOR, MANEKJI WADIA BUILDING, 127, M.G. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :28/06/2005

MUMBAI
ADVERTISEMENT; DISTRIBUTION; WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SHOPS; SHOPPING CENTERS; DEPARTMENT STORES;
RETAIL STORE SERVICES (INCLUDING IN STORE AND ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES) RELATING TO CLOTHING,
READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, ACCESSORIES, PAPER AND STATIONERY, COSMETICS,
PERFUMES, LEATHER GOODS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2540533 30/05/2013
FUTURE LIFESTYLE FASHIONS LIMITED
KNOWLEDGE HOUSE, SHYAM NAGAR, OFF JOGESHWARI-VIKHROLI LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARKS BUREAU.
1ST FLOOR, MANEKJI WADIA BUILDING, 127, M.G. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :28/06/2005

To be associated with:
2540532

MUMBAI
ADVERTISEMENT; DISTRIBUTION; WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SHOPS; SHOPPING CENTERS; DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES (INCLUDING IN STORE AND ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES) RELATING TO CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, ACCESSORIES, PAPER AND STATIONERY, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, LEATHER GOODS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018   Class 35

SAURABH KHANZODE
trading as ;M/s. SAM TOYS
503, POONAM, BANDRA RECLAMATION, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 050
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :03/08/2011

MUMBAI
Marketing and distribution, Import and export, advertising and business promotion and retailing services connected to the sale of toys, games and playthings
2540564  30/05/2013
GOMA ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.
L.B.S. MARG, BEHIND PAPER PRODUCT LTD., MAJIWADA, THANE (W) - 400 601
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
Import & export, marketing, distribution, advertising, business promotion, related to machine & machine tools
CHIRANJEEV RESTAURANTS & FOODS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Chiranjeev Restaurants & Foods Pvt. Ltd
Lane No.5, Off. North Main Road, Koregaon Park, Pune-411001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Aלהgents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
Membership Card Namely- Hotel & Restaurant for Providing Discount on the Service.
2540733  30/05/2013
CHIRANJEEV RESTAURANTS & FOODS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Chiranjeev Restaurants & Foods Pvt. Ltd
Lane No.5, Off. North Main Road, Koregaon Park, Pune-411001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
Membership Card Namely- Hotel & Restaurant for Providing Discount on the Service.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2540736 30/05/2013
CHIRANJEEV RESTAURANTS & FOODS PVT. LTD.
trading as; Chiranjeev Restaurants & Foods Pvt. Ltd
Lane No.5, Off. North Main Road, Koregaon Park, Pune-411001
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/01/2010

MUMBAI

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018   Class 35

2541255    31/05/2013
KAMAL NAYAN CHATURVEDI
trading as ;M/s. VIDHUR'S KREATING CHARAKTERS
D-4 / D-5, SOCIETY NO - 58, HANUMAN MANDIR LANE, MHADA, 4 BUNGLOWS, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 053
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :10/01/1990

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, business promotion related to Providing training & education
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2541263 31/05/2013
FAIRDEAL ELECTRONICS
ABDUL KADIR UMER FRUITWALA
MOHAMMED AAMIR ABDUL KADIR FRUITWALA
MOHAMMED AABID ABDUL KADIR FRUITWALA
12, ASHOK SHOPPING, GROUND FLOOR, L. T. MARG, CRAWFORD MARKET, G. T. HOSPITAL COMPLEX, MUMBAI - 400 001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/01/2009

MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, retailing services related to electronics goods
2542667  04/06/2013
ALOK SATYADEV CHAWLA
43 MUNISH CO-OP. HOUSING SOCIETY, OPP. JOHNSON AND JOHNSON, L.B.S. MARG, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080
SERVICE PROVIDER/TRADERS, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS AND MARKETING
INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETOR
Used Since : 01/04/2013
MUMBAI
ONLINE MARKETING GOODS SHOP, SHOP AND SHOP, ONLINE MARKETING, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER
NETWORK, MARKETING RESEARCH, MARKETING STUDIES, MARKETING STRATEGIES AND CONCEPT ADVERTISING
AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, (ALL TYPES OF PRODUCTS ONLINE MARKETING) BEING GOODS INCLUDING IN
CLASS-35
SUNIL KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;M/s. NEW SARASWATI METAL INDUSTRIES
64, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ADHARTAL, JABALPUR - 482 009 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing, Import & export of hand tools & implements (leather cuter knife)

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "N S"..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018  Class 35

2542807  04/06/2013
MUKUL CHANDRA DEKA
RAJIB KUMAR DEKA
ANUPAM DEKA
SAMRAT DEKA
trading as ;S.R. DEKA
CHAPAI CHAWK,MANGALDAI,DARRANG,ASSAM
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND RETAILER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION
2542850 04/06/2013
PRADIP RAMESHCHANDRA SHAH (HUF)
trading as ;SONI PRINTS
18, ATMARAM BHAVAN, 250, STATION ROAD, WADALA, MUMBAI-400031 (M.S.)
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/04/2002
MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, EXPORTS SERVICES RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL CHARTS, EDUCATIONAL POSTERS, EDUCATIONAL FLASH CARDS, TEACHING AIDS (ALL KINDS OF DIGITAL FORMAT)
2543302    04/06/2013
HASMUKH GADA
B-902, SHIVNERI SOCIETY, NATHPAI NAGAR, NEAR PUNE VIDYA BHAVAN SCHOOL, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 077
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Import and export, marketing, distribution, advertising, retailing services, business promotional services related to furniture

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2543397    05/06/2013

JASWANT YADAV

trading as ; JKARC ELECTRICAL WORKS

SHOP NO.2, PILA BUNGLOW COMPOUND OPP. PILA BUNGLOW BUS STOP, SION (WEST), SION BANDRA LINK ROAD,
DHARAVI MUMBAI-400017

SERVICES PROVIDER

PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI

SERVICE ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2544327    06/06/2013
MULTI SCREEN MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
INTERFACE, BUILDING 7, 4TH FLOOR OFF MALAD LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400064
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :20/05/2013

MUMBAI
DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE AND TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA
AND HOSTING EVENTS/FORUMS FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES
Priority claimed from 25/12/2012; Application No. : 2012745479 ;Russia
2544385  06/06/2013
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SIBUR HOLDING
626150, Russia, Tyumen Region, Tobolsk, Eastern Industrial Area, building 30, Block 1, No 6
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES; SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES;
PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS (PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHER BUSINESSES)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2544612  06/06/2013
VAIBHAV THORA
trading as ;M/s. KRISHIKALP FARMING TECHNOLOGY
YASH PRIDE, FLAT NO. 203, 11-A-2X, SECTOR-C, SCHEME NO. 71, GUMASTA NAGAR, INDORE - 452 009 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :04/05/2013

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing of Seeds, Pesticides, & Bio Pesticides,
Fertilizer & Bio Fertilizer, plant Growth Regulating Preparation, Agriculture Equipments, Phosphoric Acid, Multi Micro Nutrients
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2545586   07/06/2013
DEV CYCLE INDUSTRIES
RAKESH SHARMA
RAJESH SHARMA
E-104, VIMAL ENCLAVE, BHANPURI, POST - BIRGAON, RAIPUR - 493 221 (CHHATTISGARH)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :21/08/2012

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing of cycle tyre, tubes, spare parts & auto tubes
Epic TeleVision Networks Private Limited
Unit No.1, Ground Floor, Enterprise Center, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400099
Service Provider
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A. Associates
310, Pratik Avenue, 3rd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
The mark shall be limited to the colours as shown in the representation on the form of the application.
WOOD KA ASLI ENGINEER

2546462   10/06/2013
ASSOCIATE HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
ASSOCIATE HOUSE, 85-A, VICTORIA ROAD, MUSTAFA BAZAR, BYCULLA (EAST), MUMBAI-400010.

Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & Sauraastri.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retailing; advertising, advertising material; on-line advertising on a computer network and equipment business management, business administration, business assistance, office functions, direct mail advertising; efficiency experts; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples, marketing research, marketing studies; computer databases; sales promotion;
2549489  17/06/2013
KULDIP SONS JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : KULDIP SONS JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
1,GEL CHURCH COMPLEX,MAIN ROAD,RANCHI-834001,JHARKHAND
Service Provider(s).
an Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since : 19/04/1993
KOLKATA
Advertising; Marketing; Business Administration; Shop Window Dressing; Presentation of Goods on Communication Media, for Retail Purposes; Office Functions; Publicity; Marketing Research; Business Management; Business Management of Franchisees; Public Relations; Retail Store Services in the field of Jewellery, Alloys of Precious Metal, Ornaments, Precious Stones & Coins.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2549494    17/06/2013
ROBERTO CAVALLI S.P.A.
PIAZZA SAN BABILA, 3, 20122 MILANO, ITALY
A company organized under the laws of Italy, Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination of advertising matter; rental of advertising spaces; commercial or industrial business management consultancy and assistance; professional business consultancy; modelling for advertising or business promotion; franchising, namely services provided by a franchisor in helping, managing and developing commercial enterprises (services for third parties); retail and wholesale services.
CURRENT WEB NETWORK & INFOTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
GALI NO-112 B-BLOCK SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI 110084
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 06/11/2012
DELHI
PUBLISHING ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2576901  07/08/2013
Abhay AHLUWALIA partner UNIKKARZ
ISHA DANGE
ABHAY AHLUWALIA
trading as ;UNIKKARZ
SCO-41, CABIN NO-2, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-11 , PANCHKULA
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
RKF LAW, SCO No. 61, 2nd floor, 12A, Panchkula HARYANA-134109
Used Since :01/09/2012
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
2586469  27/08/2013
AURANGZEB KHAN
trading as ;MAAZ INTERNATIONAL
51, 3rd FLOOR, PATPARGUNJ VILLAGE OPP AKASH DARSHAN APPATMENT, MAYUR VIHAR-PART-1, DELHI 110091
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since :14/08/2013

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
GrowKart

2613882    18/10/2013
DAYANAND RAWOOL
trading as ;GrowKart
A/403 Gorai Road Omkar Chs Ltd, Bldg M, New MHB Colony, Mumbai - 400091, Maharashtra.
Advertising and Retailing
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSALYA VENKATARAMAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E) Chennai - 600 102
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, RETAILING, DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING
2617656  24/10/2013
MRS. SHEENA VASWANI
trading as ;MODERN MARVELS
C/74, ABHISHEK, 2ND CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/10/2013
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
HAMDHAAS
2618153  25/10/2013
LAMRATH.P
trading as ;HAMDHA ASSOCIATES
PAINATTI HOUSE, KARIMBIL, VENNIYOOR (P.O), TIRURANGADI VILLAGE, TIRURANGADI TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :20/01/2013

CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ADVERTISEMENT CONSULTANCY DISTRIBUTION MARKETING IMPORT EXPORT SHOWROOM ONLINE OFFLINE SUPER HYPER MARKET BAZAAR OF COSMETIC GIFT GOLD AND IMITATION JEWELLERY CLOCK WATCHES TOYS UMBRELLA FOOD BAKERY FRUITS VEGETABLES FMCG BOOKS TOYS SPORTS LEATHER TEXTILE READYMADE CARPET CURTAIN ELECTRONIC ELECTRICAL AUTOMOBILE SANITARY PUMP MOTOR INDUSTRIAL OIL PAINT BUILDING MATERIALS FURNITURE RUBBER PLASTIC HAND TOOLS DRUG SURGICAL
2627818  14/11/2013
RAGHIBUL ISLAM
WALIUL ISLAM
trading as ;JAWAAB-E-AMINIA
35/2, SHAMSUL HUDA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Service provider
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXMOTION
APPAYAN APARTMENT,GROUND FLOOR,FLAT-GC,108/11/(50),PURBACHAL ROAD (NORTH),HALTU,KOLKATA 700 078,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :06/10/2013
KOLKATA
Business management, business administration, office functions, retail and wholesale services being all included in Class 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2647149 23/12/2013
KALA KUTIR PRIVATE LIMITED
L-129, GROUND FLOOR, LANE NO. 5B, MAHIPAL PUR EXT. DELHI-110037
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since: 15/09/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISMENT
WHITE COLLARS

2654042  03/01/2014
WHITE COLLARS ENTERPRISING PVT LTD
B-27, LGF, SOUTH EXTENTION PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARJEET KUMAR
FLAT NO 6090 TOWER -6 BLOCK E GH -7 CROSSING REPUBLIC DUNDHERA GHAZIABAD 201009
Used Since :06/09/2013

DELHI
HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTATION AND MANAGEMENT; PLACEMENT SERVICES. MANPOWER RECRUITMENT SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018    Class 35

NARENDRA SHANTI KUMAR FIRODIA
ASHISH RAMESH POKHARNA
trading as ;ANURON
OLD SAROSH MOTORS COMPOUND, NEXT TO GPO, AURANGABAD ROAD, AHMEDNAGAR-414001
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PUSHKAR S. TAMBOLI
5098, near baratoti karanja, maliwada, ahmednagar-414001
Used Since :01/09/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND ALL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2701490  19/03/2014
SHOSHIN BUSINESS MENTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHOSHIN BUSINESS MENTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO.5, PLOT NO.7 & 8, ELEMENTS LAYOUT, KAIKONDRAHALI, SARJAPUR MAIN ROAD, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA - 560035
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2712906    04/04/2014
UNIFIED BRAINZ VIRTUOSO LIMITED
trading as ;M/S UNIFIED BRAINZ VIRTUOSO LIMITED
G-26,CHANDRODAYA SOCIETY,OPPOSITE GOLDEN TRIANGLE, S.P.STADIUM ROAD,AHMEDABAD-380014,GUJARAT,INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR -380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :24/02/2014

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING OF SERVICES OF ON LINE JOG PORTAL, JOB POSTING SERVICES, RESUME ACCESS SERVICES, HR CONSULTANT, MANPOWER CONSULTANT, MANPOWER RECRUITMENT, TEMPORARY/PERMANENT STAFFING, ACCOUNTING SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
Cheraman

2725446    25/04/2014
CHARAMAN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
trading as ;CHARAMAN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
33/2337-E, 2ND FLOOR, CHAKIAPADATH BUILDING, BY PASS ROAD, PONNURUNNI, VYTTILA, ERNAKULAM - 682019
SERVICE PROVIDIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYNIGOROS PARTNERS
B2, MAY FAIR, CHACKOLA COLONY ROAD, THEVARA, COCHIN-682 015
Used Since :26/10/2012
To be associated with:
2725445
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2736055 13/05/2014
RITESH AGRAWAL trading as ;Navassaya Choose Life
Govind Bhavan, Bada Mandir Road, Itarsi, Hoshangabad - 461111, MadhyaPradesh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102
Mumbai
COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES, DISTRIBUTING, MARKETING
KUNJAN CHAUHAN
trading as :M/s KUNJAN CHAUHAN
15, Nishant Bunglows, Shyamal Cross Road, Behind City Gold, Ahmedabad, 380015, Gujarat
Trading & Manufacturing

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/04/2014

To be associated with:

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE TRADING, TRADE NAME, COMPANY NAME, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

subject to association with Application no-2740272.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

NITON VALVE INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
D-115, Ghatkopar Ind. Estate, L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai-400086
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 23/04/2013

MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, advertising, sales promotion, retailing services related to Providing Training & education
2778845    23/07/2014
DAYANANDA SURATKAL
trading as ;iStart
No.1-70-58, Sai Dwaraka, Panjimogaru, Kuloor, Mangalore - 575013, Karnataka.
Service provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE.
XIAOYISHIPIN

2789367  11/08/2014

YAN XIAOQING

trading as ;M/s. XIAOYI JEWELLERY FITTING

No. 145, Lantang Village, Second District, Baima Town, Pujiang County, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, China

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Import, Export, Advertising, Marketing, Sales promotion, Retailing services related to Garment accessories, Jewellery, Diamonds, Precious stones & Imitation jewellery
BIREN德拉 KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as TIRUPATI TRADING CO.
SARKAR MANSION, HILL CART ROAD, SILIGURI-734001, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE, MERCHANT, TRADERS.
Used Since 21/01/1987
KOLKATA
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
2802536  03/09/2014
MAGNESSA ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;MAGNESSA ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.,
#G109, GROUND FLOOR, PHASE II, SHOP NO.768,769, SPENCER PLAZA, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI-600002.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2014

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES
2814688  18/09/2014
JEWELSYF COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; JEWELSYF COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
333, DaribaKalan, Delhi 110006
Manufacture, Trader and Exporter
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIRIN BHATT & ASSOCIATES
405 SKYLARK BUILDING 60 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI-110019
Used Since : 11/07/2014
DELHI
ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES INCLUDING RETAILING, SUPPLY, MANUFACTURING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING AND MARKETING OF CUSTOMIZED AND PERSONALIZED GOODS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITING TO JEWELLERY OF ALL KINDS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, PRECIOUS STONES; MARKET RESEARCH, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, DISTRIBUTION OF FREE SAMPLES, ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY AGENCY SERVICES, RETAIL STORES; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, GOODS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS, STONES & ALLOYS; DISCOUNT STORE SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018  Class 35

2826480  14/10/2014
DASHRATH PATEL
DINESH PATEL
GOVIND PATEL

trading as ;SAMARTH DIAMOND
RUSHIKESH MARKET, NEAR ROTARY BHAVAN, AT & POST:- VISNAGAR, DIST.- MEHSANA - 384315 - GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MARKETED
Used Since :15/06/1987

To be associated with:
2340015

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING OF SERVICES FOR WHOLESALING AND RETAILING OF ROUGH DIAMONDS AND POLISHED DIAMOND INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2829320  20/10/2014
MANSOOR AHMAD KHAN
96A, SAKARWALA BLDG, SHOP No-1, MOULANA AZAD, MUMBAI-400008
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :26/09/2014

MUMBAI
WHOLE SALE & RETAIL STORE OF LEATHER BAGS, SUITCASE, SCHOOL BAGS & COLLEGE BAGS, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF ABOVE SAID GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2830524  21/10/2014
G.NARAYANA GOUD
B.M MARKETING, 13-153/2, MADHUSUDHAN NAGAR, MALKAJGIRI, HYDERABAD-500047
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :28/09/2014

CHENNAI
MARKETING OF PACKAGED DRINKING WATER,
BUSFUN CONSULTING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-103, SHEETAL SAROVAR, SHEETAL NAGAR, MTNL ROAD, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE - 401107
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 17/02/2014
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO PROVIDE, TECHNICAL, MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT SERVICES ACROSS THE INDUSTRY IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF RENDERING SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY IN ALL DISCIPLINES ACROSS THE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA AND ABROAD
2848352    24/11/2014
BUSFUN CONSULTING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-103, SHEETAL SAROVAR, SHEETAL NAGAR, MTNL ROAD, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE - 401107
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :17/02/2014
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO PROVIDE, TECHNICAL, MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT SERVICES ACROSS THE INDUSTRY IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF RENDERING SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY IN ALL DISCIPLINES ACROSS THE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA AND ABROAD
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2881029 13/01/2015
SIDDQUI BABAR NIYAZ AHMAD
trading as ;BK TRADING CO
672, JANJIRA MANSION, 3RD FLOOR, OPP. SILVER MEDICAL, AMINA BAD ROAD, DHAMANKAR NAKA, BHIWANDI, THANE-421302
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :07/02/2014
MUMBAI
RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
2890630 27/01/2015
GANESAMURTHI GANAPATHI
trading as ;Device
G 105, Purva Fountain Square, Marathahalli, Bangalore - 560037, Karnataka.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :21/02/2014
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES; MARKETING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

2920676 12/03/2015
KISHORE KUMAR K
TC 28/2604, LALITH KUNNUPURAM TRIVANDRUM-695 001 KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL CONVENIENCE, VARIETY STORES, RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF GOODS EXCLUDING THE TRANSPORT THEREOF ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL CONSUMER MERCHANDISE; RETAIL DISCOUNT STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, CLOTHING, GENERAL CONSUMER MERCHANDISE, FOOD, GROCERY, PHARMACEUTICALS, SPORTING GOODS, GIFTS; ON-LINE RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES.

Transliteration : Ente Kada
2930106  26/03/2015
DESIGNER AND ARTIST COPYRIGHT LTD
trading as ;DESIGNER AND ARTIST COPYRIGHT LTD
202, BUILDING NO.1, MARRIGOLD CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY LTD. OSHIWARA, MHADA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400053, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEKHAR MENNON
202/1, Marigold, Opp. Oshiwara Police Station, Andheri Link Road, Andheri - West, Bombay - 400 053.
Used Since :31/12/2012
To be associated with:
2930101
Mumbai
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2945464    18/04/2015
JIGNESHBHAI K. KHUNT
trading as ;NETWORK HYDRAULIC

PLOT NO. 11, CHANDRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GONDAL ROAD, BY-PASS CHOWKDI, OPP. SHREENATH HYUNDAI SHOWROOM, NEAR RAJJ MARBLE, RAJKOT-360004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :01/02/2010

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, MARKETING OF EARTHMOVING MACHINE, MINING MACHINE, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS AND ITS ACCESSORIES AND PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2955419 05/05/2015
SANJAY KUMAR
trading as ;DRS FASHION RETAIL
H.NO 814, 2ND FLOOR, VILL. BJIWASAN, NEW DELHI 110061
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :30/03/2015
DELHI
ONLINE SHOPPING, RETAILING & WHOLESALING STORE INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2966657  18/05/2015
M M PHARMA
ARVIND PATIAL
RITU ARORA
trading as ;M M PHARMA ,SCO 24, Near Sen Park Hotel,Wadhawa Nagar DHAKOLI Zirakpur (MOHALI) Pb
SCO 24, Near Sen Park Hotel,Wadhawa Nagar DHAKOLI Zirakpur (MOHALI) Pb
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :05/01/2011
DELHI
Sale Purchase of medicines. cosmetics and other pharma goods
2967774  20/05/2015

MRS. BEENA PAUL
trading as ;SAREE AND SOUL
801, RICHMOND HEIGHTS, 12TH ROAD, ABOVE COSMOS BANK, CENTRAL AVENUE, CHEMBUR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER AND TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRITHVI LEGAL
B-4, GANESH TOWER, BASEMENT, DADA PATIL WADI, OPP. THANE STN., THANE (W)-400 601.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MARKETING, ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, SALES OF BAGS, HAND BAGS, LUGGAGE, SHOES, BELTS, JACKETS, JEANS, KURTIS, BED LINEN, BATH TOWELS, HOME DECORS, JEWELLERY BY WAY OF DISPLAY, EXHIBITION AND PRESENTATION FOR RETAIL, PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS PROVIDED IN RETAIL STORES, OUTLETS AS WELL AS MADE AVAILABLE BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, WEB, SITES, MOBILE APPLICATIONS
MR. B.N. JHA

trading as ;JOBS DESK.

282, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-110009.

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/05/2015

DELHI

Employment Agencies; Personal Management Consultancy; Personal Recruitment; Outsourcing Services [Business Assistance]; Job Placements or Career Counseling; Manpower Consultancy; Providing Human Resource Consultation And Management; Job Consultancy & Recruitment Services Through Online Portal.
2979353  05/06/2015
TEJAS JITENDRAKUMAR GOHEL
trading as: OJAS GUJARAT
BLOCK NO. C/2130, BHAGAVATI PARK, KALIYABID, BHAVNAGAR, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL J. HINDOCHA, ADVOCATE
9, SWASTIK APPARTMENT, DAWN ROAD, CREASCENT, BHAVNAGAR - 364001, GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
ONLINE EMPLOYMENT RELATED SERVICES, ONLINE INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYMENT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-42.
3005550  10/07/2015
PRITHVIDHAN CHOPDA MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PRITHVIDHAN CHOPDA MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 2B, PRABHU DARSHAN APARTMENTS, 1 SYLVAN LODE COLONY, 3RD CROSS STREET, KILPAUK, CHENNAI - 600010, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POONAM CHOPRA & PRIYANKA CHOPRA
FLAT NO.1C, RAINBOW ABHAY, NO.21, FLOWERS ROAD, KILPAUK, CHENNAI-600010.
Used Since : 11/07/2007

CHENNAI
RETAIL SERVICES IN RELATION TO ADVERTISING: BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY SERVICES FOR THE SALE AND PURCHASE OF GOODS AND SERVICES; SPORTS GOODS; AUCTION SERVICES; CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SERVICES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES; RETAIL SALE SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS; RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL ON-LINE DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL ON-LINE CONVENIENCE STORES; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE AND GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE ON-LINE DATABASE FEATURING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ON-LINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE AND GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS; AUTOMATED AND COMPUTERIZED TRADING OF GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHERS PROVIDED OVER A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION INFORMATION NETWORK.
CAN DO CO., LTD.
2-21-1,KITASHINJUKU,SHINJUKU-KU,TOKYO,JAPAN.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

1) Advertising and publicity services; 2) Retail services or wholesale services for a variety of goods, in each field of foods and beverages, and livingware, carrying all goods together; 3) Retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; 4) Retail services or wholesale services for diapers; 5) Retail services or wholesale services for footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; 6) Retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; 7) Retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; 8) Retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; 9) Retail services or wholesale services for liquor; 10) Retail services or wholesale services for meat; 11) Retail services or wholesale services for sea food (fish and shellfish (live) and processed aquatic products); 12) Retail services or wholesale services for vegetables and fruits; 13) Retail services or wholesale services for confectionery, bread and buns; 14) Retail services or wholesale services for rice and cereals; 15) Retail services or wholesale services for milk; 16) Retail services or wholesale services for carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages] and nonalcoholic fruit juice beverages; 17) Retail services or wholesale services for tea, coffee and cocoa; 18) Retail services or wholesale services for processed food Products made from fruit, processed egg foodstuffs, foods made from fish; 19) Retail services or wholesale services for furniture; 20) Retail services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; 21) Retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; 22) Retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; 23) Retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; 24) Retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, Hand tools, hardware; 25) Retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment; Retail services or wholesale services for cleaning tools and washing utensils (other than electric); 26) Retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary Preparations and medical supplies; 27) Retail services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps for personal use and detergents; 28) Retail services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; 29) Retail services or wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; 30) Retail services or wholesale services for fuel; 31) Retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; 32) Retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; 33) Retail services or wholesale services for sporting articles (other than golf articles / climbing articles); 34) Retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; 35) Retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; 36) Retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; 37) Retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers articles; 38) Retail services or wholesale services for building materials of metal, Materials (not of metal), concrete building elements; 39) Retail services or wholesale services for semi wrought precious stones and their imitations; 40) Retail services or wholesale services for pets;
UPBEATIDEAS UK LIMITED
71-75 SHELTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, WC2H 9JQ
TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UK

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN
F-6/4 Vasant Vihar New Delhi 110057
Used Since :14/06/2015

To be associated with:
3011427

DELHI

PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF EMPLOYMENT, RECRUITMENT, CAREERS, JOB RESOURCES, JOB LISTINGS AND RESUMES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF EMPLOYMENT, RECRUITMENT, CAREERS, JOB RESOURCES, JOB LISTINGS AND RESUMES; PROVIDING ON-LINE INTERACTIVE RECRUITMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, RESUME MATCHING SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
3017269    27/07/2015
UDAY YESHWANT NAYAK
KEWAL NAGESH BALIMANE
AJAY YESHWANT NAYAK
trading as ;BALINA MARKETING
# B-607, SUKHAKARTA - II CHS LTD., PLOT # 30, SECTOR 42, SEAWOODS, NERUL, NAVI MUMBAI, PIN 400706
SERVICE PROVIDERS
CITIZENS OF INDIA
Used Since : 23/05/2015
MUMBAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO CONSUMER GOODS AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
3026577  06/08/2015
HITESH RAMESHBHAI DOBARIYA
trading as ;H.P.D
63,JAY SANTOSHI NAGAR SOCIETY, MARUTI CHOWK, L.H. ROAD, VARACHHA, SURAT: 395006, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
F.F.19- VIJAY COMPLEX, NEAR VASNA BUS STAND , VASNA, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT: 380007

Used Since: 27/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
ONLINE AND RETAIL TRADING AND SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3036540  19/08/2015
YOUSUF ANWAR
trading as ;M/S M. I. INDUSTRIES
65, NASEERABAD, MAU ROAD, AGRA, (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R K ABROL
HOUSE NO. 1453, SECTOR - 7, URBAN ESTATE, KURUKSHETRA ( HARYANA ).
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES FOR DIESEL ENGINE, ALTERNATOR, GENERATING SETS AND WATER PUMPS.
COINTRIBE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, PLOT NO.44, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, HR
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SALE, TRADE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET WEBSITE, TELE-COMMUNICATIONS, MAIL ORDER,
DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS SERVICES, IMPORT AND EXPORT
SERVICES
3041477  27/08/2015
COINTRIBE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, PLOT NO.44, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, HR
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SALE, TRADE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET WEBSITE, TELE-COMMUNICATIONS, MAIL ORDER,
DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS SERVICES, IMPORT AND EXPORT
SERVICES
3041478    27/08/2015
COINTRIBE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, PLOT NO.44, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, HR
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ONLINE MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SALE, TRADE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET WEBSITE, TELE COMMUNICATIONS, MAIL ORDER, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS SERVICES, IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES
3041479    27/08/2015
COINTRIBE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, PLOT NO.44, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, HR
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ONLINE MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SALE, TRADE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET WEBSITE, TELE COMMUNICATIONS, MAIL ORDER,
DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS SERVICES, IMPORT AND EXPORT
SERVICES
EBRAHIM S PACHORAWALA trading as ZIGZAG
Raj Mansion, 9th & 10th Road Corner, Khar West, Mumbai- 400052, Maharashtra.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :25/06/2015
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
3045040    31/08/2015
ROOFTOP URJA PVT LTD
trading as ;ROOFTOP URJA PVT LTD
SHOP- 07, GROUND FLOOR. PLOT-01. SECTOR-7. SHIV TRIVEDI COMPLEX. SAMPADA. MUMBAI-4000705
Service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West), Mumbai 400 053
Used Since :23/05/2015
MUMBAI
ONLINE AND OFFLINE RETAIL STORES SERVICES FOR PROVIDING CONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF ENERGY THROUGH INTEGRATED WIND TURBINES, MICRO HYDRO TURBINES, SOLAR NET METERING, HYBRID POWER.
3045523 31/08/2015
IDS KISAN NETWORK (P) LTD
trading as ;Kisan Network Smart Deals in Your Hand
FF Dhanraj Chambers, No. 5 Satbari, New Delhi -110074
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :01/08/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES
3047407 03/09/2015
SUJWAL LIFESTYLE PVT LTD
trading as ;Device
#32/A,8th Main, RMV Extension, Opposite Cafe Barista, Sadashivanagar, Bangalore- 560080, Karnataka
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :01/08/2015

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
3049851 04/09/2015
VIJAY KUMAR SAMANTRAY
trading as ;SADHAN CLOTHING
RZ 50/5, Tughlakabad Extension, New Delhi-110019.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :26/08/2015
DELHI
Online Trading, Retail Shop as included in class 35.
3050988 08/09/2015
DINESH JAIN S/O LATE SH. SESHMAL JI BURAD
18-C, LIGHT INDUSTRIAL AREA, JODHPUR (RAJ)
Service Provider
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :03/10/2006
AHMEDABAD
Wholesale & Retail Outlet For All Kind of Pulses and Spices.
3051369  06/09/2015
BEST IT WORLD (INDIA) PVT LTD.
trading as ;BEST IT WORLD (INDIA) PVT LTD.
87, Mistry Industrial Complex, MIDC Cross Road-A, Andheri-East, Mumbai- 400 093. Maharashtra-India.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
PRIVATE LIMITED.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH SANAT UPADHYAYA
M/s RSU LEGAL, D/003, VISHAL APPARTMENTS, OPP. ANDHERI GYMKHANA, SIR M. V. ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400 069.
Used Since :14/08/2015

MUMBAI
Bringing together, for the benefit of people variety of goods, enabling customers conveniently view, choose & purchase
those goods through all types of sales promotion like display in Retail stores, Shopping Malls, Super Markets, Chain of
Outlets, Wholesale Outlets, Mail Order, Catalogues, , Brouchers, Sample Packs, Electronic Media, websites, Teleshopping,
Advertisement, online internet shopping,distribution , retailing and also managing Business including assistant,
marketing, administration & office functions , management , research & development , Compilation of information into
computer database, franchising, Import & Export for ELECTRONIC HANDHELD & PORTABLE DEVICES LIKE PAD,TABS,
NET BOOK, NOTE PAD, NOTE BOOK, MOBILE INTERNET DEVICE, TABLET PESONAL COMPUTERS, LAPTOP
COMUTERS , BOOK READER , THEIR PARTS & ACCESSORIES WITH INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS.
GREATKING
3074651  09/10/2015
S. GURMIT SINGH
trading as ;LABH SINGH & SONS
255, KAMLA MARKET, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI 110002
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/1976
DELHI
ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONAL SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, ONLINE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES, ONLINE TRADING AND MARKETING SERVICES TO FACILITATE THE SALE OF GOODS/SERVICES BY OTHERS VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK AND PROVIDING EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK AND RATINGS OF SELLERS, GOODS, & SERVICES, THE VALUE AND PRICES OF SELLERS GOODS, BUYERS & SELLERS PERFORMANCE, DELIVERY AND OVERALL TRADING EXPERIENCE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, ONLINE AUCTION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
20TH CENTURY FOX

3098897    16/11/2015
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION
10201 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles California 90035 U.S.A.
Service providers
A CORPORATION EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2544005, 2547527, 2548085
DELHI
Retail store services; advertising services; business management and business administration services; market research; business consulting and information services; procurement services.
3099789  17/11/2015
PH BRIO ONLINE AND RETAILS SERVICES LIMITED
trading as: E-COMMERCE, RETAIL, TRADERS AND MARKETING OF
CONSUMER GOODS, ART, ANTIQUES, LIFESTYLE GOODS
10, KAMLESH VILLA, LAKE VIEW ROAD, RAGHVENDRA LAYOUT, 11TH MAIN, KG HALLI, JALAHALLI WEST,
BANGALORE-560015
services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF SERVICES AND TRADERS ECOMMERCE, RETAIL AND MARKETING OF CONSUMER GOODS, ART,
ANTIQUES, LIFESTYLE GOODS, FASHION AND HOME DECOR PRODUCTS, INTERIOR, EXTERIOR AND OTHER
DESIGNING SOLUTIONS, ELECTRONICS, SOFTWARE AND OTHER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ON TRADE AND/OR
MARKETPLACE BASIS.
HAPPYGOLUM

3123717  11/12/2015
MRS. SMITA SINGH
trading as ;ELITE ECOM
BUILDING -4, FLAT -9 , RADHA NAGAR, BARAVE RD, KHADAKPADA, NEAR AAYSH HOSPITAL, KALYAN (W)- 421301.
GOODS AND SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :30/05/2015

MUMBAI
TRADERS OF KIDS TOYS AND GAMES SELLING OUR ITEMS THROUGH ONLINE AND OFFLINE CHANNELS.
3130848  17/12/2015
DIYCAM INDIA OPC PVT LTD
trading as : DIYCAM INDIA OPC PVT LTD
Flat No.1 Ideal Apt, Juhu Circle, Andheri West, Mumbai 400049
Service Provider
One Persona Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORAM SHAH
57, Walchand Terrace, Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400033
Used Since : 01/09/2015
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, retail and wholesale.
SCT DEPARTAMENTO

3131013  17/12/2015
AJAY GOYAL PROPRIETOR SCT DEPARTAMENTO
trading as ;SCT DEPARTAMENTO
SCF-76, SECTOR-7, PANCHKULA (HARYANA)-134109
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION IN RELATION TO
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL STORE SERVICES
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kadian, RKF LAW, SCO No. 61, 2nd floor, 12A, Panchkula HARYANA-134109, Mobile No.+91 9216333435
Used Since :17/12/2015

DELHI
Business management of wholesale and retail outlets, administrative processing of purchase orders, invoicing,
marketing, sales promotion for others, shop window dressing, Business management of retail outlets, wholesale and
Retail services in relation to confectionery, cosmetic and beauty products, bakery items, food and foodstuff, fruits,
vegetables, home appliances, cleaning articles, cleaning preparations, kitchen appliances, non-alcoholic beverages or
drink products, presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.
3144298 31/12/2015
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE: - 411002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/01/2004
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3145798  30/12/2015
KAPIL SACHDEV
trading as ;toshi automatic
Toshi Automatic Systems Private Limited,D - 132, BSR Industrial Area,Ghaziabad - 201009,Uttar Pradesh
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :16/10/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES;ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK;
COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES;RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES;IMPORT-
EXPORT AGENCIES
3160046  15/01/2016
GENEO INDIA PVT.LTD.
EA 77, SECOND FLOOR, INDER PURI, NEW DELHI-12
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, DATA SEARCH IN COMPUTER FILES FOR OTHERS, COMPUTERIZED FILE MANAGEMENT, SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, PHOTOCOPYING SERVICES.
3161181  18/01/2016
FLAVOUR TEA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :FLAVOUR TEA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.132/1,NEHRU ROAD,NEAR DHANOTIWALA BHABAN,SILIGURI-734405,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT & SERVICE,
Used Since :02/04/2015
KOLKATA
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,THE BRINGING TOGETHER TO THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY TEA ENABLING CUSTOMERS CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THIS GOODS INCLUDING DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS AND DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, BRANCH, SERVICES OF RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS, RETAIL, WHOLESALES AND SEMI WHOLESALE BUSINESS AND SERVICES OF DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, TRADING, EXPORT AND IMPORT, ONLINE MARKETING
3184742  14/02/2016
JAGJIT SINGH
trading as; M/S UTTAM VYAPAR
BOHNA CHOWK, KOTKAPURA ROAD, MOGA.
SERVICES
PROP. FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001
Used Since :08/02/2016

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration, office functions, Trading & Marketing of Domestic Purpose Consumable Goods, Electrical & Electronics goods.
3188466   18/02/2016
SPICY ENTERTAINMENT AND MEDIA LIMITED
4,FARLIE PLACE,HMP HOUSE,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.408,KOLKATA 700001
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Used Since :05/11/2015
KOLKATA
MEDIA AND ADVERTISEMENT WORKS.
3192301  22/02/2016
MUKESH AGARWAL
70/4 Bishan Sarup Colony
Sell multiple type of products
Used Since :02/02/2016
DELHI
marketing business and all includes in class 35
Bufferman

3210254  14/03/2016
PARTHO CHAKRABORTY
trading as ;Bufferman
C - 2164, S.G.M Nagar, Faridabad - 121001, Haryana
Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, MARKETING, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES
3212842  17/03/2016
PRAMOD VIMAL JAIN
POOJA PRAMOD JAIN
trading as ;M/S. 99 SQUARE TECH
BBZ-SOUTH-37, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN BAZZAR, GANDHIDHAM-370 201, KUTCH, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2015

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS SERVICES OF CUTLERY, CROCKERY AND FOOD ITEMS, EXPORT AND IMPORT BUSINESS, PROVIDING ON ONLINE BUSINESS SERVICES AND FACILITIES, INTERNET BUSINESS SERVICES
3228889   05/04/2016

M/S PROXIMA
Mr. Noorudheen. T
Mr. Assainar. T
Mr. Jaffar. T
Mr. Jasmeer
Mrs. Ayisha E V

Trading as: PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Door No. KP 289H, KUNHIMANGALAM, PAYYANUR PO, KANNUR DISTRICT, KERALA, PIN 670307
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BUSINESS CARE
PRESTIGE CENTRE, NEAR GOVT. TRAINING SCHOOL, SUB-REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN-670002.

Used Since: 14/10/2011

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3234065   12/04/2016
AKSHANSH GARG
trading as ;AK Media Works
1233/Sector-9, Ambala City, Haryana 134003 (India)
Service Providers
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
# 404, GH-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
Advertising, marketing and promotional services.
3244468  27/04/2016
ABUBAKHER KHAN.A
M.SHANAVAS KHAN
S.SHAJAHAN
SHAMEEMA.M.A.
trading as ;GRUFF
TC-48/1151-3, PUTHUKAD, AMBALATHARA BYPASS, POONTHURA .P.O. TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695026
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :24/04/2014
CHENNAI
TRADING OF SANITARY ITEMS, PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS.
3282501   11/06/2016
STEVE MEDIUS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CITY SPIDEY
C-159, ROOM NO. 209, LAXMI CHAMBER, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110028
ONLINE SEARCH ENGINE
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANDEY RAJIV RAJHANS
G-3 QUTUB VIEW APART KATWARIA SARAI NEW DELHI-16
Used Since :19/05/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, ALL BEING INCLUDED UNDER CLASS35
3299230  30/06/2016
M/S PAWAN STEELS
trading as ;Pawan Steels
73-A and B, Navyug Market, Ghaziabad - 201001, Uttar Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :18/12/1980
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR SALES PROMOTION, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
GREENGOLDLIFE
3312770  18/07/2016
GREENGOLD ENTERPRISES
#3119, DAAPU NILAYA, HIGH TENSION DOUBLE, MYSURU, KARNATAKA-570017

Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :14/07/2016

CHENNAI
online trading of coffee bean extract health nutrition supplement, as included in class 35.
BLUNOVA
(A division of Provet Pharma Pvt. Ltd.)

3324216  01/08/2016
PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO:9, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND LANE, CHAKRAPANI STREET, NARASINGAPURAM EXTENSION, MADUVANKARAI, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1ST STREET, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING OF ANIMAL HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
AVINova
(A division of Provet Pharma Pvt. Ltd.)

3324217 01/08/2016
PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO:9, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND LANE, CHAKRAPANI STREET, NARASINGAPURAM EXTENSION, MADUVANKARAI, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1ST STREET, NUNGAMBANKAM, CHENNAI 600034
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING OF ANIMAL HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
BOVINOMA
(A division of Provet Pharma Pvt. Ltd.)

3324218  01/08/2016
PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.9, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND LANE, CHAKRAPANI STREET, NARASINGAPURAM EXTENSION, MADUVANKARAI, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1ST STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING OF ANIMAL HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
3339202  17/08/2016
GO POWER NUTRITION PVT LTD
trading as ;GO POWER NUTRITION PVT LTD
#4, SANTOSH VIHAR, 2ND PHASE, JAKKUR BYATARAYANPURA, BANGALORE-560092
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3132568, 3132569, 3132570

CHENNAI
MARKETING, RETAIL PURPOSES OF HIGH PROTEIN CEREAL BARS
SNOWLAN EPICURE PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO. 411, 4TH FLOOR LANDMARK CENTER, TAWARE COLONY, JEEVAN-PRAKASH, PARVATI, PUNE-411009
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRADING IN ALL TYPES OF CONFECTIONERIES, CHOCOLATES, BISCUITS, CANDIES AND FOOD PRODUCTS.
3371713  22/09/2016
METASTORE PRIVATE LIMITED
103, 1st Floor, R.K. Complex, Kariagounder Street, Kaderpet, Tirupur-641601

service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA

Used Since: 12/05/2016

CHENNAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions, online retailing; On-line retail and wholesale distributorship services featuring a wide range of general merchandise and general consumer goods of others; Bringing together for the benefit of the others of a variety of goods and enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase these goods; Featuring Electronic Products, Fashion Clothing, Apparel, Jeweler, Home Decor, Art And General Consumer Merchandise;
3384747  10/10/2016
POOJA CHETAN MOTIWALA
trading as ; ORIGEENO FOODS
A/301, NEW PARK AVENUE CHS, DHANUKAR WADI, M.G. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE, IMPORT AND ONLINE SALES OF FOOD PRODUCTS SUCH AS PACKED CHIPS, READYMADE FOODS, SNACK ITEMS, BAKERY ITEMS, NAMKEEN, SWEET AND SAVORIES.
3462719 22/01/2017

SH. RAGHAV JUNEJA.
SH. KSHITIJ WADHWA.
SH. SAMEER CHAWLA.
SMT. SWATI WADHWA.
SH. NITIN SAHDEV.

trading as; CAKE BAZAAR & MORE.

C-1, AJAY ENCLAVE, NEAR SUBHASH NAGAR, AJANTA COMPLEX, NEW DELHI-110018, INDIA.

SERVICE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 01/01/2017

DELHI

SUREKHA RAJKUMAR CHOUGULE
MAIN ROAD, GOMTESH CHOWK, AP- BHOSE, TAL-MIRAJ, DIST-SANGALI-416420, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
CHARDHAM
3530816    21/04/2017
RAJ KUMAR
C/O RAJ COTTON & OIL MILLS, KANINA ROAD, CHARKHI DADRI, DISTT. CHARKHI DADRI, HARYANA-127306
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRB LAW FIRM
OFFICE NO. 8, GROUND FLOOR, BHIM SINGH COMPLEX, TAJPUR ROAD, BADARPUR BORDER, NEW DELHI-110044

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLE SALE, RETAIL, TRADING FLOUR MAIDA, BESAN SUJI, EDIBLE OILS, MUSTURD OILS, PULSES, HORTICULUTRE, AGRICULTURE AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT.
PATEL PAGES

3532331    24/04/2017

GHANSHYAM SINH INDRASINH ZALA
TALUKA – DHRANGADHRA, VAYA-RAJSITAPUR, VILLAGE-RAJCHARADI-363320

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ADVERTISING AND DIRECTORY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING A WEB PAGE FEATURING LINKS TO THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL AND ON-LINE MEDIUM; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND DIRECTORY AGENCY; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY ON THE INTERNET; TELEPHONE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE SERVICES;
SAFEHOME
3534667  26/04/2017
PARSHOTAM LAL GUPTA TRADING AS SHIV ENGINEERING WORKS
COLLEGE ROAD, MALERKOTLA, DISTT. SANGRUR (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/1990
To be associated with:
2078508, 3533124
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Electric Heaters; Heat Exchangers (Other than parts of Machines); Immersion Heaters; Electric Heating Apparatus; Electric Hot Plates; Electric Coolers; Hair Dryers; Electric Ovens; Toasters; Ceiling Lights; Electric Coffee Machines; Water Filters; Water Purifying Apparatus & Units; Water Purification Machines; Electric Grills; Electric Deep Fryers; Hot Plates; Electric Fans; Water Heaters; Electric Kettles; Water Coolers; Light Fittings; LED Lights & Apparatus; Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs [CFLs]; Asbestos Sheets; Rubber Sheets for Insulating Purposes; Rubber Couplings for Pipes; Joint Packing for Pipes; Pipe Joint Tape; Pipe Fittings (Not of Metal); Flexible Pipes, Tubes and Hoses (Not of Metal); Plastic conduits for Electrical Purposes; Electrical & Electronic Apparatus & Instruments including Switches, Sockets, Ceiling Rose, Iron, Cut Out, Tapes, Wires, Cables, Plugs, Holders, Fuses, Conduit Pipes, Electrical Fittings, Switchgears, Voltage Stabilizer& Other Electrical Accessories.
3535296    27/04/2017
SHUBHAM VERMA
trading as J.B.L. HANDICARFTS
L-85, POCKET-L, SECTOR-1, DSIDC, BAWANA INDL. AREA, DELHI-10039
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Used Since :20/04/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION RELATING TO JACKETS, PILLOS, COVERS,OU1LTS, SLEEPING BAG, SLEEPING SUIT
3541817    04/05/2017
RUCHIRA ASNANI
A-1,426 APPARTMENTS, NEXT TO KAIRVI BUNGLOWS,NEAR NFD CIRCLE,BODAKDEV,AHMEDABAD-380054,GUJARAT,INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :25/02/2014

To be associated with:
2786286

AHMEDABAD
SHOWROOM, RETAIL OUTLET FOR HOME, OFFICE, AND GARDEN DECOR PRODUCTS, INTERIOR & EXTERIOR DESIGNING PRODUCTS & SERVICES THERETO & BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 35
3542632    05/05/2017
PAVAN H. NAGPAL
trading as ;BOMBAY TRADING CORPORATION
205/207, KIRTI RUBBER WORKS COMPOUND, S.V.ROAD, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400102 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, TRADING, MARKETING,
DISTRIBUTOR AND EXPORT IN RESPECT OF TOOTHBRUSH AND SHAVING GEL.
3543112  05/05/2017
SURESAA TEA LIMITED
A-6, F P 34-B, TPS-V, SATHEWADI SANT, JANABAI ROAD, VILE PARLE (E), NEAR HANUMAN MANDIR, MUMBAI – 400057,
MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :09/01/2017
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO
CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS; SUCH SERVICES MAY BE PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES,
WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, FOR EXAMPLE,
THROUGH WEB SITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES RELATED TO TEA AND MACHINERY BUSINESS.
EVERY FLAVOUR GEEKS PVT.LTD
BUILDING NO 8C, 92, SSS NAGAR, SION KOLIWADA, MUMBAI, PIN CODE 400037

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ONLINE SELLING OF APPARELS, STATIONERY AND ACCESSORIES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3544852 09/05/2017
MRS. ASMITA ADITYA JAVDEKAR
305, SIDDHARTH TOWERS, SANGAM PRESS ROAD, KOTHrud, PUNE-411038, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHAARASHTRA
STATE, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2653748
MUMBAI
TRADING, RETAILING OF PRECIOUS METALS WITH THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERE WITH GOLD, SILVER DIAMOND JEWELLERY, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3546919   11/05/2017
MEHUL MAHENDRA GALIYAWALA TRADING AS STYLEE LIFESTYLE
3/3086, A/2/B Kashiram Jagdish Mill Compound, Near Inderpura Post Office, Ambawadi Kalipool, Salabatpura, Surat - 395003
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2017

AHMEDABAD
Trading of Clothing.
3546938   11/05/2017
V3MART ONLINE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
Coco House, Paiko Street, Jayanagar, Jeypore, Koraput, Odisha - 764005
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Retail services for clothing, Retail services provided by gift shops, trading of Televisions, Refrigerators, Electric washing machines, Electric fans, Computers, Ear phones, Woofers, Home theatre systems, Beauty care preparations, Beauty creams for body care.
3546965  11/05/2017
MENG KAH AUTO PARTS TRADING SDN. BHD.
NO. 51, JALAN UTAMA 2/7, TAMAN PERINDUSTRIAN PUCHONG UTAMA, 47100 PUCHONG, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
BODY INCORPORATE - Company incorporated and existing under the Laws of MALAYSIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retailing and wholesaling, including via the Internet and via mail order of motorcycle accessories and spare parts; Import and export agencies
CERTISAFE

3547048   11/05/2017

CERTISAFE PRIVATE LIMITED
243, DLF TOWERS, SHIVAJI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110015.
ACTIVE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :21/06/2016

DELHI
COMPUTER DATA BASE MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER FILE MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING,
COMPUTERISED DATA VERIFICATION, COMPUTERISED BOOK KEEPING AND COMPUTERISED OFFICE MANAGEMENT.
RAJAN

3547112   11/05/2017
P. MAHALINGAM, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS RAJAN TEXTILES
NO.2, ANAI KATTI STREET, TIRUVANNAMALAI-606 601, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :18/01/2007

CHENNAI

WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, READY-MADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, SHIRTS, TEE-SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, DRESSES, READY-MADE CLOTHING, SARIS, SARONGS, PYJAMAS, SKIRTS, HOSIERY, UNDERCLOTHING, UNDERPANTS, UNDERWEAR, VESTS, BRASSIERES, PETTICOATS, SUITS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, OVERCOATS, KNITWEAR, NECKTIES, BELTS, CAPS, GLOVES, SCARFS, SHAWLS, SOCKS AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES
3547501    12/05/2017
AMP COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
ECO HOUSE 401/402/403, VISHWESWAR NAGAR, OFF AAREY ROAD, GOREGAON, EAST, MUMBAI - 400063
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/06/2015
To be associated with:
3547500
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY SERVICES
JM BIOLABS

3547903   12/05/2017

ARUN KUMAR
HOUSE NO. 627, DAULAT RAM COLONY, RAILWAY ROAD, DADRI, DISTT. GAUTAM BUDH NAGARI, UP-203207

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Bhanvi Lamba
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

BUSINESS ADVERTISING, TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3548304 13/05/2017
VAISHALI HYGIENE PRODUCTS
990/991, OPP. D.N. JAIN COLLEGE, WRIGHT TOWN, JABALPUR - 482002
MARKETING, TRADERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MARKETING, TRADERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MERCHANTS OF SANITARY NAPKINS, BABY DIAPERS, MATERNITY PADS, ADULT DIAPERS
3548305   13/05/2017
VAISHALI HYGIENE PRODUCTS
990/991, OPP. D.N. JAIN COLLEGE, WRIGHT TOWN, JABALPUR - 482002
MARKETING, TRADERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MARKETING, TRADERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MERCHANTS OF SANITARY NAPKINS, BABY DIAPERS, MATERNITY
PADS, ADULT DIAPERS
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR RICE AND GROCERY
MIRUM
3549220    15/05/2017
SOCIAL PR OUTSOURCING PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, MAHAJAN MILL COMPOUND, LBS MARG, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI 400079 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :16/10/2015

MUMBAI
Advertising/Publicity; Advertising/Publicity agency; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; advisory services for business management; providing business information via a web site; dissemination of advertising matter; marketing; updating of advertising material; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; website traffic optimization; writing of publicity texts; systemization of information into computer databases
3549221  15/05/2017
SOCIAL PR OUTSOURCING PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, MAHAJAN MILL COMPOUND, LBS MARG, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI 400079 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :16/10/2015
MUMBAI
Advertising/Publicity; Advertising/Publicity agency; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; advisory services for business management; providing business information via a web site; dissemination of advertising matter; marketing; updating of advertising material; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; website traffic optimization; writing of publicity texts; systemization of information into computer databases
3549688    16/05/2017
RAHUL MITTAL TRADING AS COMFORTS
Opp. Apsra Cineplex, Apsra Road, Gandhi Nagar, Jammu, J & K - 180004.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI
Trading of Footwear, Garments, Men's wear, Ladies' wear, Children's wear, Sports wear.
3550339    17/05/2017
PAWAN KUMAR MAHTO
6391, BLOCK. NO. 7 GALI NO.4, DEV NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-05
single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OFFICE FUNCTION, , OFFICE WORK, BUSINESS MANAGMENT, , WHOLESALE AND RETIAL AGENCY OF FABRICS, , TAILORING ITEMS, IN CLASS 35
KHANDELWAL MEDICAL & PROVISION STORE

3550416  17/05/2017
NILESH KHANDELWAL trading as KHANDELWAL MEDICAL AND PROVISION STORE
A-16, MALL ROAD, SECTOR-1, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :01/04/2005

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL, WHOLESALE & FRANCHISE BUSINESS OF MEDICINES AND PROVISION STORE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
THE OPEN TRUNK

3550665  17/05/2017

DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
61, 5A BLOCK, BALAVANA, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560095, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :11/07/2016

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, PRESENTATION OF GOODS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SALE, SALE PROMOTION, RETAIL SERVICES, WHOLESALE SERVICES, E-COMMERCE, IN RESPECT OF TEXTILES, CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR.
3550666  17/05/2017
DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
61, 5A BLOCK, BALAVANA, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560095, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :11/07/2016
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, PRESENTATION OF GOODS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SALE, SALES PROMOTION, RETAIL SERVICES, WHOLESALE SERVICES, E-COMMERCE, IN RESPECT OF TEXTILES, CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR.
Mrs. EAST

3550778  17/05/2017
VIJAY SUREKA TRADING AS CALCUTTA IMAGERY WORKS
“Shyam Sadan” 29A, Ramkrishna Samadhi Road, Ground Floor, Kolkata, West Bengal - 700 054
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Organisation of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes, Advertising, Promotion services.
LEXICA

3550803    17/05/2017

SPINORA TILES PVT LTD
SURVEY NO. 179/1, 180/2, AT:- RATAVIRDA, NEW SARTANPAR ROAD, TAL:- WANKANER, DIS:- RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, MARKETING OF TILES, WATER SUPPLY, SANITARYWARE PRODUCTS AND BATHROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
Voice of Science

3550941  17/05/2017
CEDAR PROPERTIES & TRADING LLP
Apeejay Chambers 1st Floor Wallace Street, Fort, Mumbai 400001
Limited Liability Partnership firm incorporated under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; promotion, business management and administration; office function; marketing, advertising, promotion; publicity; advertising services relating to pharmaceutical products; online retail store and commercialization service; retail and wholesale services in relation to educational supplies; career information and advisory service; preparation of curriculum vitae; management of educational institution and technical institution; arranging subscription to book, review, newspaper; compilation of scientific information; development of promotional campaign; compilation of data into computer databases
ANTUIT

3551039    17/05/2017

ANTUIT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
J.P Classic, 2nd Floor 157/1 Corporate Block I, EPIP Phase II, KIADB Whitefield, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560066
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since :10/06/2013

CHENNAI

Cost price analysis; market research services; collection, handling, compilation, systemization & analysis of data; maintaining databases; business investigations; advisory and consultancy services relating to business planning, business analysis; creation & development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, brand monitoring & awareness on social media, customer relations; business risk assessment services
3551043  17/05/2017
ANTUIT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
J.P Classic, 2nd Floor 157/1 Corporate Block I, EPIP Phase II, KIADB Whitefield, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560066
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since :10/06/2013
To be associated with:
3551039
CHENNAI
cost price analysis; market research services; collection, handling, compilation, systemization & analysis of data; maintaining databases; business investigations; advisory and consultancy services relating to business planning, business analysis; creation & development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, brand monitoring & awareness on social media, customer relations; business risk assessment services
KOHINOOR VALVES

3551171  17/05/2017

YASH GUPTA TRADING AS KOHINOOR VALVES
D-102, FOCAL POINT EXTN., JALANDHAR-144012 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/04/2005

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Apparatus for Water Supply and Sanitary Purposes; Mixing Valves for Faucets; Water Control Valves for Faucets; Level Controlling Valves in Tanks; Cocks for Pipes; Taps [Cocks, Spigots] for Pipes; Sanitary Apparatus and Installations; Bathroom Installation; Pipes being parts of Sanitary Installations & Bathroom Sinks.
KANOSIS HEALTHCARE.

3551264  18/05/2017
PRADEEP SINGH PROPRIETOR OF KANOSIS HEALTHCARE.
PLOT NO. 1, 2, DAPODI ROAD, PUNE.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLE SALER,
RETAILER, DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS,
BABY FOODS, SURGICAL GOODS, HEALTH PRODUCTS, NUTRACEUTICALS, MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS, HOSPITAL
ITEMS, MEDICAL STORE IN CLASS-35
3551721   18/05/2017
HITESHKUMAR MADHUBHAI POKIYA
172, SHANTIVAN SOC., VI-2, OPP. KAVITA ROW HOUSE -2, SARTHANA JAKAT NAKA, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANANI KIRANKUMAR PRAFULBHAI
410, Opera House, B/h Super Diamond Market, Mini Bazar, Varachha Road, Surat - 395006, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE SERVICES, SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, AND
ALL OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3551892  18/05/2017
AYUSHBHAI B. UNDHAD, BHARATBHAI D. UNDHAD AND MUKESHBHAI K. UNDHAD
“AYODHYA”, Manekpara, Street No. 5, Amreli – 365601.
Joint Applicant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Wholesaling, Retailing and Distributing; Offering for Sales and Sales of Goods in the Retail and Wholesale Trade;
Establishment and/or Operation of Retail Mailing; Promoting of the Goods and Services of Others by arranging for
Sponsor; Import and Export of Merchandise; Selling of Merchandise in wide variety of Products; Advertising; Franchises
Services; Business Management and Administration; Office Functions; Organization of Exhibition and Trade Fair for
Commercial or Advertising Purpose; Professional Business Consultancy; Business and Marketing Research; Class - 35.
3551912  18/05/2017
SH. PRITPAL SINGH TRADING AS HUMSER TRADERS
89, VISHAL NAGAR EXTENSION, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :27/11/2007

DELHI
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, ON-LINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND MARKETING OF WIND ENERGY TURBINES, ELECTRICAL MOTORS, D.C. MOTORS,
GENERATORS AND PARTS THEREOF, BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS, INVERTERS, UPS, MAGNETS,
NEODYMIUM MAGNETS, BATTERY TESTERS, SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY (SMPS), DRIVER, SOLAR PANEL,
SOLAR PANEL FOR PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY, SOLAR WATER HEATERS, SOLAR LIGHTS, LED LIGHTS,
SOLAR HEATING PANELS, SEARCH LIGHTS, SPORTING ARTICLES AND BATTERY OPERATED TOYS.
MOKSH INTERNATIONAL
3552381  19/05/2017
MOHIT KUMAR JAIN
PALIWAL Gali, Jwalapur, Haridwar, Uttarakhand
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :05/12/2016
DELHI
Wholesale, Retail, Distributors, Export Import, Relating To Sanitary Pads, Sanitary Panties, Sanitary Knickers, Sanitary
Towels, Sanitary Napkins, Sanitary Tampons
3552400    19/05/2017
UNOCOM COMMUNICATIONS LLP
D.No.8-3-728/6, Plot No.5, Shalivahananagar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad-500 073
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Sale of mobile phone accessories including spare parts, memory cards, batteries, ear phones, chargers, pouches, screen guards and pen drives.
UNO MOBILES SHOPPE

3552401    19/05/2017
UNOCOM COMMUNICATIONS LLP
D.No.8-3-720/6, Plot No.5, Shalivahananagar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad-500 073
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Sale of mobile phone accessories including spare parts, memory cards, batteries, ear phones, chargers, pouches, screen guards and pen drives.
SANYAL

3552615  19/05/2017

CHIRAG J UPADHYAY TRADING AS SANYAL ENTERPRISE
NEAR RADHE SHYAM DAIRY, BAPA SITARAM CHOWK, NEW PARIMAL SOCIETY MAIN ROAD, UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT-5, GUJARAT.INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :01/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL OUTLETS, RETAIL AND WHOLESALES STORES OF TOYS, KITCHEN TOOLS, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, HANDYCRAFT, BABY PRODUCT CLOTHES, FASHION ACCESSORIES, FASHION BAGS, BEAUTY PRODUCTS
SUSHIL KUMAR GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF S.R. PAYAL
M/s. S.R. PAYAL AT F3 - 29/69, FIRST FLOOR, RAMAN JAI SHIV COMPLEX, NAMAK KI MANDI, AGRA (UTTAR PRADESH).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO
36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEVI MARG KHANDRI AGRA 282003 UP

Used Since :01/05/2007

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLE SALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO CHAIN, PAYALS AND ORNAMENTS MADE UP OF NON PRECIOUS METALS AND METAL MIX JEWELLARY, PAYAL, CHAINS, ORNAMENTS, PAYAL, CHAINS, ORNAMENT AND JEWELLERY
3553048  19/05/2017
JATINDER PAL SINGH (AKHAND ENTERPRISES)
G-12, SHIVLOK HOUSE-1, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, KARAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110015
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN KUMAR PRASAD
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAILING,
WHOLESALING AND DISTRIBUTING, SELLING OF CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES, CROCKERIES, PERSONAL CARE
MERCHANDISE, LEATHER PRODUCTS, LUGGAGE, COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY, GIFT ARTICLES, MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT, HOME APPLIANCES, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL GOODS AND ITS ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN
CLASS 35
2ND SKY
3553401 20/05/2017
KIRAN KNITWEAR
ST. NO. 5, KRISHNA COLONY, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :09/07/2001
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
TECHGEST
3553579  20/05/2017
GODDRES PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO-304, 3RD FLOOR, A WING WESTERN EDGE-II, NEAR WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
3553802    22/05/2017
KIRAN RUBBER INDUSTRIES
S-195, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR-144004 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :18/06/1970
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Footwear, Shoes, Slippers, Rubber Chappals, Soles & Straps; Sports Shoes.
LITTLE BABE'S

3553804  22/05/2017
DEEPAK JAIN TRADING AS VIKAS FASHION
B-XXIV-3645, ST. NO. 9, AJIT NAGAR, NEW MADHOPURI, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2003

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
3553899   22/05/2017
MR. TEJAS SANTOSH KSHIRSAGAR TRADING AS: SHIVANI ENTERPRISES
SHRAMSAFALY APARTMENT, ROOM NO 203, NEAR VISHVESHWAR MANDIR, SAVARKAR NAGAR, JEKEGRAM, THANE - 400606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES RELATED TO PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, MINERAL & AERATED WATER, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 ,  01/01/2018          Class 35

3554277    22/05/2017
NEEL DOSHI
ILLA-VILLA, ASHAPURA ROAD, RAJKOT-360001, GUJARAT
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHAUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INCLUDING FOREIGN TRADE CONSULTANCY SERVICES
3554403  22/05/2017
MS. ARUPADAI ILLA MURUGAN SPINNING MILLS
No: 742, 2B, Second Floor, TSJ Complex Annexe, Avinashi Road, Race Course, Coimbatore - 641018, Tamilnadu, India
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :12/04/2011
CHENNAI
Whole Sale, Retailing, Distributing, Marketing, Import, Export & Show Room Services for Readymade Garments for Gents Wears, Ladies Wears and Kids Wears, Textiles piece Goods, Fabrics Mull, Gada Cloths, Woven Cloth, Towels, Dress Material, Bed and Table Covers, Bed Sheets, Curtains, Pillow Covers, Cloth Handkerchiefs and Textile Related goods
3554804  23/05/2017
SHANAVAS.P.M
MANAGING PARTNER,M/s MRS APPARELS,24/1130-P, 1st FLOOR,VEEKAY TOWER,NEAR VILLAGE OFFICE,BYPASS ROAD,MANKAVU,CALICUT DISTRICT,KERALA STATE,PIN-673007
PARTNERSHIP DEED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA,GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI,KERALA,INDIA,PIN-682 018
Used Since :06/03/2017

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED BY READYMADE GARMENTS AND TEXTILE STORES; ONLINE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING TEXTILES,CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF GOODS AND SERVICE, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS AND SERVICE BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, THROUGH WEB SITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3555249    23/05/2017
SHEIK MOHAMMED MUTHALIB (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS TAJ CYCLE CO
Hoige Bazaar, Mangalooru - 575001, Karnataka
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail services of cycles and fitness equipments
MKK PHARMA
3555345 23/05/2017
MANOJ KUMAR KESHRI
A-5A-78 JANAK PURI NEW DELHI-56
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/05/2017
DELHI
Advertising services relating to pharmaceutical products, Business administration services in the field of healthcare, Billing services in the field of healthcare, Retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies, Product marketing services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018 Class 35

3555943 24/05/2017
APSOM TECHNOLOGIES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT NO. 202, SHRI SAI CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO. B/8, MAHAKALI MANDIR ROAD, OFF. LINK ROAD, OPP. LAXMI NAGARIND. ESTATE, GOREGAON (W), MUMBAI-400104,
Registered company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJLA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL AND TRADING SERVICES CONNECTED TO PRINTING MACHINES, ENGRAVING MACHINES & ROUTER MACHINES
KIRANO

3556294    24/05/2017

PANKAJ LALWANI
Plot No 47, Ground Floor and 1st Floor, Survey No 9/9, Ward No 11, Block No 14, Siri Nagar Colony, Saroor Nagar, Rangareddy, Hyderabad – 500 074

A Registered Partnership concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARLANE LEGALPROCESS
Flat No. C9, 2nd Floor, Banjara Gardens Complex, Beside Familia Hospital, Road No 12, Banjarahills, Hyderabad- 500034, Andhrapradesh

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Bringing together for the benefit of customers to conveniently view and purchase of variety of goods including Flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats, Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains
ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS

CTS NO. 104-E, Near Aster Society, Fire Brigade Road, Opp. Oberoi Mall, Dindoshi, Malad (East), Mumbai- 400 097

A Registered Society under the Societies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :21/03/2014

To be associated with:

MUMBAI

CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION; PUBLIC RELATIONS; BUSINESS AND MARKETING RESEARCH AND STUDIES; COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTANCY THEREOF; PROMOTING EDUCATION, CAREER ADVANCEMENT, AND LEADERSHIP, CAREER INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES (OTHER THAN EDUCATION AND TRAINING ADVICE); CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION; HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTANCY.
3556803    25/05/2017
EARTH REFINERY SYSTEMS
8, Ishwarkrupa Society, Near Trikamnagar 2, L.H. Road, Surat - 395 010, Gujarat, India.
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Retailership, Distribution, Stores, outlets and online trading services of cloths
3557063    25/05/2017
ASLAM I. SHAIKH (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR) , TRADING AS SWISSEDUCATION
203, God Gift Tower, S.V. Road, Near Lucky Hotel, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400050, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Import and export; marketing; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, recruitment services (manpower consultancy), job placement consultancy, human resource management
3557082   25/05/2017
TRIBHOVANDAS BHIMJI ZAVERI LIMITED
241/43, Zaveri Bazar, Mumbai – 400 002, Maharashtra, India
Company incorporated under the laws of the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Accounting; business management; business administration; advertising; advertising by mail order; business research;
cost price analysis; office functions; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter;
distribution of samples; import and export; marketing research and studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion;
on-line advertising on a computer network; outdoor advertising; public relations; publicity; radio advertising and commercials;
retail and wholesale services; shop window dressing; television advertising and commercials; updating of
advertising material; exhibitions

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3557084  25/05/2017
TRIBHOVANDAS BHIMJI ZAVERI LIMITED
241/43, Zaveri Bazar, Mumbai – 400 002, Maharashtra, India
Company incorporated under the laws of the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Accounting; business management; business administration; advertising; advertising by mail order; business research; cost price analysis; office functions; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; import and export; marketing research and studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; on-line advertising on a computer network; outdoor advertising; public relations; publicity; radio advertising and commercials; retail and wholesale services; shop window dressing; television advertising and commercials; updating of advertising material; exhibitions

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3557152    25/05/2017
PARESH RAMNIKLAL LADHANI
7, SHRINATH ESTATE, B/H. LALJI MULJI TRANSPORT, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382 425. GUJARAT. INDIA.
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES OF ADVERTISING, EXPORTING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, TRADING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3557241  25/05/2017

HOICHOI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1858/1, Rajdanga Main Road, Acropolis, 18th Floor, Kolkata - 700107
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARINDAM CHANDRA
11 Old Post Office Street, Kolkata - 700001

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions including advertisements across all media and telemarketing services, television advertising, scriptwriting for advertising purposes, news clipping services, on-line advertising on a computer network, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes
BAAASH DIGITAL

3557248  25/05/2017

VENTURELAND ASIA LLP
3rd Floor, Avinash House, 20th Road, Khar (west) Mumbai 400 051

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Advertising services; advertising agency services; rental of advertising space.
3557629   26/05/2017
SUHKJIT SINGH TRADING AS SHAHANSHAH ART
24-B-14, SHOP NO-3, GILL MARKET, ATAM NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/05/2017

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing; Outdoor Advertising; Advertising via Electronic Media; Advertising via Mobile Phone Networks; Real Estate Advertising Services; Publication of Printed Matter for Advertising Purposes; Rental of Advertisement Space and Advertising Material.
3557927  26/05/2017
LISTER TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No.232, V.M.Street, Mylapore, Chennai – 600004, TamilNadu, India.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :30/05/2000

To be associated with:
3557921

CHENNAI
Providing consumer product advice relating to software; Providing consumer product information relating to software; Outsourcing services in the field of customer relationship management; Provision of information and advisory services relating to e-commerce; Outsourcing services [business assistance]; Outsourcing services in the field of business analytics; Compilation of information relating to information technology
SAI GOKUL

3557994    26/05/2017

P HARINATH REDDY
13/605, Gokul Sai Heritage, Gokulam, Puttaparthi-515 134, Anantapur (Dist), Andhra Pradesh
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLOCOPIA IP SERVICES
NO.29, SHESHASHRI, I "C" CROSS, SN LAYOUT, BASAVESHWAR NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079.
Used Since :01/04/2017

CHENNAI
Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions; Distributing and Selling Of Groceries, textiles, home appliances and furniture included in Class 35.
ROYAL ROLAX

3558021  26/05/2017

MOHammed NAUSHAD K
Koovapparambil House, Thekkummuri, Tirur, Malappuram, Kerala - 676105
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Retail or wholesale services relating to Clothing, Tee shirts, Vests, Footwear and Headgear; Marketing; Office functions; Import and Export services
Proleague
3558035  26/05/2017
SHREYASH RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
E-29, Ring Road, South Extension-II, Opp. Park, New Delhi-110 049
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :22/11/2016
DELHI
On-line ordering services; Administrative processing of computerized purchase orders; Wholesale ordering services; Selling of Merchandise in the field of a wide variety of Products and Services; Bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods; on-line and e-commerce trading services to facilitate the sale of goods by others via a computer network; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Commercial intermediation services; Providing business information via a web site; Sales promotion for others; computerized database and file management; promoting the goods and services of others by providing, searching, browsing and retrieving information, sites, and other resources available on global computer networks and other electronic and communications networks for others; online wholesale and retail store services for general merchandise goods and services;
3558106  26/05/2017
STARBOARD TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
E/406, AKRUTI ORCHID PARK, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, SAKINAKA, ANDHERI EAST,MUMBAI-400072
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
advertising / publicity,
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

advertising / publicity
3558252  26/05/2017

PRIYA KANSAL TRADING AS TRV VENTURES (INC.)
H. NO-8, NEW AGAR NAGAR, BAREWAL ROAD, FEROZEPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/10/2016

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Mobiles and Mobile Phone Accessories including Memory Card, Data Card and Micro SD Cards, Pen Drives, Power Banks, Mobile Phone Chargers, Mobile Batteries & Mobile Covers; Digital Tablets; Batteries, Battery Plates, Battery Chargers; Voltage Stabilizers, Uninterruptible Electrical Power Supplies & Inverters (Electricity); Application Software for Smart Phones; Closed Circuit Television Cameras (CCTV) and Digital Video Recorders (DVR).
3558615    27/05/2017
GULSHAN KUMAR ARORA
ROAD NO. 23, HOUSE NO.-8, TOP FLOOR, PUNJABI BAGH EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110026
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1217969
DELHI
Advertising, marketing, wholesaling, retailing, trading, import-export, retail store, shopping mall, online marketing services in respect of nail polish, lipsticks and cosmetics
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1217969
HOLLYMAN
3558623  27/05/2017
SHIVA ENTERPRISES
B-32/551, GURU VIHAR, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing; Sports Wear.
3558923    29/05/2017
KISHOR CHANDRASHEKAR DESARDA
PLOT NO.28, PARASON HOUSE, VENKATESH NAGAR, JALNA ROAD, AURANGABAD 431001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS; PROMOTING THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND AWARENESS OF ISSUES INVOLVING ACCESS TO THE INTERNET FOR THE GLOBAL POPULATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES TO ENABLE BUSINESS ENTITIES, NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS TO DEVELOP, ORGANIZE, AND ADMINISTER PROGRAMS TO OFFER GREATER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
3559306    29/05/2017
CALIBER ENTERPRISES
H. No. 4-1-88/1,2,3, R.B.V.R. Reddy Hostel Shopping Complex, Tilak Road, Hyderabad-500 001
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3478355
CHENNAI
Providing advertising, marketing, promotional retail sale and whole sale services in respect of various goods and services including readymade garments, textile fabrics, furnishing fabrics, clothing, jewellery, imitation jewellery, fashion accessories, footwear, headgear, household goods of all kinds, leather goods, goods of imitation leather, cosmetic goods of all kinds; medicinal and sanitary preparations; and foods of all kinds
3559740  30/05/2017
MR. RITESHKUMAR D. LOHAKARE TRADING AS: ACHELOUS RO SYSTEMS
SR. NO. 176/6, VIJAY NAGAR, GODBOLE VASTI, MANJARI BK., PUNE – 412 307, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAILING, WHOLESALING, TRADING, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF WATER PURIFIERS, WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENTS
The Most Advanced Hollow-Core Patented Technology

3560054   30/05/2017
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Retail services connected with the sale of ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes), padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics), raw fibrous textile materials, yarns and threads, for textile use, cotton thread and yarn, linen thread and yarn, spun cotton, thread, spun wool, woollen thread and yarn, textile and textile goods, not included in other classes, bed and table covers, bath linen, except clothing, bed blankets, bed clothes, bed covers, bed covers of paper, bed linen, bedspreads, bolting cloth, chenille fabric, cloth, cotton fabrics, furniture coverings of textile, coverlets [bedspreads], covers for cushions, covers [loose] for furniture, curtains of textile or plastic, damask, door curtains, fabric, fabrics for textile use, face towels of textile, fibreglass fabrics for textile use, flannel [fabric], sanitary flannel, frieze [cloth], glass cloths [towels], handkerchiefs of textile, household linen, jersey [fabric], knitted fabric, linen cloth, diapered line, linings [textile], napkins, of cloth, for removing make-up, mattress covers, table napkins of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, pillow shams, pillowcases, place mats, not of paper, quilts, travelling rugs [lap robes], sheets [textile], curtains of textile or plastic, silk [cloth], silk fabrics for printing patterns, table linen, not of paper, table napkins of textile, tablecloths, not of paper, tablemats, not of paper, tissues of textile for removing make-up, towels of textile, velvet, woollen cloth, woollen fabric, clothing, footwear, headgear, bathrobes, waterproof clothing, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, needle cushions, pin cushions, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), artificial turf, automobile carpets, bath mats, floor coverings, mats of woven rope for ski slopes and non-slip mats
KONNECTING YOUR DESTINATION

3560142  30/05/2017
SULEMAN K. PATEL (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS ATLAS KONNECT TOURS & TRAVELS
Ribbon House, Shop No-3, Ground Floor, 261, Belleste Road, Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400008, Maharashtra

Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, business management, business administration, business promotion related to travel arrangement
3560165  30/05/2017
MR. MAHENDRA N. PIMPLE
73, Opp. Old NMC, Main Road, Nashik - 422001.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

 Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Display, Retail, Supply, Wholesale & Distribution Of Readymade Garments, Hosiery, & All Types Of Fashion Accessories.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3560174 30/05/2017
AKSHAR CERAMIC
THAN - CHOTILA ROAD, NR. GUGALIYANA BUS STOP, THANGADH - 363530, GUJARAT, INDIA
partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, MARKETING OF SANITARYWARE PRODUCTS, WATER SUPPLY, CERAMIC PRODUCTS
BANANA KINGDOM

3560183  30/05/2017

ASM INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
5, B/285, SANJAY BLDG, MITTAL IND. ESTATE, A.K. ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI – 400059

A Registered Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS INQUIRIES, MARKETING, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS [PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHER BUSINESSES], RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TEXTILES AND GARMENTS, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
Pahlijob.com
3560331   30/05/2017
ASHUTOSH KUMAR TIWARI
39 MIG Gangotri havelia jhunsi, Allahabad-211019, Uttar pradesh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :29/03/2017
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, personnel recruitment
MAKRO

3560661   31/05/2017

ORKAM ASIA TRADEMARK AG
Aspermontstrasse 24, 7000 CHUR, Switzerland

A company organised and existing under the laws of Switzerland.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organization consultancy; wholesale and retail services in the field of supermarkets, hypermarkets and department stores, all the aforementioned featuring foods and consumer goods, a photographic developing shop and printing shop and a print shop; online wholesale and retail supermarket, hypermarket and department store services, all the aforementioned featuring foods and consumer goods, a photographic developing shop and printing shop and a print shop; business in relation to the purchase and sale of office furniture, equipment and related goods; rental of office furniture; rental of office machines and equipment; import and export services; rendering advice to enterprises, in particular in the field of import and export; commercial intermediary and consultancy services concerning the trading and delivery of goods and services, as well as the purchase of goods..
DEXTRUS

3560676  31/05/2017

ROBIN CHHABRA
33 Landmark, 175 Carter Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai 400050
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Business management; business administration; office functions; commercial or industrial management assistance; business management assistance; professional business consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; arranging newspaper subscriptions and subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; layout services for advertising purposes; rental of advertising space; rental of photocopying machines; office machines and equipment rental; telemarketing services; relocation services for businesses
Kumar Brothers Chemists

3560826  31/05/2017
KUMAR BROTHERS CHEMISTS
SCO 9-10 Sector 11 D Chandigarh 160011
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/02/2014

DELHI
Sale Purchase of medicines, cosmetics, dietary fee supplements Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials
Shri Kumar Chemists

3560827   31/05/2017

SHRI KUMAR CHEMISTS
SCO 9-10 Sector 11 D Chandigarh 160011
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/02/2014

DELHI

Sale Purchase of medicines, cosmetics dietary feed supplement's Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials
3560983  31/05/2017
AZERON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
FL NO.403,S NO 50/13/2,SHIVRAJ CAPITAL,PHASE-1,PUNE-411041
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3561066 31/05/2017
KIRAN VERMA
C/O Deepak Hardware Store, Mandir Gali, Opp. Vastram Store, Hamirpur, Himachal Pradesh - 177001
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trading of curtain, bedsheet, bed cover, textile and textile goods, foot mat, PVC Flooring, mattress, pillow cushion.
30TH STATE

3561073  31/05/2017
KEGAN ELVIS PINTO
MOCKING JAY-G FLOOR, #48, BYRATHILAYOUT, HENNUR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE 560 077
ACTIVE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since: 01/05/2017

CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions, usage of marketing collaterals including hoardings, brochures, v-cards, glow boards etc
3561597    01/06/2017
MANISH SHALIKRAO NARKHEDE
F6, SHOP NO.8, RAINBOW SHOPPING COMPLEX, SECTOR-10, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole applicant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED TO SPORTS EQUIPMENTS & APPARATUS, READYMADE GARMENT (CLOTHING), TOYS
SOHAN LAL NEM CHAND JAIN

3561807  01/06/2017
SOHAN LAL NEM CHAND JAIN
90, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI-110006
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/1965

DELHI
Trading, marketing, wholesaling, advertising, distribution, retailing, import-export and online business services in respect of paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites, instructional and teaching material, plastic materials for packaging, printers type, printing blocks, advertising, business management, business administration and office functions service in respect of education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities, publication house, publication of books, adhesive, newspaper publication, electronic publication, publication services, publication of newspapers, journals, manuals, posters, textbooks, prospectuses, booklets, catalogues, calendars, catalogs, periodicals and electronic publication services.
3562103   02/06/2017
JIVAN MAHADU VISHE
trading as ;MARUTI GRUH UDYOG SAMUH
AT-WAGHIVALI, POST-KISHOR, TAL-MURBAD, DIST-THANE-421401
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SALLING OF SPICES, PICKEL RELLSH, PAPAD, BESAN, FLOOR BY THE OUTLET OR SHOPE
SUMITRA
3562124  02/06/2017
RAJ KUMAR GARG
trading as ;RAJ KUMAR GARG
B-144, MAYARPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110064
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
PROVIDING SERVICES TO ADVERTISING, RETAILING, MARKETING, ONLINE SERVICE, WHOLESALING & DISTRIBUTING RELATING TO JEWELLERY PRODUCTS.
3562321  02/06/2017
RAHUL KUMAR NEMA
Subhash Ward, Rakai Road, Kareli, Dist., Narsingpur - 487221, Madhya Pradesh
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, services provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets related to edible oils and fats

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
JHAKKAS MORNINGS

3562533   02/06/2017

HT MEDIA LIMITED
HT House, 18-20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :22/05/2016

DELHI
Radio advertising; Production of radio commercials; Production of television and radio advertisements; Arranging and conducting trade shows; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing research; personnel management consultancy, employment agencies; organization and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and special shows for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of business companies and their products and services, also via the internet; sales promotion for others; merchandising (sales promotion); rental of advertising space and advertising material; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes;
RADIO KA BACHCHAN

3562539   02/06/2017

HT MEDIA LIMITED
HT House, 18-20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :22/07/2016

DELHI

Radio advertising; Production of radio commercials; Production of television and radio advertisements; Arranging and conducting trade shows; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing research; personnel management consultancy, employment agencies; organization and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and special shows for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of business companies and their products and services, also via the internet; sales promotion for others; merchandising (sales promotion); rental of advertising space and advertising material; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes;
SAPNO KI RANI
3562551  02/06/2017
HT MEDIA LIMITED
HT House, 18-20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :06/08/2016
DELI
Radio advertising; Production of radio commercials; Production of television and radio advertisements; Arranging and conducting trade shows; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing research; personnel management consultancy, employment agencies; organization and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and special shows for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of business companies and their products and services, also via the internet; sales promotion for others; merchandising (sales promotion); rental of advertising space and advertising material; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes;
bookmyshow Jukebox

3562764  03/06/2017

BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, WAJEDA HOUSE, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD 7, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400 049.

A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1549029, 1661603, 1906457, 2620828, 2620829, 2622867, 2622869, 2622877, 2622879

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF INDIRECT METHODS OF MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, NAMELY, SOCIAL MEDIA, INTERNET MARKETING, MOBILE MARKETING AND BLOGGING; PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES, INCLUDING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; OF OTHERS USING KIOSKS, MOBILE INSTRUMENTS AND INTERNET.
3563096    03/06/2017
ANKUSH DHINGRA
B-257, SUDERSHAN PARK NEW DELHI 110015
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
3563113  03/06/2017
PRIM SELLER PRIVATE LIMITED
PRANAVAS BSR GITAAAR,BLOCK-D, FLAT-3317, PANATHUR,BENGALURU-560087
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ECOMMERCE
CRYSTAL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED
B-95, WAZIRPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR, DELHI - 110052
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ADVERTISING IN THE AREAS OF TRADING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SALES AND DISTRIBUTION OF AGRO CHEMICALS AND AGRO CHEMICALS PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS THEREOF, BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN SCIENCE, HORTICULTURE, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND MANURES & MANURE MIXTURES, SOIL CONDITIONING AND REGENERATING PREPARATIONS, PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, RODENTICIDES, ACARICIDES, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, AGRICULTURE SEEDS
3565072  06/06/2017
SOURAB DEY
462, DAKSHIN PARA, PURBA PUTIARY, KOLKATA-93
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, ( RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Business administration; business management; franchising & franchised outlets; marketing with regards to serving of food & beverages, Trading for Non-alcoholic Drinks, Fruit Beverages, Milk Shakes, Juices, Coffee Shops, Snacks Bar and Retail Outlets, hotels, accommodations, restaurants, cafes, snack bars; providing technical assistance in the establishment and/or operation of restaurants, cafes, coffee houses and snack bars; retail services in the field of: coffee, tea, cocoa, packaged and prepared foods, wholesale distributorships, wholesale stores and wholesale ordering services all in the field of: coffee, tea, cocoa, packaged and prepared foods being services included in class 35
GRATIFI

3565215  07/06/2017
GIFTEASE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Office No. 401 & 402, Trade Centre, North Main Road, Koregoan Park, Pune - 411 001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Organization of Loyalty Reward and Incentive Schemes, Online Retailing and Selling of Branded Gift Articles, Vouchers, Gift Cards, Fashion Accessories, Electronic Goods and Appliances, Home Decor
3566325   08/06/2017
ROMA KUMAR MODY TRADING AS FAB BELLA
MIRA BELLE, SHOP NO. 8, 1ST FLOOR, NEXT TO NATIONAL COLLEGE, LINKING ROAD, BANDRA (W), MUMBAI-400050, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL & E-COMMERCE CONNECTED TO FOOTWEAR & IMITATION JEWELLERY
FILING POINT

3567533  09/06/2017

MRS. P. JOSEPHIN SHEELA
No.53, North Oorani Street, Kalanivasal, Karaikudi, Sivaganga–630001
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KARTHIKEYAN. N

Used Since : 11/03/2015

CHENNAI

Book-keeping / Accounting, Tax Preparation, Tax Filings services, Business Auditing, Business Management And Organization Consultancy, Management Of The Business Affairs Or Commercial Functions Of An Industrial Or Commercial Enterprise
SALUTE TOH BANTA HAI

3569014  12/06/2017

ALLIED BLENDERS AND DISTILLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
394-C, LAMINGTON CHAMBER, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

dissemination of advertisement matter, advertisement by mail order, outdoor advertisement, production of advertisement films; Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions

THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
DIVYA KIT

3569259   13/06/2017

DIVYA YOG MANDIR (TRUST).
PATANJALI YOG PEETH, MAHARISI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGH WAY, NEAR BAHADRABAD, HARIDWAR-249402, UTTRAKHAND, INDIA.

TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :02/12/1996

To be associated with:
3569231, 3569235

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, Online Marketing, Export & Import, Wholesale & Retail Outlets and Shops Including Services Relating to Medicated Confectionery, Digestive Drops; Dietetic Foods, Food Supplements and Mineral Food Supplements, Cosmetic Products, Bleaching and Perfumery Preparations, Hawan Samagiri, Dhoop, Aggarbatties, Incense Sticks and Cleaning Preparations.
PURPLEPLY PLYWOOD & BOARDS
3569566  13/06/2017
PURPLEPLY INDUSTRIES LLP
DOOR 2341B, EDATHIL, KUTHIRAVATTOM PO, THONDAKAD, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673016
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUHAMMED HASHIM AK
LEGACY PARTNERS LAW OFFICES 2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX LG ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA-673004
Used Since :20/09/2012
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF WHOLESALE, RETAIL, IMPORT, EXPORT AND TRADING OF PLYWOOD, LAMINATED PLYWOOD, MDF,
LAMINATED MDF, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE VENEER, SUN MICA, PVC BOARD,
FURNITURES AND BUILDING MATERIALS.
ADVANCEMINT

3569758 13/06/2017

WM. WRIGLEY JR. COMPANY
1132 W. Blackhawk Street, Chicago, IL 60642, U.S.A
A Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Promoting awareness of a mint sustainability program to improve the livelihoods of farmers through improvements in plant science, farming practices, and support for farming communities; promoting public awareness of mint farming and the need for agriculture and community development support for mint farmers, their families and their communities.
B4 Marketing

3569759  13/06/2017

K.V.SURYANARAYANAN
No - 20, 2B, Varagunavalli Flats, Thiruvalluvar Salai, Alwarthirunagar, Chennai - 600087, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS. ON-LINE ADVERTISING
ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND
SERVICES
STRAUSS
3570129   14/06/2017
PURPLE TRADING CO.
F-99C, RADHEY MOHAN DRIVE, BAND ROAD, CHATTARPUR, DELHI-110030, INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, HOME
APPLIANCES PRODUCTS, SUNGLASSES AND GOOGLE, LEATHER BAGS, LADIES AND GENTS, BAG, HAND BAGS,
Purses, Wallet, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, BOTTLE, SPORTS BOTTLES AND
CROCKERY, TOYS, SPORTING ARTICLES, GAMES AND PLAYTHING ARTICLES.
PUB - SHUB

3570841   14/06/2017

ANGRA FOOD PRODUCTS
B-18-3791/56-A, 122-A, MODEL TOWN EXTN., LUDHIANA (PB.)

PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/02/2017

DELHI

Advertising, Sales Promotion, Distribution & Marketing of Food for Human Consumption & Giving Franchisees of Food Catering Services & Fast Food Restaurants; Internet Advertising Services for Restaurants; Online Order Procurement Services for Restaurants.
JOBBOX

3572987 17/06/2017

ACKNOW HR SOLUTION - LLP
427, KALASAGAR SHOPPING HUB, OPP. SAIBABA TEMPLE, SATADHAR CROSS ROADS, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD-
380061
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER LLP ACT, 2008.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY ,
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN INDIA AND ABROAD INCLUDING MANPOWER PLACEMENT,
MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING, TRAINING AND CONSULTATION CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS,
RESEARCH AND INTELLECTUAL SERVICES IN RELATION TO HUMAN RESOURCES, SKILL AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
DEVELOPMENT ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
GGI

3576984  23/06/2017
ROMESH KUMAR GOEL TRADING AS GOEL & GOEL INTERNATIONAL
B-29, PHASE-V, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Nuts, Bolts, Hub Bolts, U-bolts, Sheet Metal Components, Hinges, Door Fittings, Fencing of Metal, Caps, Pipes & Tubes; Hand Operated Hand Tool, Hammers, Screwdrivers, Pliers, Pipe Wrenches, Spanners, Cutters & Garden Tools.
JHAROKHA

3578671 26/06/2017
MS. JANNAT DEWAN
9, CHANAKYAPURI EXTENSION, ROHINI NAGAR, JAGATPURA, JAIPUR (RAJ)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, PROMOTING TRADE SHOWS, ORGANISING TRADE FAIRS,
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COMMERCIAL EXHIBITIONS, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, MARKETING, PROMOTIONS UNDER CLASS 35.
3581095    29/06/2017
DARSHAN OPTICS
1/231, Manju Apartment, RB Mehta Road, Opp. Vodafone Store, Ghatkopar East, Mumbai 400077
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ONLINE AND OFFLINE RETAIL SERVICE, TRADING, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF SUNGLASSES.
3595635    20/07/2017

PICHUMANI DURAI RAJ
PEARL CHAMBERS, NO 21, RUKUMANI NAGAR, PERUMBAKKAM -CHENNAI - 600 100 , TAMIL NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIDHAR & SAI
NO. 319(OLD NO 155), LINGHI CHETTY STREET, III FLOOR, GEORGE TOWN CHENNAI 600001
Used Since :28/01/2013

CHENNAI
ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS (COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ), BUSINESS INFORMATION BUSINESS INQUIRIES BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY CONSULTANCY PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS ) MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE (COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL) HUMAN RESOURCE, OUTSOURCING SERVICES [BUSINESS ASSISTANCE] PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT (PERSONNEL)
3604457 02/08/2017
MADHUSUDAN CHOKHANI
D – 435, Defence Colony, New Delhi – 110 024
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electronic commerce; classified advertising services; provision of an online marketplace; provision of an online searchable database featuring employment opportunities and allowing for the buying and selling of goods online; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale trade; advertising, promotion and agency services; rental of advertising space; business management services; accountancy services, advisory, consultancy and information services all relating to business and business management; market research services; billing services; publicity and marketing services; subscription and subscriber advisory, information, consultancy and management services; arranging and conducting of trade shows and exhibitions; dissemination of advertising and promotional matter; provision and dissemination of information relating to all the aforesaid services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3605134 02/08/2017
PRASHANT MISHRA
284/3, CHAUTHIYANA DEVI ROAD, MAINPURI - 205 001 (UTTAR PRADESH) INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :04/04/2017
DELHI

RETAIL SERVICES INCLUDING ONLINE RETAIL SALES OF POLY PACK SPECIALLY FOR SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHENER, PAN MASALA, TOBACCO AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
SCHRIFTWRITERS

3636267    16/09/2017
SCHRIFTSTELLER CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
#263, FLAT NO301, Manidhari Enclave, Albert Victor Road, Chamarajapet, Bangalore Bangalore KA 560018 IN
Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ RAJAN
Manoj Rajan & Associates No 4/1 Brunton Road, Near passport office off. M.G.Road, Bangalore-25

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

To carry on the business management consulting services, corporate planning, human resource, management information technology and other activities as mentioned in class 35.
PlusOneDegree
3645398   27/09/2017
HCL TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
A-10 & 11, Sector - 3, Noida, Uttar Pardesh
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 01/06/2016
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
3651226   06/10/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
FC 19-20, FILMCITY, SECTOR 16A, NOIDA-201301, NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :28/09/2017
To be associated with:
3451459, 3451465

DELHI
ADVERTISING AGENCIES; ADVERTISING BY MAIL ORDER; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER;
RENTAL/SELLING OF ADVERTISING SPACE/TIME; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION & ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS;
DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; ECONOMIC FORECASTING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS/FASHION
SHOWS/MODELLING FOR COMMERCIAL/ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES; MARKETING; MARKETING
STUDIES/RESEARCH; NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES; OPINION POLLING; OUTDOOR ADVERTISING; PRODUCTION OF
ADVERTISING FILMS; PUBLICITY; PUBLICITY AGENCIES; ONLINE/RADIO/TELEVISION ADVERTISING/COMMERCIALS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3659144   17/10/2017
ADITYA BIRLA FASHION AND RETAIL LIMITED
7th Floor, Skyline Icon, 86/92, Near Mittal Industrial Estate, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri (East) Mumbai - 59
Proprietor

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
3659270    17/10/2017
NARENDRA DESHMUKH
Flat No. 101, Chaphekar Apartments, 380, Shankar Nagar, Nagpur - 440010, Maharashtra
Indian national, Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :10/02/2015
MUMBAI
Advertising, Marketing, Sales promotion, service provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets related to Milk and milk products (shrikhand)
3662574    25/10/2017
SVATANTRA ONLINE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
LEVEL-17, SUNSHINE TOWER, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, ELPHINSTONE ROAD- WEST, MUMBAI-400013
MAHARASHTRA. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION IN FIELD OF ECOMMERCE
BUSINESS OF HANDICRAFT ART WORK PRODUCT
3662580    25/10/2017
MS.TIYASHA CHOWDHURY
16 LINNET SOCIETY, OPPOSITE MILITARY CAMP, KALINA, SANTACRUZ EAST, MUMBAI – 400029 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, PROMOTION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, TRADER IN THE FIELD OF GARMENT, CLOCK, JEWELRY, WOOD ART FRAME INCLUDED CLASS 35
3662996  25/10/2017
NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF INDIA LIMITED
EXCHANGE PLAZA, C-1, BLOCK G, BANDRA - KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (E), MUMBAI - 400 051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

COMPILATION, SYSTEMIZATION AND UPDATING OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES AND PROVIDING INFORMATION THEREOF; AUTOMATED, COMPUTER OR COMPUTER SOFTWARE-AIDED MANAGEMENT OR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; WORK OR OPERATIONAL (NON-TECHNICAL) MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; AUCTIONEERING; FACTORING SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES; ON-LINE DATA PROCESSING SERVICES; PROVISION OF TRADE INFORMATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND ASSISTANCE; MARKET INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO INDEX LEVELS; RISK MANAGEMENT; COST PRICE ANALYSIS, ECONOMIC FORECASTING; CONDUCTING, ARRANGING AND ORGANIZING TRADE SHOWS AND TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES RELATING TO FINANCIAL AND SECURITIES MANAGEMENT; RECORDING AND REGISTERING THE TRANSFER OF STOCKS, SHARES AND SECURITIES; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INDICES OF SELECT BONDS TO ENABLE CONSUMERS TO EVALUATE INVESTMENTS AND MARKET TRENDS IN THE BOND MARKET; COMPILING FINANCIAL, SECURITIES, STOCK EXCHANGE, TRADE AND QUOTE, INDEX VALUE AND OTHER FINANCIAL MARKET INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTERIZED STOCK MANAGEMENT.
3664903  27/10/2017
HIREN KUMAR P. LATHIYA AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF SATRANI FASHION
3016-NEW SARDAR TRADERS MARKET, BESIDE SARDAR MARKET, SAHARA DARWAJA, SURAT, GUJARAT-INDIA
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C. PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO TRADING WHOLESALE, MARKETING & SHOWROOM OF SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS, READY MADE GARMENTS AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35
BEVERLY HILLS POLO CLUB

3665691  30/10/2017

LIFESTYLE EQUITIES C.V.
200 PRINS BERNHARPLEIN, 1097 J.B, AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
A Dutch Limited Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since :14/08/2008

To be associated with:
1593674

DELHI

Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions.
3665938    30/10/2017
RAJALAKSHMI THIYAGARAJAN
B112 Virwani Industrial Estate ,Western Express highway ,Goregoan east Mumbai -400063, Maharashtra
Propitorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/07/2017

MUMBAI
Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions. Marketing, Provision Of An On-Line Marketplace For Buyers And Sellers Of Goods And Services
3665978  30/10/2017

M/S RAPIDX SOLUTIONS
ROOM NO. G-4, PRASHANT CHSL, 139, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, NEAR RUPAREL COLLEGE, MAHIM, MUMBAI 400016,
MAHARASHTRA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Online retail services relating to Household or kitchen utensils and containers, Wholesale services relating to Household
or kitchen utensils and containers.
3666838 31/10/2017
NAISON LOUIS
PUTHUSSTERY HOUSE, MOOKKANNOOR P.O, ERNAKULAM - 683 577
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMBER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Used Since :25/10/2012

CHENNAI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ACCOUNTING SERVICES, MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY SERVICES,
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
3667990 01/11/2017
SHETH BROTHERS
Plot No. 30/31, G.I.D.C., Vithalwadi, Bhavnagar-364001
An Indian Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002”.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
3668023  01/11/2017
S.VETRISELVAN
NO.2404, 5TH STREET, BHARATHI NAGAR, TAMIL UNIVERSITY POST, THANJAVUR – 613 010, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED BY SUPERMARKETS; RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
THE GREEN COMPANY

3669159    03/11/2017
C. S. VIKRAMMARAJA
NO.3/825-3, 7TH STREET, VIGNESHWARA NAGAR, VEERAPANDI, TIRUPUR - 641 605, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU. INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADING IN DYES AND CHEMICALS, KNITTING AND DYEING OF FABRICS (TREATMENT OF MATERIALS), VEST, BRIEFS, TRUNKS, UNDERWEARS, BRASSIERS, CHEMISES, SLIPS, PETTI COATS, PANTIES, NIGHTIES, PYJAMAS, TEE-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, BABIES TOPS, BABIES PANTS, SPORTSWEAR, SWEATERS, UNIFORMS, LEGGINGS, INNER SOLES, CAPS, AND SWIMSUITS.
3669559    03/11/2017
SUNITA SHARMA TRADING AS CAPRI PHARMACEUTICALS
651/2B, PUNJAB MATA NAGAR, NEAR CANAL PETROL PUMP, LUDHIANA-141002 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing & Online Marketing relating to Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
3669855    04/11/2017
SREE RUDRAMMA EXPORTS
SREE B SURI ARCADE, NO. 57/1, SIDDANNA GALLI, NEAR JUMMA MASJID, BENGALURU-560 002, KARNATAKA
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINODKUMAR KOTABAGI
NO. 99, OLD NO. 615, FIRST FLOOR, 2ND MAIN, 2ND BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BENGALURU- 560 010
Used Since :11/10/2014

CHENNAI
ONLINE RETAIL SERVICE RELATING TO CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FABRICS AND ACCESSORIES;
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FOR CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FABRICS AND ACCESSORIES
AND EXPORT THEREOF
3670577    06/11/2017
GARGE BHANDARE
trading as :GARGEES EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS
IBRAHIM BLDG. 1ST FLOOR, 208, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR WEST, MUMBAI-400028
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :11/10/2004
MUMBAI
ORGANIZATION OF EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS AND SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES
3670578   06/11/2017
GARGEE BHANDARE
trading as ;GARGEES EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS
IBRAHIM BLDG. 1ST FLOOR, 208, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR WEST, MUMBAI- 400028
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :11/10/2004
To be associated with:
3670577
MUMBAI
ORGANIZATION OF EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS AND SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES
3670590   06/11/2017

G.RAJENDRA
#4/490, Nagarajupet, Opp. Bata Showroom, Kadapa
RajaSangeeth

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn
Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72,Telangana,

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail Shoorroom
3670677  06/11/2017  
NARAYAN RAMAKRISHNA PRABHU  
trading as ; INTEQCO ENTERPRISES  
UNIT NO. - 209, 2ND FLOOR, SHIVAI PLAZA PREMISES COOOPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD., NEAR MAROL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI - 400059. MAHARASHTRA INDIA  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
A INDIAN NATIONAL  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
DISTRIBUTION RETAIL MARKET PLACE ONLINE OF POWDERED EGGS, GHEE
3670678 06/11/2017
NARAYAN RAMAKRISHNA PRABHU
trading as ;INTEQCO ENTERPRISES
UNIT NO. - 209, 2ND FLOOR, SHIVAI PLAZA PREMISES COOOPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD., NEAR MAROL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI - 400059. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION RETAIL MARKET PLACE ONLINE OF FRUCTOSE
3670679 06/11/2017
NARAYAN RAMAKRISHNA PRABHU
trading as ;INTEQCO ENTERPRISES
UNIT NO. - 209, 2ND FLOOR, SHIVAI PLAZA PREMISES COOPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD., NEAR MAROL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI - 400059. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION RETAIL MARKET PLACE ONLINE OF WIRELESS CHARGERS, SMARTWATCHES, INEAR HEADPHONES, VIRTUAL REALITY HEADSETS, WIRELESS HEADPHONES, TRUE WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR SMARTPHONES, WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR SMARTPHONES
LULIFITE CREAM
3670850 06/11/2017
SMR LIFE SCIENCES INDIA PVT LTD
NO 21, SINCHANA NILAYA, 4TH FLOOR 1ST CROSS, 1ST MAIN NADINI LAY OUT, AKASH NAGAR, B NARAYANAPURA,
BANGALORE - 560016
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Marketing Consultancy, Marketing Research, Product Marketing, Wholesale Ordering Services, Online Ordering Services,
Wholesale Services For Pharmaceutical, Veterinary And Sanitary Preparations And Medical Supplies, Retail Services For
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary And Sanitary Preparations And Medical Supplies, Retail Or Wholesale Services For
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary And Sanitary Preparations And Medical Supplies
3671176 06/11/2017

VINITA JAGDISH ASWANI
JAI MOBILE ZONE, SAI CHOWK, OPP GYANIJI GURUDWARA, PIMPARI, PUNE-411017, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

JAI MOBILE ZONE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIKHIL UMAKANT NARVEKAR
M3C/606, Shivasneh CHS, Mhada Colony, Pratiksha Nagar, Sion, Mumbai-400022.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SALES SERVICES IN REALTION TO MOBILE AND ELECTRONICS
3671538  07/11/2017
GRUB HUB
S-17/317, NADESAR, VARANASI – 221002. (U.P.)
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ESHIELD IPR SERVICES
Dharsauna Bazar (Azamgar Road) Cholapur Varanasi-221101
Used Since :19/01/2016
DELI
“Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions.”
AUGENBLICK

3672497  08/11/2017

KARAN SOBTI
B-596, FIRST FLOOR, SUDARSHAN PARK, NEW DELHI- 110015
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Providing online selling of various kinds of goods like Decorative items, Dry and steam irons, Furniture, Travel Bags, Ladies handbags, Bathrobe sets, Office stationery, Apparels, Stickers, Small home appliances and multiple categories.
LOVE MADE EDIBLE

3672521   08/11/2017

HARILAL VENTURES PVT. LTD.
H. No. IV/6 & IV/7, Patliputra Industrial Area, Patliputra, Patna 8000013, Bihar

Body Incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZBRINY
15E, POCKET 2, M.I.G. FLATS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI 110096

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Advertising, marketing and promotional services, Providing Advertising space, Commercial information for consumers, Online advertising on computer network through websites, webpages, mobile applications and social media, Providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes, Radio, television advertising and commercials, Writing of publicity texts; included in class 35
3673316    09/11/2017
NITANT GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 374, SECOND FLOOR, PACE CITY-II, SECTOR-37, GURGAON - 122001 (HARYANA)
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions
KALYAN CRYO -VET INDIA

3673379  09/11/2017

SARITA YADAV
TEH-KISHANGARH-BAS, DIST-ALWAR-301405
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
3673488  09/11/2017
SATYAPRAKASH K. PATEL
306B, BHUMIK DHAM, SHANTI NAGAR, NANDIVALI CROSS ROAD, DOMBIVALI (E) - 421 201.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
3674048    09/11/2017
RUJUTA AJIT DESAI
Flat No:1501, Tower No: LH-6, Lanco Hills, Manikonda, Hyderabad - 500089, Telangana
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/05/2016
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
BREAK THE MYTH

3674263   10/11/2017
RAJIV CHAWLA
B-22, Rudrapur Indl. Estate v Kichha Bye Pass Road, Rudrapur, Distt. Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand – 263153
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park, Sohna Road, 122002 Gurgaon Delhi NCR, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

online selling of Supplements & Food Products, Sports and Gym Wear, Swim wear, GYMs and recreational & Sports equipment's.
LIFE HAR DIN

3674518  10/11/2017
LIFEHARDIN PRIVATE LIMITED
Pinnac Gangotri S No. 165/1+2 Behind Surobhi Enclave, Aundh Pune, 411007 Maharashtra India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing retail services provided by grocery stores; retail services for foodstuffs; wholesale services for foodstuffs; online retail store services featuring foodstuffs; Online marketing; Online ordering services; Computerized online retail store services
GRYPHUS LIFESCIENCES

3675394    11/11/2017
SURESHWAR PRASAD THAKUR
KHABRA ROAD, NEAR WATER TANK, KALAMBAGH CHAUK, MAHAMMADPURKAZI, MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR, 842001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3675393

KOLKATA
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, MARKET RESEARCH,
SALES PROMOTION, SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
3675680  11/11/2017
MR. CHANDRA KAMAL JAIN, TRADING AS : M/S. MILAN FASHIONS
#22/3, 3RD AND 4TH FLOOR, NAGAPPA STREET, SHESHADRIPURAM, BANGALORE-560 020.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Business Management, Retail Outlet, Marketing, Distributing, Retail and Wholesale of Readymade Garments.
3676124 13/11/2017
SANSUN STAFFING SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B - 102, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI - 110065
REGISTERED PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KNOWLEDGENTIA CONSULTANTS
W - 19, L.G.F., GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Staffing solutions, appointment scheduling services, appointment reminder solutions, business management and organization consultancy, employment agency services, personnel management consultancy, personnel recruitment, psychological testing for the selection of personnel, public relations, writing of curriculum vitae for others, writing of resume for others; Human Resources.
CREST-TO-CREST
3676589  13/11/2017
Smalley Steel Ring Company
555 Oakwood Road, Lake Zurich, Illinois 60047, USA
a company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Distributorship services in the field of metal compression springs; compression springs with flat shim ends; metal wave rings; metal retaining rings; metal fasteners for industrial use in the nature of rings and spiral retaining rings; wave springs, compression springs, retaining rings, sealing rings, constant section rings and linear springs, all made of metal; wave springs; metal retaining rings and springs formed with a single turn; wave springs, retaining rings and expanders made of metal compositions; retaining rings and locking rings for machine parts, such as bearings; retaining rings.
3676629   13/11/2017
ELDER REMEDIES LTD
440,6 , FARSH BAZAR , SHAHDARA , DELHI
MANUFACTURER , MERCHANT , TRADER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS, ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE, FUNCTIONS, INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, MARKETING RESEARCH AND SALES PROMOTION ALL IN CLASS-35
ITALAKE CERAMIC PVT. LTD. A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
JETPAR ROAD, B/H. BAHUCHAR WEIGH BRIDGE, AT : BELA, MORBI - 363642. GUJARAT - INDIA
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2607586

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM, EXPORT, IMPORT, TRADING AND RETAIL OUTLET ENGAGE TO SANITARYWARE, BATH ACCESSORIES, SANITARY PRODUCTS, CERAMIC PRODUCTS, CERAMIC TILES, CERAMIC RAW MATERIALS AND BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35
3677035  13/11/2017
MAKEMYTRIP (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
UG-7, Upper Ground Floor, TDI Mall, 11 Shivaji Place Complex, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi – 110027 and also at Floor 19th Tower A, B &C, Epitome Building No. 5, DLF Cyber City, Phase-III, Gurgaon 122002
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/08/2017
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; Administration and offering incentive and loyalty award programs in field of travel, tourism and accommodation; Consumer incentive and loyalty services for commercial, promotional, and advertising purposes; Market research services regarding customer loyalty; Sales promotion through incentive and loyalty programs.
3677878  14/11/2017
ZENEGAL NEUTRACEUTICALS LLP.
NEAR PETROL PUMP, VILLAGE KAKARWAL, TEHSIL DHURI, DISTT. SANGRUR (PB.)
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online
Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Veterinary Preparations; Animal Feed Supplements
for Veterinary use.
Holy Herbs Skincare

3677942    14/11/2017

MUNISH KUMAR SHARMA PROPRIETOR OF HOLY HERBS SKINCARE
7-C, Jain Colony, Rose Park, Gulab Devi, Hospital Road, Jalandhar

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4,GURGAON

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Online Retail & Wholesale services relating to Cosmetics including Shampoo, Nail Polish, Beauty Lotions & Creams, Dentifrices & Perfumery; Hair Oil, Vanishing Cream, Cold Cream, Cleansing Cream, Foundation Cream, Hand Wash, Eau De Cologne, Shaving Cream, After Shave Lotion, Hair Remover, Moisturizer, Laundry Blue, Fabric Softner, Hair Care Products, Conditioner, Hair Tonic, Hair Cream, Hair Spray & Gel, Face Wash, Eye Liner, Deodorant, Mouth Washes, Talcum Powder, Lipstick, Hair Lotion
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Planning and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations for commercial or advertising purposes, Conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes, Arranging and conducting of fairs and exhibitions for business purposes , Organization of fairs for commercial and advertising purposes.
3678415    15/11/2017
MRS. VANDANA RAJESH TYAGI
trading as ;LAKSHITA CHEMICALS
103, SEA QUEEN AVENUE, PLOT NO.62, SECTOR 14, KOPAR KHAIRANE, NAVI MUMBAI-400709 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :27/09/1999
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3678631  15/11/2017
ANKIT RATILAL GOGRI
trading as ;AHEAD INFOSOLUTIONS
11, 3RD FLOOR, JIN PARASMANI CHS, OPP. TATA NAGAR, V N PURAV ROAD, CHUNABHATTI SION EAST, MUMBAI- 400 022. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAILING OF SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, CHARGERS, MOBILE PHONE CASES, LAPTOP CASES, BLUETOOTH PORTABLE SPEAKERS.
WANDER MEDICARE

3678894    15/11/2017
WANDER MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
G-2, SANJAY TOWER, NEAR LAXMI MANDIR CINEMA, TONK PHATAK, JAIPUR – 302015, RAJASTHAN
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :27/01/2009

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDERS, CATALOGS, WEBSITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES OF PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS.
3679295    16/11/2017

SANEH LATA
SANEH LATA PROPRIETOR M/S SHIV BHOLA TEXTILE INDUSTRIES, SHOP NO. 12, KRISHNA MARKET, PACHRANGA
BAZAR, PANIPAT-132103 (HARYANA)
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, TRADING,
DISTRIBUTION, ONLINE SELLING, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO TEXTILE & TEXTILE
GOODS, BLANKETS, BEDSHEETS, CURTAINS, DUVET COVERS, PILLOW COVERS, CUSHION COVERS, CURTAIN
CLOTH, TABLE COVERS, TOWELS, QUILTS, SHAWLS, BED COVERS
VYRUS
3679871   16/11/2017
HERO CYCLES LIMITED
HERO NAGAR, G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003, PUNJAB.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE SERVICES, PROMOTING THE
GOODS AND SERVICES VIZ. BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, TYRES, TUBES,
FLAPS FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
VEBOR

3680066  16/11/2017
KAMAL KUMAR TRADING AS JAI SHRI BALA JI INDUSTRY
V.P.O. TAJPUR, TEHSIL RAIKOT, DISTT. LUDHIANA-141109 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/10/2017

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Washing Soap, Bath Soaps, Body Cream Soaps, Face Wash, Facial Washes, Beauty Care & Facial Care Preparations; Washing Powder, Detergent Cakes, Liquid Detergents, Laundry Soap & Dish Washers.
LOTS PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS

3681239  17/11/2017
CP WHOLESALE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
F-130, Ground Floor, Street No. 7, Pandav Nagar, New Delhi -110091.
An Indian company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
DUMPTRUCKK

3681317  17/11/2017
PANKAJ D. SHAH TRADING AS TRANS LUGGAGE
217, NARAYAN UDYOG BHUVAN, 7, INDUSTRIAL ESTATES, LALBAUG, MUMBAI-400 012
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

WHOLESALE SERVICES, RETAIL SERVICES, EXPORT, ONLINE MARKETING RELATING TO LEATHER GOODS MADE OUT OF GENUINE LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHERS, VIZ. LADIES AND GENTS BAGS, SCHOOL/COLLEGE BAGS, WALLETs, BRIEF CASES, POUCHES, BELTS AND SMALL LEATHER GOODS, TRAVELLING CASES, BACK PACKS, SUIT CASES, RUCK SACKS, ATTACHE CASES, TRUNKS, VANITY CASES, ARTICLE OF LUGGAGE AND PARTS THEREOF
3681647    17/11/2017
SUTAPA DAS BANERJEE, TRADING AS - . ESHOPWELL.COM
506/16 S.N ROY ROAD, BEHALA, FLAT NO.6, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA – 700038, WEST BENGAL
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
WHOLESALE, RETAIL & ONLINE SALE OF GARMENTS, BAG, SHOE, SLIPPERS
ACTIMED LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.

3681864  19/11/2017

ACTIMED LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO.-107-108-109, PLOT NO.-08, SG SHOPPING MALL, COMMUNITY CENTRE, D.C. CHOWK, ROHINI, DELHI-110085, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, Online Marketing, Wholesale & Retail Outlets And Shops Including Services Relating To Distribution, Trading, Marketing Of Medicinal And Pharmaceutical Preparations, Cosmetics, Dietary Food Supplements, Healthcare Products.
3682176    20/11/2017
Gaurav Batra
T-466/A2 Baljeet Nagar, Delhi -10008, India
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Priya Consultancy & Registration Co.
H. No.-87, Kailash Park, Arthla, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
Delhi

Taxation [Accountancy] Consultation, Business Management Consultation.
3682232  20/11/2017
MRS. ARUNA RAO
trading as; ARUNA & ANAND
S-7/7, DLF CITY PHASE-III, GURGAON-122001 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSINESS AND ADVERTISEMENT READYMADE CLOTHES AND GARMENTS
3682339  20/11/2017
S.K. SABOO
trading as ;ADITYA BIRLA EDUCATION TRUST
B-4, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S. K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400 030. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
TRUST
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES
3682491    20/11/2017
LIJO K V
KUNNINIVIL HOUSE, THADIKKADAVE, THADIKKADAVE POST-670581
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
3682500  20/11/2017  ADARSH GAUTAM  F-20/21, Nehru Vihar, Delhi - 110054  Proprietor  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA  F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu  
Used Since :03/01/2011  
DELHI  
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT
Khan Mart

3682728  20/11/2017

M/S. Khan Mart
NO.2/1, S.M.R.COMPLEX SECOND FLOOR, FOURTH LANE, SINGARA GARDEN, OLD WASHERMENPET, CHENNAI 600 021,
TAMILNADU, INDIA

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since :01/05/2014

To be associated with:
2765466

Chennai

WHOLESALE, RETAIL,FRANCHISE, ONLINE, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF VARIETY OF SERVICES LIKE GARMENTS,
FOOTWEAR, TEXTILES, BAGS, LUGGAGES, BEAUTY PRODUCTS, MACHINES FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, CAMERAS, CELL
PHONES, COMPUTERS, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS, JEWELRY, HOME APPLIANCES, CLOCKS, WATCHES,
BOOKS, FURNITURE, TOYS, PERFUMES, WALLETS, SOCKS, POLISHES,LACES. ADVERTISING, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3683234  21/11/2017
CASHLESS BAZAR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CASHLESS BAZAR PRIVATE LIMITED
P-24B C.I.T. ROAD SCHEME VIM, 1ST FLOOR KOLKATA - 700054.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/05/2016
KOLKATA
TO PROVIDING AN ONLINE PORTAL FOR CONDUCTING BARTER TRADE IN INDIA.
3683505  21/11/2017
HEADWAY NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 7, VILLAGE BANA MADANPUR, SECTOR 26
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANKUSH MALIK
#556, SECTOR 25 PANCHKULA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE SERVICES RELATED TO NETWORKING AND COMMUNICATION,
SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, AND ALL OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN
CLASS 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018

3683579  21/11/2017
MR. KHIMJI PARBAT PATEL
603, 6TH FLOOR, DHANLAXMI VIHAR, NANDA PATKAR ROAD, NEAR PETROL PUMP, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400 057, MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR Parsi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAILING, WHOLESELLING, ONLINE SHOPPING, MARKETING, IMPORT EXPORT OF SHIRT, T-SHIRT, TROUSERS,
JEANS, PANT, CLOTHING CAP, HEADGEAR, CAPRI, NIGHT WEAR, FOOTWEAR, BAG, FASHION ACCESSORIES
WISHCARE

3683709    21/11/2017

AYUSH KOTHARI, TRADING AS - M/S. WISHCARE
28, B.T. ROAD, KOLKATA - 700002, WEST BENGAL
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
WHOLESELLER, TRADING & RETAILING OF COSMETICS, TEA/HERBS
3683815 21/11/2017

MR. HAMZA. M, S/O. SAIDALI
Mundummal House, Perinthalmanna, Perinthalmanna (P.O), PIN-679322, Malappuram District, Kerala, India, trading as
M/s.KROOFE-Kerala Store, Door No.16/111,D,E,F, Rajiv Gandhi Byepass, Manjeri, Malappuram

Proprietor, represented by its trademark attorney.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since: 12/12/2009

CHENNAI

Marketing, providing assistance in the management of franchised business, online marketing, online advertising, Import
export agency services, retail services provided by supermarkets, retail services provided by hypermarkets, office
administration, business management of wholesale and retail outlets of metal hardware, sheet metal, metal roofing’s,
metal chimneys, metal gates, metal building materials, household utensils, non-metallic building materials, paints,
plumbing, sanitary installation, furniture, Non-metallic building materials, non-metal roofing, non-metal roofing tiles, non-
metal roofing panels, non-metal roofing hips, roofing underlay, roofing fabrics, roofing cement, roofing membranes,
roofing felts, roofing shingles, roofing slates, asphalted roofing paper, bituminous roof coatings, cement, concrete,
mortar, plaster, gravel, bitumen, clay slabs, cement slabs, wood blocks, concrete blocks, paving blocks (not of metal),
tiles, prefabricated non-metal buildings, plywood, marble, granite, non-metal doors, non-metal windows, wall panels, not
of metal, coatings (building materials), non-metallic wall tiles, Wood tile flooring, Flooring underlayment, Rubber flooring,
parquet flooring, bamboo flooring.
3683886   21/11/2017
MOHDMMED AKRAM (INDIVIDUAL)
2139/60, 2NDFLOOR, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088
Used Since :28/03/2014
DELHI
IMPORT, EXPORT, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, MARKETING AND ONLINE TRADING E-COMMERCE OF FOOTWEARS
3683972 21/11/2017

BAABABY

NO. 12A, REDHILLS ROAD, OPPOSITE TO RAKKI THEATRE, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI-600 053

A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :05/10/2017

To be associated with:

3683971

CHENNAI

RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF COSMETICS FOR BABIES, TOILETRIES FOR BABIES, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS FOR BABIES, NON-MEDICATED BODY CARE PREPARATIONS FOR BABIES, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS FOR BABIES, BABY SHampoos, BABY LOTIONS, BABY POWDER, BABY OIL, BABY WIPES, BABY BODY MILk, BABY HAIR CONDITIONER, BABY BUBBLE BATH, BABY VITAMINS, BABY DIAPERS, BABY FOODS, DISPOSABLE BABY NAPPIES, MEDICATED BABY POWDER, MEDICATED BABY OILS, VITAMINS FOR CHILDREN, DISPOSABLE NAPKINS MADE OF CELLULOSE FOR INFANTS, POWDERED MILK FOR INFANTS, DISPOSABLE TRAINING PANTS FOR INFANTS, DISPOSABLE NAPKINS MADE OF PAPER FOR INFANTS, INFANTS’ DISPOSABLE DIAPERS OF PAPER, INFANTS’ DISPOSABLE DIAPERS OF CELLULOSE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR INFANTS, FOOD FOR INFANTS, INFANT FORMULA, MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, BREAST-NURSING PADS, SANITARY PADS, MENSTRUATION BANDAGES, BABY CUTLERY, SPOONS, FORKS, SCISSORS FOR CHILDREN, NAIL CLIPPERS, MANUAL CLIPPERS, NON-ELECTRIC HAIR CLIPPERS, FEEDING BOTTLES/BABIES’ BOTTLES, FEEDING BOTTLE TEATS, FEEDING BOTTLE VALVES, COVERS FOR TABLE FEEDING BOTTLES, TEETHING RINGS, TEETHING RINGS INCORPORATING BABY RATTLE, NIPPLES FOR BABY BOTTLES, BABIES’ PACIFICERS, INCUBATORS FOR BABIES, DUMMIES FOR BABIES, BREAST PUMPS, SURGICAL STERILE SHEETS, CHILDBIRTH MATTRESSES, COMMODE CHAIRS, INCONTINENCE SHEETS, PUSHCHAIRS / BABY CARRIAGES / PRAMS [BABY CARRIAGES] / STROLLERS, COVERS FOR BABY CARRIAGES / FITTED PERAMBULATOR COVERS / PUSHCHAIR COVERS / STROLLER COVERS [PUSHCHAIRS], PUSHCHAIR HOODS / HOODS FOR BABY CARRIAGES, HOODS FOR VEHICLES, VEHICLE SEATS, WHEELCHAIRS, VEHICLE SAFETY SEATS FOR BABIES, CHILDREN’S BICYCLES; CHILD SEATS FOR BICYCLES, CHILDREN’S CAR SEATS; TYRES FOR CHILDREN’S BICYCLES; VEHICLE SAFETY APPARATUS FOR CHILDREN, VEHICLE BOOSTER SEATS FOR CHILDREN, CHILD BOOSTER CUSHIONS FOR VEHICLE SEATS, CHILD SAFETY HARNESSSES FOR VEHICLE SEATS, BABY BACKPACKS, BABY CHANGING BAGS, POUCH BABY CARRIERS, BABY CARRIERS WORN ON THE BODY, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING BABIES, BACKPACKS FOR CARRYING BABIES, UMBRELLAS FOR CHILDREN, LEASHES FOR GUIDING CHILDREN, HARNESSSES FOR GUIDING CHILDREN, SHOULDER BAGS FOR USE BY CHILDREN, SCHOOL BAGS, BABY CRIBS, BABY COTS, BABY FURNITURE, BABY BOUNCERS, BABY CRADLES, BASSINETTES, BABY WALKERS, BABY GATES, BABY BOSTERS, BABY CHANGING MATS, BABY CHANGING TABLES, WALL-MOUNTED BABY CHANGING PLATFORMS, PORTABLE BABY BATH SEATS FOR USE IN BATH TUBS, BATH SEATS FOR BABIES, PLAYPENS FOR BABIES, HIGH CHAIRS FOR BABIES, SEATS ADAPTED FOR BABIES, MATS FOR INFANT PLAYPENS, CHILDREN’S FURNITURE, INFANTS’ DRINKING CUPS, BOTTLE BRUSHES, BRUSHES FOR CLEANING BABIES’ FEEDING BOTTLES, FEEDING CUPS, HOLDERs FOR FEEDING BOTTLES, TOOTH BRUSHES, CONTAINERS, BOWLS, POWDER COMPACTS (CASES), HAIR BRUSHES, COMB, PUFF CASE, CLOTHS FOR CLEANING BABY BOTTLES, BABY BATH TUBS, TOOTHBRUSHES FOR BABIES, TRAINING CUPS FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN, POTTIES FOR CHILDREN, BOTTLES, BABY BLANKETS, DIAPER CHANGING CLOTHES FOR BABIES, HOODED TOWELS FOR BABIES, SLEEPING BAGS FOR BABIES, INFANTS’ BED LINEN; TOWELS FOR CHILDREN, CHILDREN’S BEDSHEETS, CHILDREN’S PILLOWCASES, CHILDREN’S TOWELS, CHILDREN’S BLANKETS, HANDKERCHIEFS, TEXTILES, BABY CLOTHES, BABY FOOTWEAR, BABY BOOTIES, BABY SHOES, BABY SLEEPWEAR, BABY UNDERWEAR, BABY SWEATERS, BABY PULLOVERS, BABY PYJAMAS, BABY TROUSERS, BABY SWEATPANTS, BABY JUMPERS, BABY DRESSES, BABY SHIRTS, BABY SHORTS, BABY SANDALS, BABY TOPS, BABY BODYSUITS, BABY BOTTOMS, BABY PANTS, BABY BIBs, NOT OF PAPER, CLOTHING FOR CHILDREN, FOOTWEAR FOR CHILDREN, HEADWEAR FOR CHILDREN, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, BABY TOYS, BABY DOLLS, BABY GYMS, BABY SWINGS, BABY RATTLES, BABY MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS, BABY SWINGS
FOR PLAYGROUNDS, BABY RATTLES INCORPORATING TEETHING RINGS, EDUCATIONAL TOYS FOR BABIES, MOBILES FOR CHILDREN, PLAYTHINGS FOR CHILDREN, TOYS FOR CHILDREN, HOOPS FOR CHILDREN, PLAYHOUSES FOR CHILDREN, MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS FOR CHILDREN, ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN, TRICYCLES FOR CHILDREN FOR USE AS PLAYTHINGS, RATTLES FOR INFANTS, EDUCATIONAL TOYS FOR INFANTS, INFANTS’ TOYS, TOYS FOR INFANTS, TRICYCLES FOR INFANTS [TOYS], GAMES, TOYS, PLAYTHINGS AND VIDEO GAME APPARATUS
3684118 22/11/2017

SHOBIZ EXPERIENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Taher Mansion 4th Floor Napeansea Road Mumbai 400036
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CLASIS LAW
1ST FLOOR, BAJAJ BHAVAN, 226, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400 021

Used Since : 01/08/2001

MUMBAI

Advertising Services as stated in class 35, consultancy as per client's requirements on advertisements, advertising communications strategy, display of advertisements (digital, printed and caricature) at meetings and conferences, Road shows; designing, planning and executions, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes
3684119   22/11/2017
SHOBIZ EXPERIENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Taher Mansion 4th Floor Napeansea Road Mumbai 400036
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CLASIS LAW
1ST FLOOR, BAJAJ BHAVAN, 226, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400 021
Used Since :01/08/2001

MUMBAI
Advertising Services as stated in class 35, consultancy as per client's requirements on advertisements, advertising communications strategy, display of advertisements (digital, printed and caricature) at meetings and conferences, Road shows; designing, planning and executions, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes
CN REMEDIES

3684148    22/11/2017
MR. YOGESH TIWARI PROP. OF CN REMEDIES
RASTIPUR, POST-UMAPUR, MAUNATH BHANJAN, MAU, UTTAR PRADESH-275101
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3684214 22/11/2017
REYAS ABDUL MAJEED
SHAHIDA MANZIL, KOWMUDI NAGAR, PALLITHOTTAM, KOLLAM, KERALA-691006
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, EXPORTING AND IMPORTING OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
3684223    22/11/2017
M/S. ATHARVA EVENTS
504, Om Namashivaya CHS Ltd, Tejpal Scheme Road No.1, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai – 400 057.
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai–400055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Organization of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purpose.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018

WISE LIFE CARE PVT. LTD.
A-3903, IMPERIAL HEIGHTS, NEAR BEST COLONY, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400104

SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINES INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
JLPL WORKING TOWARDS A GOLDEN TOMORROW

3684744  22/11/2017
JANTA LAND PROMOTERS PVT. LTD.
SCO - 39-42, SECTOR-82, MOHALI (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2010

DELHI
Provision of services relating to Management of Retail Outlets, Departmental Stores, Shopping Complexes, Show Rooms and Self Service Stores.
Story@Home

3684926  22/11/2017
ELITE DECOR PVT. LTD.
31, Dev Industrial Estate, Opp. BIDC Gorwa, Gorwa, Vadodara
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhaulagiri Aprtment, B/h Dr. Swadaya”s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :29/08/2012

To be associated with:
2277443

AHMEDABAD
Advertising, Business management, business administration, office function, Retailer ship, Distribution and stores of all kind of Home, Textile, Furnishing Articles and home accessories.
3684942  22/11/2017
SHRI. K. VIJAYA PRABHU.
No:6, A-Block, Narayanasamy Layout, NSN Palayam, Coimbatore – 641 031, Tamilnadu, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising, Marketing of Cable Ties, Cable Glands, Electrical Ducts, Electrical Conductors, Cable Connectors, Electric Cable Ends, Electric Wires and Cables.
3684980    22/11/2017
SEEMA PHILIPE HAYDON TRADING AS VARASTRAA
5- B Binny Crescent Apartments, Binny Crescent, 16 Benson Cross, Off. Nandidurga Road, Bangalore 560046, Karnataka
An Indian citizen.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail services; retail services for fabrics; retail services for clothing; retail services for footwear; retail services for headgear; retail services for textile articles; retail services for household linen; retail services for cloth articles; retail services for carpets; retail services for rugs.
3685079   22/11/2017
RAM BHOOSHAN PANDEY
WARD NO. 11, GRAM POST-BAIRIHA, SATNA, MADHYA PRADESH - 485111
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHAV PANCHAL
33, ASHISH NAGAR, BANGALI SQUARE, INDORE-452016,M.P.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions; Advertising through all public communication means; Advertising via electronic media; Digital advertising services; On-line advertising; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Outdoor advertising.
3685379  23/11/2017
SH. SULABH GUPTA S/O SH. M.M. GUPTA TRADING AS SULABH ENTERPRISES
Plot No. 16, Wariana Industrial Complex, Kapurthala Road, Jalandhar-144013 (Punjab) & also at R/o # 99, Adarsh Nagar, Jalandhar-144008 (Punjab)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, shops, showrooms, online selling, franchises, ordering services, consultancy services, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Sanitary wear, bath fittings, bath accessories, luxurious bathroom fittings, installation for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply, sanitary purpose, sanitary products, lamps, sanitary apparatus, water filtering apparatus, water purifying apparatus, machines mineral water plant, solar water heater, gas fire water heater, their parts, fittings & accessories, floor tiles included in class 35
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018  Class 35

IRSHAD KALLARACKAL
KALLARACKAL HOUSE, KUTHUPARAMBA, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE RETAIL SHOP, TEXTILE, READYMADE GARMENT SHOP
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018          Class 35

3685470        23/11/2017
KALYAN JEWELLERS LIMITED
TC – 32/204/2, Sitaram Mill Road, Punkunnam, Thrissur – 680 002
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3177630

CHENNAI
Retail stores; Retail and Wholesale distribution, import, export of jewellery, precious stones, Platinum, Diamond
Jewellery, pearl Jewellery, Gold Jewellery, Silver, Rough Precious Stones, Jewellery of precious stones, Gemstones;
Goods made of precious metals, stones & alloys, Advertising services relating to jewellery
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3685473  23/11/2017
KALYAN JEWELLERS INDIA LIMITED
TC – 32/204/2, Sitaram Mill Road, Punkunnam, Thrissur – 680 002
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3177630, 3685470

CHENNAI
Retail stores; Retail and Wholesale distribution, import, export of jewellery, precious stones, Platinum, Diamond Jewellery, pearl Jewellery, Gold Jewellery, Silver, Rough Precious Stones, Jewellery of precious stones, Gemstones; Goods made of precious metals, stones & alloys, Advertising services relating to jewellery
3685553    23/11/2017
ADITYA GUPTA
trading as ; LOGICHEM BIOTECH

FACTORY CUM OFFICE ADDRESS 24, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBALA CANTT-133001 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND
NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, MANUFACTURING OF
DIAGNOSTIC, EQUIPMENT, PHARMACEUTICALS & NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS SURGICAL EQUIPMENT, MEDICINAL,
AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-35
3685635  23/11/2017
HONG KONG TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
38th Floor, Office Tower, Convention Plaza, 1 Harbour Road, Wanchai, HONG KONG
a statutory body organized and existing under the laws of Hong Kong SAR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, promotional and marketing services; dissemination of advertising matter; provision of business and trade information; assisting in business inquiries; business management assistance; business research; provision of business matching service for helping third parties to find partners for export, sourcing, investments, legal services and intellectual property related professional services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions and trade fairs, all relating to business, trade and commerce; arranging and conducting of trade shows, demonstration and display of goods for promotional purposes; business management; business administration; office administration services and office functions; marketing and promotional services, display services for merchandise; agency services for arranging business introduction, agency services for organising business visits to international markets; business appraisal; business consultancy; business investigations; business organization consultancy; commercial information agencies; compilation of information into computer databases; commercial or industrial management assistance; computerised file management; outdoor advertising; public relations services; publication of publicity texts; publicity; publicity agencies; sales promotion for others; statistical information; systemisation of information into computer databases; television advertising; television commercials, demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; economic forecasting; organization of exhibition for commercial or advertising purposes; marketing studies and research; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; provision of information relating to business and trade through a global computer information network; customized business matching services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions, all relating to business, trade and commerce
3685679   23/11/2017
TWG WARRANTY SERVICES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
#1605, 16th Floor, Maker Tower ‘E’, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai-400005
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions relating to insurance services,
Administrative services relating to warranty claims processing, promotion of insurance services, and the bringing
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of insurance services, enabling consumers to conveniently compare and
purchase those services
B. B. PARMALE & SONS
1393 C, Laxmipuri, Kolhapur - 416 002
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :14/04/1979

MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING & SUPPLY CYCLES, ACCESSORIES & PARTS
3685809   23/11/2017
PALASH MONDAL
BANGLANI, SWARUPNAGAR, NORTH 24 PARGANAS, WEST BENGAL 743286
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
3685895  23/11/2017
HIFZUR RAHMAN
FD/10, ABDUL FAZAL ENCLAVE PART –II, SHAHEEN BAGH, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110025
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India. Mob: 9871127869
Used Since :01/11/2016
DELHI
SALES & PURCHASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, RETAIL, WHOLESALE, EXPORT/IMPORT AND MARKETING SERVICES
CONNECTED WITH THE SALE & PURCHASE OF OLD AND NEW VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER, EARTH MOVING MACHINES.
AMOR
CHURROS

3685950  23/11/2017
SNEHA VAIDYA
Bldg. No. 25A, Flat No. 41, Brindavan Society, Thane (W)-400601, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Business Management Consulting Services, Office Management, Business Administration, Office Functions
3686126  24/11/2017
SATISH ONKAR PATIL
Lakhmapur, Nimbola Road, Gat No. 504, Tal - Satana, Dist - Nasik 423213
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMOL ATMARAM WALKAR
001, Amardeep Apartment, Plot No.185, Sector 9, New Panvel(E)-410206

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3681058, 3681063, 3681064

MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the field of agriculture and fertilizer industry
3686130    24/11/2017
SHENZHEN YUKAN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 201, Building A,No.1 ,Qianwanyi Road, Shengang Cooperation Zone,Qianhai, Shenzhen City, P.R.China
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising / publicity, presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes, commercial information and
advice for consumers [consumer advice shop], commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of
others, import-export agency services, sales promotion for others, procurement services for others [purchasing goods
and services for other businesses], Marketing, provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services, search engine optimization for sales promotion / search engine optimisation for sales promotion
RAJIV KUMAR SHARMA TRADING AS HINDUSTAN INTERNATIONAL
TIWARY MARKET, BANK MORE, DIST.- DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND
STANDARD TRADE MARK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since: 03/07/1998

KOLKATA
SERVICE PROVIDER OF ADVERTISEMENT, MARKETING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
CRICDENTAL

3686796  24/11/2017

DR. UNMESH KHANVILKAR
Jai Ganesh CHS, Opp. Cubic Mall, Dr. CG Road, Chembur (East), Mumbai – 400074, Maharashtra, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Business management; business administration; office functions; import – export, marketing and distribution services; online marketing; retail services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830,  01/01/2018  Class 35

3686804  24/11/2017
DR. UNMESH KHANVILKAR
Jai Ganesh CHS, Opp. Cubic Mall, Dr. CG Road, Chembur (East), Mumbai – 400074, Maharashtra, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Business management; business administration; office functions; import – export, marketing and distribution services; online marketing; retail services.
3687007   24/11/2017
KALAM INSTITUTE OF HEALTH TECHNOLOGY
C/o. AMTZ, Hill no.2, IT Park, Madhurwada, Visakhapatnam-530045,
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Benchmarking (evaluation of business organisation practices)
3687030    24/11/2017
SHAMSUL ISLAM
PURANI BAZAR DWARIKAPURI, KARWARIYA GUEST HOUSE GALI, KARWI CHITRAKOOT, UTTAR PRADESH - 210205
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :17/11/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND SERVICE PROVIDER.
3687115  24/11/2017
ATHER ENERGY PVT LTD
3rd Floor, Tower-D, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghetta Main Road, Bengaluru- 560029, Karnataka, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AFSAR S PATCHA
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP, 2801 HEMAVATHY, NANDI ENCLAVE, BANASHANKARI III STAGE, BANGALORE-560 085

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Recruitment services; employment recruitment; market campaigns; staff recruitment; recruitment advertising; recruitment consultancy, advertising; business management; business administration; office functions included in class 35
ATHER ENERGY PVT LTD
3rd Floor, Tower-D, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghetta Main Road, Bengaluru- 560029, Karnataka, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AFSAR S PATCHA
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP, 2801 HEMAVATHY, NANDI ENCLAVE, BANASHANKARI III STAGE,
BANGALORE-560 085

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3664036

CHENNAI
Recruitment services; employment recruitment; market campaigns; staff recruitment; recruitment advertising; recruitment
consultancy, advertising; business management; business administration; office functions included in class 35
VATTIKUTI ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
Sy No 7P and 93P, Electronic City, Industrial Area, Begur Hobli, Bangalore – 560 100

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062

Used Since :06/09/2017

CHENNAI
Marketing and distribution, business management and business administration services, Providing information in the field of robotic technologies used for medical surgeries
3687211    24/11/2017

YASH FUNDNANI
113,NEAR DIC OFFICE,CO-OPERATIVE COLONY,RING ROAD,RAYAGADA ODISHA
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions all included in class 35
MOGOKIDS

3687302   25/11/2017

ABDUL GAFOOR.P., S/O. UMMER KOYA.
Punnappala House, Koolikkal, Meppadam (P.O), Mampad, PIN-676542, Malappuram District, Kerala, India, trading as M/s. BUNBEES, Door No. 12/364, P.P Complex, Mampad, Malappuram District, Kerala, India.

Proprietor, represented by trademark attorney

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Marketing, providing assistance in the management of franchised business, online marketing, online advertising, Import export agency services, retail services provided by supermarkets, retail services provided by hypermarkets, office administration, business management of wholesale and retail outlets of kids wear, accessories for kids, cradle, mattress, gift, electronics, textiles, ready made, footwear, shoes, leather goods, cycles, bicycles, tricycles, parts and fittings, feeding bottle, napkins, diaper, stationery, cosmetics, curtain, carpet, mat, swimming accessories, sports goods, food items, nutritious foods.
3687430  25/11/2017
JANTA LAND PROMOTERS PVT. LTD.
SCO - 39-42, SECTOR-82, MOHALI (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
Provision of services relating to Management of Retail Outlets, Departmental Stores, Shopping Complexes, Show Rooms and Self Service Stores.
ELEMAGE

3687596  25/11/2017

SUPRIYA MODY

UNICHEM LABORATORIES LTD, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 2nd Floor, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026

Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES

301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, business management and organization consultancy, marketing research, publication of publicity texts, business research, distribution of samples, retailing & distribution of medicines; food, health supplements, television commercials, television advertisements.
3687610  25/11/2017
SUPRIYA MODY
UNICHEM LABORATORIES LTD, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 2nd Floor, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, business management and organization consultancy, marketing research, publication of publicity texts, business research, distribution of samples, retailing & distribution of medicines; food, health supplements, television commercials, television advertisements.
3687617  25/11/2017
SUPRIYA MODY
UNICHEM LABORATORIES LTD, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 2nd Floor, 22, Bhabha Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, business management and organization consultancy, marketing research, publication of publicity texts, business research, distribution of samples, retailing & distribution of medicines; food, health supplements, television commercials, television advertisements.
ANJU JAGGI
G-11/87 SEC-15, ROHINI - 110089

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions
3687680  25/11/2017
AVTAR SINGH
VPO BALOKI, TEHSIL NAKODAR, JALANDHAR -144041
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Provision Of Commercial And Business Contact Information (Consultancy)
3687688    25/11/2017
MOHAMMED IQBAL
12-11-856,WARISGUDA,BOUDHANAGAR,SECUNDERABAD,HYDERABAD - 500061
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
providing business information via a web site, provision of an on-line market place for buyers and sellers of goods and services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018  Class 35

FINKO

3687704  25/11/2017
MR. DILMEET SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S D.K. ELECTRICALS
# 3621, St. No. 5, Gill Market, New Janta Nagar, Ludhiana. (Punjab)
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since: 22/11/2017

DELHI
Distribution of goods for advertising purpose, Advertising, Marketing, Wholesale & Retail Services for Pumps for Machines, Electrical Pumps, Electric Motors (other than for land vehicles), Machine & Machine Tools
RANGDESH

3687709  25/11/2017
N. RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1553, VANIVILASA ROAD,
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S LAKSHMI
C/o. V. Veeraraghavan, Advocate, 10, II Main Road, C.I.T. Colony, Mylapore, Chennai -600 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALERS,
EXPORTERS, RETAILERS AND OTHER SERVICES
3687714 25/11/2017
CHRISLEEN CLEANROOM PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
4TH FLOOR FLAT NO. 404, KAVERI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX ,JAGANNATH MANDIR RD. SAKI NAKA JUNCTION ANDHERI(E),MUMBAI 400064
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3687718  25/11/2017
SWAPNA AMOL NAIK
A-1504, SAGAR GARDEN, L.B.S. ROAD, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI -400080
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY SERVICES, Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3687842  25/11/2017
MANJU VERMA
C 58, Sector -53, Noida- 201301 , Uttar Pradesh
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :19/10/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
NILESH DAREKAR
Flat No. 93/004, Happy Home Estate Poonam Sagar Complex, Mira Road (East), Thane – 401107, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
3687857  25/11/2017
JIM GEORGE E
ENNAMPRAYIL HOUSE, ULIKKAL POST, KANNUR DIST – 670705, KERALA, INDIA
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARmenian STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS, CHENNAI - 600001.
Used Since :03/04/2017

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLE SALE, RETAIL SALE, ONLINE SELLING, MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT FOR ORGANIC FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, FOOD AND BEVERAGES
DRIVEN BY EXCELLENCE

3687968  27/11/2017
MAKS AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop no. 2 and 3, Alka Allegiant, 614 A and C, Nana Peth, Pune, Maharashtra- 411002
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR AUTOMOBILES; ON-LINE MARKETING; ON-LINE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING VEHICLES; AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS; AUCTIONEERING SERVICES; PROVIDING USED CAR SALES LEADS FOR OTHERS; VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND TITLE TRANSFER SERVICES; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILE AND AUTOMOBILE PARTS; PUBLICITY, PROMOTIONAL AND MARKETING SERVICES RELATING TO VEHICLES; ADVERTISING SERVICES RELATING TO THE SALE OF GOODS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF VEHICLES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET.
3688274  27/11/2017
ANMOL E-EDGE PRIVATE LIMITED
Gala No. A-7, Plot no. 283, Ground Floor, KK Industrial Estate, Ulhasnagar - 421005 ( Thane )
INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUCKY MANOHARLAL CHUGH
106, LK Complex, Near Prabharam Mandir, Sec-35, Ulhasnagar - 421005, Dist. Thane

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertisement, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions.
3688335   27/11/2017
M/S EMPERY PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 201, SRI SAI RAM RESIDENCY, SAI RAM NAGAR COLONY, BEERAMGUDA, HYDERABAD - 502032,
RANGAREDDI, TELANGANA.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FRUITS, VEGETABLES AND GROCERIES.
3688350    27/11/2017

DEVANG DIPAKBHAI PAREKH (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS FOODSOME
PLOT NO. 21, SHANKARNAGAR SOCIETY, PALANPUR PATIYA, RANDER ROAD, RANDER, SURAT-395005, GUJARAT.
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :21/02/2014

AHMEDABAD

ONLINE ADVERTISING SERVICES, PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION RELATING TO FOOD OR DRINK PRODUCTS, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY DISTRIBUTING COUPONS, MARKETING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY DISTRIBUTING COUPONS.
3688516  27/11/2017
RAJNIISH KUMAR SHARMA
#169, SECTOR- 30 A, CHANDIGARH - 160030
INDIVIDUAL AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising services relating to pharmaceutical products, Retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies, Billing services in the field of healthcare, Business administration services in the field of healthcare.
3688530   27/11/2017
INSPIRE FOCUS MEDIA PUBLICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
120 AMBADI 4TH MAIN RAILWAY MEN SELF HELP GROUP LAYOUT, THANISANDRA, PO – DR. SHIVARAMA KARANTH NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560077
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ONLINE MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3688588  27/11/2017
SANGEETA BASU
5 / 605, SAPPHIRE HEIGHTS, LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASTRA, 400101
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3688763  27/11/2017
COALSHAstra PRIVATE LIMITED
AE- 89, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI – 110088
Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :18/10/2012

DELHI
Provision of an online platform for buyers and sellers of solid energy fuels; Compilation and provision of business information relating to solid energy fuels
SAHIL ANSAL TRADING AS STYLE ALONG
5575/3A, RAGHUBIR PARK, LANE NO-4, HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/09/2014

DELHI
3688799  27/11/2017
GAUTAM CHOPRA TRADING AS GAUTAM FABRICS
B-XXXII-E-14/958, BAZIGAR DERA, BAHADUR KE ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/07/2013
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
ANIL JHAMB
A-402, SUNNY VALLEY CGHS LTD., PLOT-27, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI- 110078.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Online Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
3689381    28/11/2017
M.P. SATISH, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. S.V. ENTERPRISES
NO. 583, 5TH BLOCK, MUGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI – 600 037, TAMILNADU, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :08/11/2017

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, IMPORT, EXPORT, ONLINE SALES AND SHOWROOM SALES OF BODY SOAPS, COSMETIC
SOAPS, HAIR DYES, ANTI-AGEING CREAMS, BATH CREAMS, BODY CREAMS, COSMETIC CREAMS, FOUNDATION
CREAMS, FACIAL CREAMS, LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, MOISTURISING LOTIONS, MOISTURISING SKIN
LOTIONS, HAIR OILS AND BODY OILS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN
CARE BEAUTY PRODUCTS, DETERGENT SOAP AND POWDER, LIQUID DISHWASHER DETERGENTS AND LIQUID
SOAPS, DETERGENT BAR, HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND HAND CLEANSERS, PERFUME AND PERFUMED
SOAP
3689385    28/11/2017
RITHESH DHANASHEKAR
NO: 78/A, CARPET STREET, PONNAMMAPET, SALEM – 636 001, TAMILNADU, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :09/11/2017

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
ADVERTISEMENTS, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO COMMERCIALS, TALENT AGENCY SERVICES IN THE
NATURE OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, ORGANISATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR
PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, PROMOTING A SERIES OF FILMS FOR OTHERS, ADVERTISING IN THE POPULAR AND
PROFESSIONAL PRESS AND MODELING AGENCY SERVICES, ADVERTISING FILM PRODUCTION AND AGENCY
SERVICES, OUTDOOR, TELEVISION AND RADIO ADVERTISING, ORGANISATION OF ADVERTISING EVENTS

Casting calls wherever you are
3689430    28/11/2017
SHALABH DEWAN
SSR Corporate Park,#306, 3rd Floor, Mathura Rd, Sector 43, Faridabad-121003, Haryana
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :11/09/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING; MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 , 01/01/2018 Class 35

3689483 28/11/2017
SUDHIR ARORA
trading as ;KRASA-A CLOTHING PALETTE
SHOP NO.1, INFINITY BUILDING, OPPOSITE GEETA MANDIR, MODEL TOWN, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOMBAY TRADE MARK CO.
NEW RAILWAY ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE.
Used Since :07/03/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PURCHASE, SALE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO STITCHED AND UNSTITCHED LADIES SUITS, LEHANGAS AND
READYMADE GARMENTS.
KIDZMAGIC
3689563    28/11/2017
INDER PAL TRADING AS SOM NATH INDER PAL
126, MANDI FENTON GANJ, JALANDHAR (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/04/2014
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Sugar & Gram Flour (Besan), Maida, Dalia, Suji, Flour & Preparations made from Cereals; Bread, Biscuits, Cakes, Pastry & Bakery Products; Confectionery, Salt, Vinegar, Sauces & Spices, Sweet Pickle, Nankeen, Chips, Chocolate-covered Peanuts; Noodles, Ramen Noodles, Chinese Noodles, Vietnamese Noodles, Somen Noodles, Buckwheat Noodles, Vermicelli, Dried Noodles, Rice Noodles, Gluten Free Noodles; Pasta, Dried Pasta, Filled Pasta, Pasta Sauce, Prepared Pasta, Fresh Pasta, Prepared Pasta Dishes.
3689683  28/11/2017
STACKING BLOCKS PRIVATE LIMITED
#58/6,2ND 7TH MAIN, 4TH PHASE, SYNDICATE BANK COLONY, BSK 3RD STAGE BENGALURU – 560 085
Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESSWINDO SERVICES PVT. LTD
No.1297, 2nd & 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Administrative processing of purchase orders; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; marketing; retail purposes.
GST WALAS Accounting Services

3689765  28/11/2017

DIYA IT SOLUTIONS
SHOP NO.1, GROUND FLOOR, BHAITIA CHOWK,
my trademark class is 37 & 45
Naresh valecha (Proprietor)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
book-keeping / accounting
NATURECURE
3689940  29/11/2017
NATUREKARE MULTI TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
Naturekare multi trade pvt ltd, 201, second floor, Rajpath point, nr. astha residency, 150 ft ring road, Rajkot-360004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, RETAILERSHIP, OUTLETS AND STORES FOR SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, SANITARY FIXTURES, FURNITURE, CERAMIC TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
STARTUP GEETA
3690023  29/11/2017
SANJAY NAGI
Sai Grace, A-72, Sector-34, Noida, U.P -201301
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
S. KUMAR & CO.
G.F., D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
3690054  29/11/2017
SHENZHEN JAKI ROBOT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
2902-2903,ChangFu JinMao Bldg.,ShiHua Rd.,Fubao St.,Futian Free Trade Zone,Shenzhen,China
Large Entity
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising / publicity; advertising / publicity; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; personnel management consultancy; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; business management consultancy
3690084  29/11/2017
M/S. NM INTERNATIONAL LLP
3-3-50/1, 2 FLOOR, AMRUTHA ARCADE, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD- 500027, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES RELATING TO ALUMINIUM; IMPORT AND EXPORT OF ALUMINIUM.
3690411  29/11/2017

SURESH KUMAR B
#24, 2nd Floor, Police Road Ranasinghpeta, Near Cottonpet Police Station, Bangalore – 560053, Karnataka

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING
3690490  29/11/2017
M/S GULF PETROCHEM FZC
P.O. BOX 41506, HAMRIYAH FREE ZONE, PHASE-1, SHARJAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising, business consulting, business managements, business administration in respect of Fuels (including Motor Spirit), Industrial Oils and Greases, Illuminates, lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; candles, wicks, Construction materials (building, non-metallic), Building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; nonmetallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal, Transport, Packaging; Storage and Warehousing of goods
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3690504 29/11/2017
JANTA LAND PROMOTERS PVT. LTD.
SCO - 39-42, SECTOR-82, MOHALI (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2010

To be associated with:
1562785
DELHI
Provision of services relating to Management of Retail Outlets, Departmental Stores, Shopping Complexes, Show Rooms and Self Service Stores.
MMTC-PAMP INDIA PVT. LTD.
C-27, THIRD FLOOR, QUTAB INSTITUTIONAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110016

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAKS & PARTNERS
A - 485 B, PALAM VIHAR, GURGAON, HARYANA

Used Since: 12/07/2017

DELHI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, TRADING, PROCURING, SALES, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, IMPORTING & EXPORTING, MARKET RESEARCH, PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION, SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT OF PRECIOUS METALS INCLUDING GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, PRECIOUS STONES INCLUDING DIAMOND, GEMS, PEARLS, JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS, WATCHES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
3690654  29/11/2017
MULLA ABDULHAI NOORJAMAL
C.S.NO.709, SATTAR CHAMBERS, GANAPATI PETH, SANGLI - 416 416 (M.S.)
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GB LEGAL ASSOCIATES
B 203 Sai Sagar Complex, Palm Beach Road, Plot No. 5, Sec 13, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO MEHANDI PRODUCTS
3690721  30/11/2017
RUPALI TEJAS MOJAR
202 HITESH APPARTMENT, PLOT NO. B-331, SECTOR- 20, CBD BELAPUR 400614
RUPALI TEJAS MOJAR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIKHIL UMAKANT NARVEKAR
M3C/606, Shivsneh CHS, Mhada Colony, Pratiksha Nagar, Sion, Mumbai-400022.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SHOP SERVICES IN RELATION TO READYMADE GARMENT
3690800  30/11/2017
SOTEX NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
D 107-108 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASEI DELHI 110020
Private Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANA HARPALSINGH
F-26/3, 1ST FLOOR, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110020
Used Since: 20/04/2017
DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, PROVIDING ONLINE MARKET PLACE OR PLATFORM TO MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS TO SELL THEIR GOODS OR PRODUCTS TO PROSPECTIVE BUYERS AND TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF ONLINE TRADING AND MARKETING
3690835  30/11/2017
KRISHNADUTT SURESHCHANDRA DUBEY (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KRISHNA PAN & TEA COLD DRINK & ICE CREAM
21, RAJDEEP SOC, B/H AARADHANA SOCIETY, DINDOLI KARADV ROAD, KARADVA, LIMBAYAT, SURAT -394210, GUJARAT.
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :07/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
RETAIL OF PAN, COLD DRINK, TOBACCO PRODUCTS, FOOD PRODUCTS AND TEA.
3690844  30/11/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
FC-19-20, FILMCITY, SECTOR-16A, NOIDA-201301 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :31/10/2017
DELHI
ADVERTISING AGENCIES; ADVERTISING BY MAIL ORDER; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER;
RENTAL/SELLING OF ADVERTISING SPACE/TIME; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION & ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS;
DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; ECONOMIC FORECASTING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS / FASHION SHOWS /
MODELLING FOR COMMERCIAL/ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES; MARKETING; MARKETING
STUDIES/RESEARCH; NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES; OPINION POLLING; OUTDOOR ADVERTISING; PRODUCTION OF
ADVERTISING FILMS; PUBLICITY; PUBLICITY AGENCIES; ONLINE/RADIO/TELEVISION ADVERTISING/COMMERCIALS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
GANPATAYE

3690938   30/11/2017

AMIT PAHWA
19, ARADHANA ENCLAVE, SEC-13, R. K. PURAM, N.D.M.C., DELHI -110066
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

RETAIL OUTLETS, WHOLESALING, DISTRIBUTORSHIP, DEALERSHIP, EXPORT & IMPORT, SALES, MARKETING,
ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES, PROMOTIONS STORE BRANDING, DISPLAY & EXHIBITION, SERVICES RELATING TO
AUTOMOBILE, CARS, BUYERS AND SELLERS OF VEHICLES, COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, PROVIDING INFORMATION
RELATED TO VEHICLES ON WEBSITE.
OMKARA

3690939  30/11/2017
ANSHU PAHWA
19, ARADHANA ENCLAVE, SEC-13, R. K. PURAM, N.D.M.C., DELHI -110066
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RETAIL OUTLETS, WHOLESALING, DISTRIBUTORSHIP, DEALERSHIP, EXPORT & IMPORT, SALES, MARKETING, ONLINE TRADING SERVICES, PROMOTIONS STORE BRANDING, DISPLAY & EXHIBITION, SERVICES RELATING TO AUTOMOBILE, CARS, BUYERS AND SELLERS OF VEHICLES, COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATED TO VEHICLES ON WEBSITE.
3691049   30/11/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
FC-19-20, FILMCITY, SECTOR-16A, NOIDA-201301 U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :31/10/2017
To be associated with:
3651236, 3691045
DELHI
ADVERTISING AGENCIES; ADVERTISING BY MAIL ORDER; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER;
RENTAL/SELLING OF ADVERTISING SPACE/TIME; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION & ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS;
DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; ECONOMIC FORECASTING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS / FASHION SHOWS /
MODELLING FOR COMMERCIAL/ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES; MARKETING; MARKETING
STUDIES/RESEARCH; NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES; OPINION POLLING; OUTDOOR ADVERTISING; PRODUCTION OF
ADVERTISING FILMS; PUBLICITY; PUBLICITY AGENCIES; ONLINE/RADIO/TELEVISION ADVERTISING/COMMERCIALS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3691085   30/11/2017
MOHIT MALVIYA TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as ;MOHIT MALVIYA TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
NO.07, 1ST A CROSS, RAMASWAMY LANE , ANNIPURA SUDHAMA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 027. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR,NARASINGAPURAM,1ST STREET,MADUVANKARAI,GUINDY,CHENNAI-600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF ADVETISIMENTS, MARKETING, ONLINE MARKETING, DIGITAL MARKETING, BUSINESS RESEARCH,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ACTIVITY, EXPORT AND IMPORT ACTIVITY, FRANCHISES ACTIVITY, RETAIL OUTLET FOR
FOUR WHEELER, TWO WHEELER AND THEIR ACCESSORIES.
DzireCoastalTrail

3691109  30/11/2017
MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED (MSIL)
Plot No. 1, Nelson Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
CoastalTrail

3691110  30/11/2017
MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED (MSIL)
Plot No. 1, Nelson Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
FRAZZER

3691203  30/11/2017
SUNITA SOBITI PROPRIETOR OF FRAZZER
WZ-37A, PLOT NO. D-28, RATAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110015
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELI

PROVIDING ONLINE SELLING OF VARIOUS KINDS OF GOODS INCLUDING FURNITURE, SMALL APPLIANCES, LED LIGHTS, APPAREALS, HEATING PADS
3691228  30/11/2017
BLACK SALT ACCESSORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 15, NAL Layout, East End Road, Jayanagar 4 ‘T’ Block, Bangalore-560041, Karnataka, India.
 tm-01

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/07/2016

To be associated with:
3324055

CHENNAI
Online Selling, Offline Selling, Retail Outlet, Distribution, Wholesale, Franchisee, Import and Export Of Leather Bags and Leather Goods.
GAUVIKA INTERNATIONAL

3691275  30/11/2017
KAVITA RAWAT, Proprietress of M/s. GAUVIKA INTERNATIONAL.
41 3rd floor, Kilokari Village, Maharani Bagh, New Delhi – 110014
(A sole proprietorship concern)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
P2 LEX PERITUS, Advocates & Solicitors, E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions, Trading, Manufacturing, Supplying, Distribution, Wholesale, Retailing, Marketing, Franchisee, Import-Export, and Online E-Commerce Business Services related to Consumable Products.
GAUVIKA

3691276   30/11/2017

KAVITA RAWAT
41 3rd floor, Kilokari Village, Maharani Bagh, New Delhi – 110014
(An Indian Inhabitant)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
P2 LEX PERITUS, Advocates & Solicitors, E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions, Trading, Manufacturing, Supplying, Distribution, Wholesale, Retailing, Marketing, Franchisee, Import-Export, and Online E-Commerce Business Services related to Consumable Products.
BRITZO
3691317  30/11/2017
SARABJIT SINGH
H.NO.324, DHOGRI ROAD, RAOWALI, NURPUR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT KHERA ADVOCATE
PLOT NO. 30, CANTT ROAD, NEAR DAYANAND CHOWK, GARHA, JALANDHAR CITY - 144022 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing Services of Wholesale Trade and Commission Trade of all Retail Consumer Products, Except of motor vehicles and motorcycles.
NOBLE VALUE

3691388  30/11/2017

MR. MIHIR KAPADIA
371-A, SUndervan, S. V. Road, Vile Parle (West), Mumbai-400 056
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2133277

MUMBAI

WHOLESELLING, RETAILING, MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, COSMETICS
Red Chakra

3691565  30/11/2017
AKMK RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
1A-302, SOUL SPACE ARISTA DODDANEKUNDI, OUTER RING ROAD, BENGALURU-560048
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASANNA BHAGWAN, D
Lexnovate Legal No. 164, 3rd Floor, 1st Cross, 1st Main, AECS Layout, RMV II Stage, Sanjaynagar Bangalore-560094

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Wholesale services for Clothing; retail services for clothing; online retail store services featuring clothing; mail order retail services for clothing accessories; retail services for fabrics.
JOHN LEVER

3691569    30/11/2017
ASHOKA TOOLS CORPORATION
WQ-1, BASTI SHEIKH, JALANDHAR-144002 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2014

DELHI
3691577   30/11/2017
RANJIT SINGH TRADING AS RANJIT THIND FARM
V.P.O. LOHAR PARTAP PURA, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/06/2014

To be associated with:
3387909
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing & Online Marketing relating to Agricultural Seeds, Vegetable Seeds, Fresh Fruits & Vegetables.
3691670  30/11/2017
LAVINA ASHISH AGARWAL
C/o. LA Globex India, A-105, RIICO Colony, Aburoad 307026 Dist. Sirohi, Rajasthan
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :18/11/2017

AHMEDABAD
E-Commerce, Wholesale and Retail Outlet of Perfumes, Spray, Cosmetics, Readymade Garments,, pepper sprays and accessories, Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

3691824 01/12/2017
IUVENIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No.8, 1st Floor, Nagori Tower, New Chandpole Road, Near Dharmpura, Jodhpur (Rajasthan).
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since: 22/08/2016

AHMEDABAD
E-COMMERCE, MARKETING, SALES AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE DISTRIBUTORS / STOCKISTS / WHOLESALERS / RETAILERS OF THE DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, AYURVEDIC MEDICINE AND PREPARATIONS, NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3691966 01/12/2017
ARIES CORPORATE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
P-1885, Sector-4 Gurgaon - 122001
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :02/09/2003
DELHI
Human resources management services, Recruitment services , Outsourcing services.
Paperless Onboarding Platform (POP)
3692179  01/12/2017
HEPTAGON TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED trading as HEPTAGON TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.5, INDRA NAGAR, NEHRU NAGAR WEST, KALAPATTI ROAD, COIMBATORE TAMIL NADU 641 035, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. RENGAJAN
NO.1/1, RAMAN STREET, CHITLAPAKKAM, CHENNAI-600064
Used Since: 02/05/2007
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3692417    01/12/2017
AVIGHNAM EXPORTS
45/2375, PANAKATTAM PILLIL ROAD, ANJUMURY, VYTTILA, KOCHI - 682019
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Import-Export Agency Services
CARBON CROW

3692571  01/12/2017

M/S CARBON CROW TECHNOLOGIES
Flat 3001, G 24, Haji Colony, Jamia Nagar, Okhla, New Delhi 110025
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business management, Business administration, Office functions
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018   Class 35

3692591  01/12/2017
MRS. V. KUMUDHA TRADING AS M/S SRI CV PLASTICS
No. 12/A, KANDAMPALAYAM, PERUNDURAI – 638052, ERODE DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043
Used Since : 11/08/1992
CHENNAI
Retail, Wholesale, Online Services Connected with the Sale of Furniture
CROMWELL

3692652 01/12/2017
CROMWELL GROUP (HOLDINGS) LIMITED
65 Chartwell Drive, Wigston, Leicester, Leicestershire LE18 2FS, United Kingdom
An United Kingdom limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049
Used Since :30/11/1996

DELHI
Advertising; telephone, on-line and mail order catalogue services in the fields of cutting tools, abrasives, power tools, fluid power tools, precision and laboratory equipment, workshop equipment, hand tools, fasteners, bearings and transmissions, lubricants and chemical products, janitorial and hygiene products, office supplies and packaging, welding products, site maintenance products, personal protective equipment, adhesives, cleaning materials and chemicals, lifting equipment, lighting products, paints, painting and decorating equipment, safety and protective clothing, sealants, storage and handling equipment; retail and wholesale services in the fields of cutting tools, abrasives, power tools, fluid power tools, precision and laboratory equipment, workshop equipment, hand tools, fasteners, bearings and transmissions, lubricants and chemical products, janitorial and hygiene products, office supplies and packaging, welding products, site maintenance products, personal protective equipment, adhesives, cleaning materials and chemicals, lifting equipment, lighting products, paints, painting and decorating equipment, safety and protective clothing, sealants, storage and handling equipment; computerized on-line ordering services in the fields of cutting tools, abrasives, power tools, fluid power tools, precision and laboratory equipment, workshop equipment, hand tools, fasteners, bearings and transmissions, lubricants and chemical products, janitorial and hygiene products, office supplies and packaging, welding products, site maintenance products, personal protective equipment, adhesives, cleaning materials and chemicals, lifting equipment, lighting products, paints, painting and decorating equipment, safety and protective clothing, sealants, storage and handling equipment; providing relevant information and consulting services in connection with all of the foregoing.
3692845  01/12/2017
ARVINDER KAUR
CB-386/14, Ring Road, Naraina, New Delhi-110028
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Distribution, Marketing, Wholesale & Retail Service relating to electronic and electrical products, Air Purifiers, lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary products
SOXBOX
3692852  01/12/2017
DARSHNA N PARIKH, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS THE COTTON TREE
NEW NO.9 (OLD NO.4A), HARLEYS ROAD, KILPAUK, CHENNAI - 600 010, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS,
READYMADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, SHIRTS, TEE-SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, DRESSES,
READY-MADE CLOTHING, SARIS, SARONGS, PYJAMAS, SKIRTS, HOSIERY, UNDERCLOTHING, UNDERPANTS,
UNDERWEAR, VESTS, BRASSIERES, PETTICOATS, SUITS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, OVERCOATS, KNITWEAR, NECKTIES,
BELTS, CAPS, GLOVES, SCARFS, SHAWLS, SOCKS AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES
PYREPIC

3692853  01/12/2017
VALRUS-INC.COM
122/2, EMERALD FLATS, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR WEST, CHENNAI – 600 040, TAMIL NADU
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING AGENCIES; PUBLICITY AGENCIES; ADVERTISING; PUBLICITY; LAYOUT SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; MARKETING RESEARCH; MARKETING; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS OR TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING FILMS; PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; PUBLICITY COLUMNS PREPARATION; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA; WRITING OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; MODELLING FOR ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF PRINTED PUBLICATIONS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT ADVICE RELATING TO SOFTWARE
EBIX CASH
3692864 01/12/2017
EBIX INC
1, EBIX WAY, JOHNS CREEK, GEORGIA-30097, USA
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KC & CO.
A-37, WELCOME APARTMENT, SEC-9, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3692822
DELHI
ADVERTISING,BUSINESS MANAGEMENT,BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3693075 02/12/2017
S. LAKSHMIPATHI PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SRI BALAJI ENTERPRISES
NO.14/36, SHOP STREET, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI – 600 053, THIRUVALLUR DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT, IMPORT, ONLINE AND SHOWROOM SALES OF HERBAL INSECT REPELLENTS, INSECT REPELLENT, FITTED STROLLER MOSQUITO, MOSQUITO REPELLENT SPRAY, INSECT REPELLENTS SPRAY, PLUG-IN DIFFUSERS FOR MOSQUITO REPELLENTS AND MOSQUITO NETS; BATH SOAPS AND DETERGENT SOAPS
3693112  02/12/2017
JJR SPIN TEXTILES LLP
MUKHTAR TOWERS, 59, ELLIOT ROAD, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700016, WEST BENGAL.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARGI SEN
D.SEN&CO. 6,OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Retailing, Distributing, Exporting of Bed Cover, Pillow Cover, Cushion Cover, Home Decorative Products, Advertising, Business Management, Online Market Place and Store Services Featuring Home Décor, Art and General Consumer Merchandise, Sales, Marketing, Services Via Online and Offline Trading Channels.
3693392   02/12/2017
DARPAN SHARMA
SECTOR- 5 PLOT NO 33,SECOND-FLOOR VAISHALI,GHAZIABAD- UP - NCR,- 201010
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising agency services / publicity agency services, business management and organization consultancy, business management consultancy, providing business information via a web site
3693465  03/12/2017
PURAN CHAND RAO
17,Dhuleshwar Garden ,C-scheme ,Jaipur
proprietor firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
C-12 , Lal Kothi Shopping Centre , Between Laxmi mandir cinema And Hotel Jaipur Palace , Tonk Phatak jaipur ( Rajasthan ) -302015
Used Since :03/11/2017
AHMEDABAD
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3693484  03/12/2017
SANDEEP SINGH TRADING AS TOAR
63,KABIR PARK MARKET,OPP.G.N.D.U.,AMRITSAR (PUNJAB),
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
MARKETING, SUPPLYING & TRADING OF READYMADE GARMENTS & HOSIERY OF ALL KINDS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

SAI INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCES PVT. LTD.
5019, 5th Floor, Bhandup Industrial Estate, Pannalal Compound, LBS Marg, Bhandup West Mumbai - 400 078.
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since: 10/10/2017

MUMBAI
Trading LED and HID light fixtures, LED light bulbs, Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations, Light bulbs, LED light bulbs, Lanterns for lighting, Ceiling lights
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bringing together for the benefit of others selling various kinds of goods through retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media like Gifts, Clothing.
LENSFIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED

Proposed to be Used

ONLINE RETAIL BUSINESS FOR SALE OF SPECTACLES; LENSES; OPTICAL GLASSES; SUNGLASSES; ADVERTISEMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018    Class 35

3694407    04/12/2017
SUDIP LAHIRI
E-43/1, 91 SPRING BOARD, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, New Delhi- 110020
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MRS. MEENA BANSAL
96, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25
Used Since: 18/10/2017

DELHI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office functions, Distribution, Marketing, Import, Export, Wholesale, Trading, Online and Offline Retail Services, On-Line Marketing and Promotional Services, E-Commerce Services, Providing Website or Medium for Connecting Sellers and Buyers, Commercial Trading and Consumer Information Services, Ordering Services, Internet and Other Computerized Online Ordering and Other Services Included in Class 35.
3694523  04/12/2017
OCS SERVICES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
407-411, OBEROI CHAMBERS II, 645/646, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400053
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :18/10/1996

MUMBAI
Business Management & Business Administration for Oil & Gas Manning, Marine Manning, Operating & Managing,
Onshore and Offshore Assets of Oil & Gas and Marine Business, Supply Chain management, Facility management ,Ship &
Technical management, Global Support Services for business
3694673  05/12/2017
TOPLIFE BIO ORGANIC PVT. LTD.
Chitrarth House, Survey No.16, 6 Gajanan Nagar, Phursungi Road, Pune - 412308, Maharashtra, India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail, Wholesale & Marketing of Bio Fertilizer, Organic Fertilizers, Organic Compost, Organic Manure, Organic Potting Soil, Organic Soil Enhancement Powders And Preparations, Plant-Growth Promoters Containing Microorganisms, Substances For Promoting Plant Growth, Bio Fungicide, Multi-Nutrient Fertilizers, Plant Nutrient Preparations, Nutrients For Plants, Bactericides, Nutrients For Flowers, Nutrients For Algae, Amino Compounds, Humic Acid [other than for medical and veterinary use], Fertilizers For Agriculture Made Of Seaweed, Seaweed Extract for use as a Growth Stimulant & Seaweed Plant Food
3695062   05/12/2017
SUBHA RANJAN CHATTERJEE TRADING AS PET CITY
BORONILPUR, G. T. ROAD, P.O- SRIPALLY, BESIDE GREAT EASTERN, BURDWAN - 713103
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA,NEW TOWN,KOLKATA 700 157,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :15/08/2017

KOLKATA
THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF PET FOOD, PETS & PET ACCESSORIES ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS THROUGH RETAIL & WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA; SERVICES OF MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT & RETAILING OF PET FOOD, PETS & PET ACCESSORIES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MANJEET COLLECTION

3695095  05/12/2017

MANJEET COLLECTION
E - 4/30, 10 Number Market, Arera Colony, Bhopal - 462016, Madhya Pradesh
Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :11/03/1996

To be associated with:
2982722

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, services provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets related to clothing, sarees, cosmetics, accessories
3695274    05/12/2017
LAKSHMINARASIMAR ENTERPRISES PVT LTD
177/50,VVG NAGAR WARD NO:9,LAKSHMIPURAM (POST),PERIYAKULAM TALUK,THENI-625523
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Business management assistance; retail services in relation to foodstuffs; retail services relating to clothing; Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
CAMPHOR CLEAING SERVICES

3695296  05/12/2017
DEVAM KAPOOR
17/75, BACK SIDE, FIRST FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, NEAR 820 BUS STAND, NEW DELHI - 110027
PROPRIETARY FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBIWAS
3695321  05/12/2017
ABDUL WASEEM
# 18-8-239/101, RAWOOF COLONY, RIYASAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD 500059, TELANGANA STATE.,
A propriortorship concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATED TO MOBILES ACCESSORIES, READYMADE GARMENTS, SHOES, WATCHES, SUNGLASSES, BELTS, VEGETABLE CUTTER, CUFFLINKS, CURTAINS BRACKETS & COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
YOGA OF EATING
3695570   05/12/2017
KARTIKEYA TALREJA
Gemini House, Plot No. C-3, Road No. 11, MIDC, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400093, India
Indian Inhabitant.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail services connected with the sale of subscription boxes containing food; on-line ordering services in the field of restaurant take-out and delivery; mail order retail services related to foodstuffs; consultancy relating to the cost management of health care; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; business assistance management and administrative services; business analysis research and information services; business consultancy and advisory services being services included in class 35.
FILTER AND SSSHA BEEDI WORKS
3695671 05/12/2017
S. MAHABOOB BASHA
FILTER AND SSSHA BEEDI WORKS, NO. 7/333, RAICHUR STREET, TADIPATRI, ANANTAPUR, ANDHARAPRADESH- 515411
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since: 01/01/1955
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL SALE OF BEEDI
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830 ,  01/01/2018           Class 35

RIATECH

3695722    05/12/2017

SAITECH IT PVT LTD

4, Spandan, Near Dev Darshan Socity, V V Nagar Road, Karamsad, Dist: Anand 388325, Gujarat, India.

A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY

N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since: 28/02/2013

AHMEDABAD

Retail stores, wholesale outlets, through vending machines, mail order catalogues or by means of electronic media, for example, through web sites or television shopping programmes of Portable Computers, Tablet Computers, Rechargeable Batteries, Battery Chargers, Tablet Computers, Computer keyboards, Computer memory devices, Computer hardware, Audio Electronic Components, DVD Players Light Emitting Diode Displays, Monitors, 3D Eye Glasses, Computers, Printers for Computers, data processing equipment, Data processing apparatus, Computer peripheral devices, Electric cables, Disk drives for computers, Mouse [computer peripheral], Mouse pads, USB flash drives.
3695845   06/12/2017
SILONA SUNIL ZUNJARRAO TRADING AS S CHEM INDUSTRIES
8/30, Sambhaji Housing Society, Behind Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan, Shivajinagar, Pune - 411016.
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail services in relation to paints, Epoxy /PU flooring, Admixtures, Grouts & Anchors, Water Proofing Chemicals, Adhesives, Sealants and Bonding Agent.
3695856  06/12/2017
RAGHAVENDRA PRANESH HUNASGI
Villa #148, KVR Hi-Rise Paradise, Bachupally X roads, Bachupally, Hyderabad -500090
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAGINI AGRAWAL
H-30 IInd Floor Near Sai Mandir Laxmi Nagar Delhi 110092
Used Since :17/11/2017

CHENNAI
Digital Marketing and Digital Transformation
HARSH MOBILE
3695889 06/12/2017
YOGESH MALVIYA
House No. 30-31, Suman Nagar, Vijay Nagar, Indore, Madhya Pradesh - 452010
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHAV PANCHAL
33, ASHISH NAGAR, BANGALI SQUARE, INDORE-452016,M.P.
Used Since :19/08/2011
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions; Retail store for mobile and mobile accessories.
AAYUSHALYA
3696112  06/12/2017
SUDHIR GOEL
266/2, Sector 55, Chandigarh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
# 404, GH-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana
Used Since :29/04/2017
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3696266    06/12/2017
C L G RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
A-5A, Sector - 16, Noida, UP - 201301
Legal Entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SHARMA
House no. 1367, sector -10A, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122001
Used Since :02/05/2016

DELHI
Trading of Metal, Glass, Wooden and other household items
3696268  06/12/2017
MANJUSHA BUDHAJI MORGAONKAR
A-1001, Apollo Building, Lodha Paraside Complex, Majiwada, at eastern express highway, Thane west 400601.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Online Marketing, Online Shopping of Ethnic Wear only for Women's, Online Advertisements, Online Retail Store Services relating to Readymade Garments like Kurtis, Sarees with mix and match Blouse Material, Dupattas, Scrufs, Top Wear, Bottom Wear, Fusion Wear made of traditional Indian Textile Designs, Handloom Designs of various Fabrics, Trading of Imitation Jewellery In Class 35.
3696271  06/12/2017
MANAV RATAN BHOJWANI
102, Balram Apartment, Near Hira Marriage Hall, Ulhasnagar - 421002, Dist. Thane, Maharashtra, India.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Wholesale, Retail, Import, Export & Marketing of Chocolate & Confectionery Products In Class 35
MR. SUSHANTHLAL
SREEPADAM, KOORARA P. O., CHAMPAD, THALASSERY, KANNUR – 670 692, KERALA STATE, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

ONLINE SERVICES; ADVERTISING; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS FUNCTIONS
BOVZEN

3696849  07/12/2017

SOUMYENDU MUKHOPADHYAY (SOLE PROPRIETOR OF BOVZEN)
Flat 1D, Iswari Apartment,12/7 Sarat Chatterjee Road, Near Surya Sangha Club, Parnasree Pally, Kolkata-700060

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since :04/11/2017

KOLKATA

Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions. under class 35.
NAMAH

3697097  07/12/2017
NAMAH FASHION
SHOP NO. 783-C/2 ,OPP. TEL MIL, BHOOR COLONY,OLD FARIDABAD,FARIDABAD-121002
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
KRUVIN

3697110  07/12/2017

MR. KURUSH R. DADABHOY

56, Botawalla building, 3rd floor, Bomanji Master Lane, Marine Lines, Mumbai 400002

Individual Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.

3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Online services, web retail, wholesale distributorship and ordering services connected with marketing, sale and distribution of electrical, electronic instruments, household & kitchen appliances, lights & light fittings, led bulbs, lamps, tubes, street lights, parking tube lights, lamp holders & stands, emergency lights, flash lights, chokes, fluorescent lighting fixtures, solar water heaters, solar powered cooling or ventilating appliances, solar powered lighting units & fixtures; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; trade fairs & exhibitions for advertising purpose
MEDISONA
3697112  07/12/2017
MEDISONA HEALTH SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 22, 1st Main, 3rd Cross, Ground Floor, Health Layout, Annapoorneshwari Nagar, Bangalore, Karnataka – 560091.
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :01/05/2017
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, SALES OF COOKIES AND BISCUITS.
3697315  07/12/2017
MANISH MALOJIRAO PATIL
5B, Rajhans Residency, S.N. 245/4/2 & 245/5/1, DP Road, Baner - 411007 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
providing business information via a web site; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business management for freelance service providers; business management and organization consultancy; business efficiency expert services; advisory services for business management ;commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; compilation of information into computer databases; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; business research; marketing research
3697378  07/12/2017
VARDHMAN WOOL STORE
189/2, Kayasthan Mohalla, Near subhash Bazaar Panipat Haryana-132103
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Retail and Wholesale services in related to Toys, Towels, Fashion Accessories, children's Clothing
Trade Marks Journal No: 1830, 01/01/2018 Class 35

XIAMEN YING WAN
3697595 07/12/2017
MR. DANISH ABDUL RAZAK PANDROWALA TRADING AS : DFFI IMPEX
Reyhaan Terraces, A-Wing, 15th Floor, Flat No.1501, Sahakar-Bandivali Hill Road, Jogeshwari (W), Mumbai - 400102 [M.H.]
Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Adverting, business management, business administration, franchise, wholesale, retail, Importing, distribution & marketing services in relation to Baked goods, confectionery, chocolate, desserts, biscuits (not for animals) & candy in class 35
3697656 08/12/2017
MUKUNDHAN.R.S
19/21, C.R Sundaram Brothers Layout, Ramanathapuram, Trichy Road, Coimbatore - 641045, Tamilnadu
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Arranging of trading transactions and commercial contracts, Retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches, On-line wholesale store services featuring luggage
MONEY ENGINE

3698042  08/12/2017

EASY PAY PVT. LTD.
BLOCK -C-703/B, GANESH MERIDIAN, OPP. KARGIL PETROL PUMP, S.G.HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD – 380 060, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS, ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE.
EASY PAY MONEY ENGINE

3698045    08/12/2017
EASY PAY PVT. LTD.
BLOCK -C-703/B, GANESH MERIDIAN, OPP. KARGIL PETROL PUMP, S.G.HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD – 380 060, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS, ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE.
VENUGOPAL MARIMUTHU
Purva Primus 9th Floor, Okkaiyampet, Thoraipakkam, Chennai – 600096, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 27/07/2016

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
3698347   08/12/2017
JYOTI SOOD TRADING AS S.B. INTERNATIONAL
15524, ST. NO-11, PARBHAT NAGAR, DHOLEWAL, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/05/2014
DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing; Hosiery Knitting Needles; Textile Machinery Parts; Textile Oils; Yarns & Threads.
3698410  08/12/2017
RAJESH KUMAR TRADING AS LEITHRIS FLUSH
NO.1509, TRICHY ROAD, COIMBATORE - 641 018, COIMBATORE DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale and Retail Trading of aerosol Dispenser, Soap Dispenser, Hand Dryer, Insect Killer Fly catcher, Dust Bin,
Sterilizer, Sign Boards, Sanitary Napkins and Online Sales, Marketing and Advertisement.
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3698421 08/12/2017
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

1857737

MUMBAI
Retail services connected with the sale of ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes), padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics), raw fibrous textile materials, yarns and threads, for textile use, cotton thread and yarn, linen thread and yarn, spun cotton, thread, spun wool, woollen thread and yarn, textile and textile goods, not included in other classes, bed and table covers, bath linen, except clothing, bed blankets, bed clothes, bed covers, bed covers of paper, bed linen, bedspreads, bolting cloth, chenille fabric, cloth, cotton fabrics, furniture coverings of textile, coverlets, covers for cushions, covers for furniture, curtains of textile or plastic, damask, door curtains, fabric, fabrics for textile use, face towels of textile, fibreglass fabrics for textile use, flannel, sanitary flannel, frieze, glass cloths, handkerchiefs of textile, household linen, jersey, knitted fabric, linen cloth, diapered line, linings, napkins, of cloth, for removing make-up, mattress covers, table napkins of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, pillow shams, pillowcases, place mats, not of paper, quilts, travelling rugs, sheets, curtains of textile or plastic,
silk, silk fabrics for printing patterns, table linen, not of paper, table napkins of textile, tablecloths, not of paper, tablemats, not of paper, tissues of textile for removing make-up, towels of textile, velvet, woollen cloth, woolen fabric, clothing, footwear, headgear, bathrobes, waterproof clothing, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, needle cushions, pin cushions, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), artificial turf, automobile carpets, bath mats, floor coverings, mats of woven rope for ski slopes and non-slip mats
GoContacts

3698482  08/12/2017
IBIBO GROUP PRIVATE LIMITED
UG-7, Upper Ground Floor, TDI Mall, 11 Shivaji Place Complex, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi – 110027
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing accommodation information in the nature of price comparison rating of accommodations; customer loyalty services and customer club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; promoting the use of charge and credit card accounts of others through the administration of incentive programs; conducting customer loyalty, reward, affinity and incentive programs for commercial promotion and for advertising purposes; business consulting services in the field of travel and travel planning; providing airfare and hotel rate comparison information; advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others via electronic communication networks.
3698729  09/12/2017
AAKASH TEXTILES EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
5/10, GRANTS BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, ARTHUR BUNDER ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI -400 005.
A Private Limited company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AMINOHERB

3698746   09/12/2017
MR. ANUJ ARORA.
O-51, LAJPAT NAGAR-II, NEW DELHI-110024, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF VETERINARY MEDICINES, FOOD SUPPLEMENT, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENT, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, FOOD STUFFS FOR ANIMALS AND CATTLE FEED.
K I GEARs

3698820  09/12/2017

S. JASPREET SINGH S/O LATE S. JASPAL SINGH TRADING AS KING INTERNATIONAL (REGD.).
1530, Lane-10, Dashmesh Nagar, Gill Road, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 19/07/1998

DELHI

Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, shops, showrooms, online selling, franchises, ordering services, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Auto parts, tractor parts, truck parts, jeep parts, two wheeler parts, three wheeler parts, four wheeler parts, eight wheeler parts, heavy & lite vehicles parts, automobile parts, gears, for use in motorland vehicles, agriculture equipments & implement, their parts, fittings & accessories included in class 35.
MORA PHARMA PVT. LTD.

3698972  09/12/2017
M/S MORA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
A-194, 2ND FLOOR, DEFENCE COLONY, DELHI-110024.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S LAW)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/11/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC
PREPARATIONS.
3699301  11/12/2017

FAITH SERVICES PVT. LTD
Faith Services Pvt. Ltd. L/1216/1 Road G, Lane 7, Phase-IV, Naroda GIDC, Naroda, Ahmedabad-382330, Gujarat
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/11/2017

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES / PUBLICITY AGENCY SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A
COMPUTER NETWORK, WEB INDEXING FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, PDATING AND
MAINTENANCE OF DATA IN COMPUTER DATABASES
YASIR AHAMED
trading as ;ANTWAY
33/6, RAJAJI STREET, KANNIKAPURAM, AVADI,CHENNAI - 600 064, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BOOK - KEEPING / ACCOUNTING. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAMMES FOR OTHERS /
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE.
crowdtron

3699908  11/12/2017

SMARTRON INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, Corporate Court Next to Sheraton / Opp. ICICI Towers, Nanakram Guda, Financial District, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500032
Artificial Entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORMULATEIP TECHNOLEGAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#758,3rd floor, 19th main, Dollar Scheme layout, HSR Layout 2nd Sector, Bangalore, India-560102
Used Since :21/12/2015

CHENNAI

business management, business administration, office functions.
BOLTZMANN

3700643  12/12/2017

RAKESH JAKHAR
HOUSE NO. 77, SECTOR-B, DEFENCE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT. (HARYANA)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale; Trading, Marketing & Online Marketing relating to Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceuticals Preparations.
FOXKID
3700647  12/12/2017
MOHINDER PARTAP SINGH TRADING AS B.R. INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO-3239/3, CHET SINGH NAGAR, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/04/2014
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Bicycles & Bicycle Parts including Cycle Bells, Cycle Frames, Bicycle Handle Bars, Bicycle Pedals, Bicycle Pumps, Bicycle Rims, Bicycle Saddles & Saddle Covers, Bicycle Spokes, Bicycle Stands (Kickstand), Cycle Wheels, Direction Signals for Bicycles, Cycle Brakes, Cycle Chains, Bicycle Handlebar Grips, Bicycle Carriers, Bicycle Training Wheels, Bicycles Brake Shoes, Fenders for Land Vehicles & Mudguards.
GATECRASHERS
3703320  15/12/2017
PRANAY HANDA
I-4 Kirti Nagar New Delhi-110015
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business Management, Business Administration and Office Functions.
Nath Enterprises

3705617    18/12/2017

PRAVIN ANIL JARANDKAR TRADING AS NATH SHOPPING CENTER

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
Pficus De Med Private Limited

3706391  19/12/2017

PFICUS DE MED PVT.LTD.
No 9 &10, 2nd Floor, Sri Siddhi Vinayaka Complex, RHB Colony, Mahadevpura, Bangalore-560 048, Karnataka

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :03/02/2016

CHENNAI

Marketing of Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations